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Mr. Alan Butkovitz 
Office of the Controller 
1230 Municipal Services Building 
1401 John F. Kennedy Boulevard 
Philadelphia, PA  19102 
 
Re: Forensic Investigation of the Philadelphia Sheriff’s Office 
 
Dear Mr. Butkovitz: 
 
Attached is the Deloitte Financial Advisory Services LLP report of the results of our forensic 
investigation of the Office of the Sheriff.  We conducted our investigation pursuant to the 
Provider Agreement (Contract Number 1120448) by and between the City of Philadelphia (the 
“City”), by and through the City Controller’s Office (the “Department”) and Deloitte Financial 
Advisory Services LLP (“Deloitte FAS”).   
 
Our procedures were performed in accordance with the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants’ (“AICPA”) Statement on Standards for Consulting Services.  Our procedures did 
not constitute an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, an 
examination of internal controls, or other attestation or review services in accordance with 
standards established by the AICPA, the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board or other 
regulatory body.  The sufficiency of the procedures is the responsibility of the City and the 
Department.  Consequently, we make no representation regarding the sufficiency of the 
procedures described below either for the purpose for which this report has been requested or for 
any other purpose. 
 
We were not engaged to, and did not perform an audit, the objective of which would be the 
expression of an opinion on the specified elements, accounts, or items. Accordingly, we do not 
express such an opinion.  Had we performed additional procedures, other matters might have 
come to our attention that would have been reported to you. 
 

Deloitte Financial Advisory 
Services LLP 

1700 Market Street 
Philadelphia, PA  19103 
USA 

Tel:   215 246-2300 
Fax:  215 569-2441 
www.deloitte.com 

www.deloitte.com
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Our analyses and observations are based upon information provided to Deloitte FAS as of the 
date of this report. It is possible that additional information may become available following the 
date of our report and, if so, our analysis and observations could be affected by such information. 
 
We are happy to discuss any questions at your convenience. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
 
 
Louis R. Pichini 
Director 
Forensic & Dispute Services 
Deloitte Financial Advisory Services LLP 
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I. BACKGROUND 
 
The Philadelphia City Controller issued an Audit Report of the Sheriff’s Office on October 25, 
2010.  The report examined the financial affairs and operations of the Sheriff’s Office for fiscal 
years 2007 to 2009. The City Controller’s report expressed concerns about the potential for 
errors and irregularities with respect to millions of dollars in custodial funds held by the Sheriff’s 
Office. The City Controller found the Sheriff’s Office had poor control procedures which 
provided “ample opportunity to misappropriate and conceal a theft of funds.”  Based on the 
results of the audit and the Sheriff’s Office apparent intentional failure to cooperate with City 
auditors, the City Controller concluded that the Sheriff’s Office was “highly at risk for fraud” 
and that a “forensic audit team” should be retained to further investigate.  

 
The City Controller’s Office retained Deloitte Financial Advisory Services LLP (Deloitte FAS) 
to conduct the forensic audit of the Sheriff’s Office custodial accounts, and to identify and 
quantify any abnormal financial activity.1 We began our investigation at the end of February, 
2011.  Our investigation initially focused on the period July 1, 2006 through June 30, 2009, and 
expanded to include transactions occurring before 2006 and after 2009.  

 
The Sheriff’s Office was created by Article 9, Section 4 of the Pennsylvania Constitution and 
established as a part of the Philadelphia city-county government through the adoption of the 
Home Rule Charter of 1951. The Sheriff is the highest elected law enforcement office of the 
City. John D. Green was the Sheriff for the City of Philadelphia from 1988 through the end of 
2010 when he retired; the financial transactions we investigated occurred during his time as 
Sheriff.   
 
The Sheriff’s Office has four main duties:  

 
• Prisoner transportation  to and from Philadelphia courtrooms; 
• Courtroom security for Municipal and Common Pleas Courts; 
• Serving and executing writs and warrants, and enforcing injunctions; and 

                                                           
1 The services Deloitte FAS performed are consulting services in accordance with the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) Standards for Consulting Services and do not constitute an engagement to 
provide audit, compilation, review or attest services as described in the pronouncements on professional standards 
issued by the AICPA. Deloitte FAS performed the forensic investigation consistent with the AICPA consulting 
services guidelines titled “Fraud Investigations in Litigation and Dispute Resolution Services.” 
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• Conducting real and personal property sales and collecting and disbursing fees and 
funds related to these activities. 

 
The custodial funds questioned in the City Controller’s audit resided predominantly in accounts 
related to Sheriff’s sales of real property. As a result, our investigation focused on real estate 
property sales and the collection and distribution of the funds and fees connected with Sheriff’s 
sales.  

 
The Sheriff conducted mortgage foreclosure, tax lien and delinquent tax sales. Mortgage 
foreclosure sales were the most frequent. From 2006 through 2010, the Sheriff’s Office 
conducted over 61,500 property sales with sales declining each year.  The Real Estate Division 
of the Sheriff’s Office is responsible for conducting the sales, and processing and authorizing 
disbursements for them. 

 
The real estate properties sold at Sheriff’s sales are identified on a per property basis by a 
book/writ number.  

 
Reach Communication Specialists Inc. (Reach) provided advertising services to the Philadelphia 
Sheriff’s Office for Sheriff’s sales for over twenty years, ending in January 2011. James R. 
Davis, Jr. and James Cassell were the original owners of Reach. Mr. Cassell died in April, 2005.  
Reach was located at 1514 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa., during our inspection period. 2   

 
RCS Searchers Inc. (RCS) is a title insurance company which provided distribution title 
insurance, settlement closing services, “sweep” account services, and deed related services to the 
Sheriff’s Office. James R. Davis, Jr. and James Cassell were also the owners of RCS. RCS was 
located one floor above the Sheriff’s Office at 100 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa., during 
our inspection period.  

 
Sheriffsale.com is a website owned by James R. Davis, Jr. Reach charged the Sheriff’s Office to 
post properties to be sold at Sheriff’s sales on the website.  Reach also charged users to enter the 
website. Reach identified bidders for Sheriff’s sale properties through the website and 
represented bidders at Sheriff’s sales, for which it charged fees. 
 

                                                           
2 Reach Communication Specialists Inc. identifies itself as “RCS” in its letterhead. Since Mr. Davis also owned RCS 
Searchers Inc., which also identifies itself as “RCS,” we refer to the advertising company as “Reach” throughout the 
report to avoid confusion when referring to these companies.  
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Phillysheriff.com was the unofficial website of the Sheriff’s Office. Reach charged the Sheriff’s 
Office to post properties to be sold at Sheriff’s sales on the website.  Reach designed, operated, 
maintained and currently owns the website.  

  
Reach and RCS, collectively Reach/RCS was the largest vendor of the Sheriff’s Office from 
2001 through 2010. The Sheriff’s Office paid Reach/RCS $206,110,116 for years 2005 through 
2010 for advertising services, settlement “pass-through” disbursements, related services, and 
fees. 

 
Crystal Stewart worked in and was the Director of the Real Estate Division of the Sheriff’s 
Office during the inspection period. Sheriff Green hired and promoted Ms. Stewart in the Real 
Estate Division.  Crystal Stewart is the sister of James R. Davis, Jr., the owner of Reach and 
RCS.  

 
Darrell Stewart held various positions in the Sheriff’s Office, including Supervisor of the Real 
Estate Division and Undersheriff. Sheriff Green placed Mr. Stewart in the Real Estate Division. 
Mr. Stewart is Mr. Davis’ brother-in-law and is married to Crystal Stewart. 

 
Tyrone Bynum was the Director of Finance and Compliance in the Sheriff’s Office during our 
inspection period. Sheriff Green hired Mr. Bynum for that position in 2002. Mr. Bynum had 
responsibility for the Accounting Division of the Sheriff’s Office. 

 
Barbara Deeley held positions as Chief of Staff from 1995 until March 2010 when she became 
Deputy Sheriff in the Sheriff’s Office; she became Acting Sheriff in January, 2011 and presently 
holds that position. 

 
At the beginning of January, 2011, following the release of the City Controller’s Report, Crystal 
Stewart and Tyrone Bynum were given notices of termination from service and Darrell Stewart 
was reassigned to Traffic Court. RCS and Reach services were terminated. 
 
We had access to financial and other records of the Sheriff’s Office, which were unorganized and 
stored in several different locations.  The RCS and Reach invoices we analyzed were provided at 
different times over several weeks, thereby making the analysis and invoice scheduling lengthier 
and more complicated 

 
Our investigation did not include access to the RCS and Reach documents nor were we able to 
interview Mr. Davis. Counsel for Mr. Davis advised that Mr. Davis would not meet with us. 
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Crystal Stewart and Mr. Bynum did not return our calls requesting interviews. We were also 
unable to gain access to existing email accounts of present and former Sheriff’s employees. 
 
Sheriff Green made himself available for an interview, the results of which are set forth in the 
report. The Sheriff provided few details about the operation of the Real Estate Division of his 
Office and Reach/RCS. The Sheriff told us: he did not recall who made the decision to select 
Reach and RCS as vendors; he did not know what role James R. Davis, Jr. had in RCS and 
initially said he did not know what role Mr. Davis had in Reach; he had “no idea” of the amount 
of advertising expenses his Office paid; he did not know if RCS had a contract with the Sheriff’s 
Office, but suspected that they did; he said that Reach never had an advertising contract; he did 
not initially know what services RCS performed other than computer services, but after a 
telephone call with someone whose identity he would not disclose, he said RCS also provided 
settlement services; he was generally aware RCS performed other services, but did not know 
what they were; and he did not know much how Reach and RCS were paid for their services. 
The Sheriff explained that as the head of the Office he did not see certain things and there was so 
much going on. 
 
II. REACH/RCS SUSPECT or QUESTIONABLE  ACTIVITY 
 

Activity Details 
 
Original of February 27, 2003 letter 
agreement between Reach and the Sheriff’ 
Office stating 15% standard commission 
to be paid by advertising mediums. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Signatory for Sheriff’s Office states the 
signature on letter agreement is not hers, 
she did not sign it, and that she did not 
authorize any one to sign her name; 
 
No apparent review of Reach letter 
agreement by City Law Department as 
required by Section 4-400(C) Home Rule 
Charter; 
 
Sheriff’s Office pays the 15% commission 
not the advertising mediums as stated in 
Reach letter agreement; 
 
Reach letter agreement found  by Deloitte 
in Sheriff’s Office files during forensic 
investigation in 2011, but Sheriff’s Office 
did not provide to the City Controller 
during audit in 2010. 
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Activity Details 
Original of February 27, 2003 letter 
agreement between Reach and the 
Sheriff’ Office stating 15% standard 
commission to be paid by advertising 
mediums, plus one line per writ in three 
newspapers for production costs. 

 

Sheriff Green in April 1999 response to 
City Controller’s report said  Sheriff’s 
Office would enter into a contract with 
advertising vendor with clearly defined 
terms;  
 
Sheriff Green in January 2003 memo said 
Sheriff’s Office  will have written contracts 
for all current and future consulting and 
professional services; 
 
Sheriff Green in 2005 newspaper article 
purportedly said there was a February 2003 
Reach letter agreement contract with 15% 
commission paid by the media;   
 
Sheriff Green in 2011 interview with 
Deloitte said that there never was a Reach 
advertising contract.  
 

Copy of February 27, 2003 letter 
agreement between Reach and Sheriff’s 
Office with same purported signatures and 
identical language as original except 
compensation paragraph is different;   
 
Reach compensation clause of 15% 
standard commission paid by 
advertising mediums is removed;  
 
Inserted is compensation based on a 2.9 
lines per writ, plus one line to cover 
production costs, in one newspaper;  
 
The copy of the February 27, 2003 letter 
agreement states that the Sheriff agrees 
to pay RCS for services. 
 
 
 
 
 

Signatory for Sheriff’s Office states the 
signature is not hers, she did not sign it, 
and that she did not authorize any one to 
sign her name; 
 
Deloitte search extensively through 
Sheriff’s Office files, but could not locate 
the changed copy;  
 
Copy provided to the Sheriff’s Office in 
January 2011 by Counsel for Reach/James 
Davis Jr. contending that contract requires 
Sheriff to use Reach for advertising 
services; and 
 
Sheriff Green in 2011 interview with 
Deloitte said there never was a Reach 
advertising contract. 
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Activity Details 
 
Overcharges based on original of 
February 27, 2003  letter agreement 
between Reach and the Sheriff’ Office 
stating 15% standard commission to be 
paid by advertising mediums;  
 
Reach appears to overcharge the Sheriff’s 
Office $5,272,599 in advertising charges 
from 2005 through 2010; overcharges 
represent 14% of the Reach invoices. 
submitted to the Sheriff’s Office.  
 

 
Apparent overcharges include: 
 
$2,916,580 for websites;  
 
$1,214,388 for excess production costs; 
and  
 
 $1,141,630 for handbill production. 

Overcharges based on copy of February 
27, 2003 letter agreement between Reach 
and Sheriff’s Office  which deletes 15 % 
standard commission and computes 
compensation based on:   
 
 2.9 lines per writ plus one line to cover 
production costs in one newspaper; 
 
Reach appears to overcharge the Sheriff’s 
Office $9,453,492 in advertising charges 
from 2005 through 2010; overcharges 
represent 24.5% of the Reach invoices. 
submitted to the Sheriff’s Office.  
 

Apparent Overcharges included:  
 
$4,723,173 comprising 15% commissions 
paid by the Sheriff ‘s Office; 
 
$2,916,580 for websites;  
 
$672,109 for excess production costs; and  
 
 $1,141,630 for handbill production. 

Reach’s apparent failure to remit 
$1,142,376 to the Legal Intelligencer, 
Philadelphia Tribune and Philadelphia 
Inquirer/Daily News following Reach’s 
termination in January 2011. 

These monies were remitted to Reach by 
the Sheriff’s office for payment to the 
advertisers and did not belong to Reach.  
The newspapers presented unpaid aged 
invoices and/or accounts receivable records 
totaling $1,142,376. 

 
Reach apparently overcharged the 
Sheriff’s Office $310,217 in excess of the 
amounts charged by the Philadelphia 
Inquirer/Daily News to Reach from 2008 
through 2010. 

 
Invoices from the Philadelphia 
Inquirer/Daily News submitted to Reach 
for Sheriff Sale advertisements from 2008 
through 2010 were compared to 
corresponding invoices submitted by Reach 
to the Sheriff’s Office.  
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Activity Details 
 
RCS/Reach billed the Sheriff’s Office for 
excess charges totaling $3,670,928 from 
2005 through 2010. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Since RCS/Reach had the same access to 
case account balances as Sheriff’s Office 
employees, they should have known 
insufficient funds existed in the account 
case ledgers to pay excess charges 
invoiced; 
 
Sheriff’s Office employees reduced excess 
charges when discovered and did not pay 
them. 

Did RCS deliver all “pass through” 
monies to third parties? 
 
Settlement distributions 
$115,462,038 - 2005 through 2010; 
 
“Sweep services” of old accounts 
Over $9M collected.  
 
 
 
 

Philadelphia Gas Works (“PGW”) 
contends that $616,728.81 was not paid in 
utility bills for at least 273 Sheriff’s sale 
properties in 2010;  
 
We tested ten sale properties of the 273  
totaling $26,112.70 in purported unpaid 
PGW liabilities. 
 
Analysis shows that the Sheriff’s Office 
paid RCS $26,112.70 in “pass through” 
monies for all ten properties; RCS was to 
pay these monies to PGW; 
 
PGW contends that they did not receive 
any payments from RCS for the ten tested 
properties except for $966.19 on one tested 
property with an outstanding liability of 
$3,280.99. 

--- 
 

Reach’s apparent failure to pay 
Philadelphia newspapers $1,142,376 after 
receiving payment from the Sheriff’s 
Office.  

--- 
 
The Sheriff did not enter into settlement 
services contract with RCS and did not 
negotiate a right to audit RCS books to 
ensure that RCS properly distributed all 
“pass through” monies. 
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Activity Details 
Did RCS deliver all “pass through” 
monies to third parties? 

 
Settlement distributions 
$115,462,038 - 2005 through 2010; 
 
“Sweep services” of old accounts 
Over $9M collected. 
 

According to a contract dated November 3, 
2006, RCS is to maintain a digital database 
of payments; records, if in existence, were 
not made available by RCS to Deloitte and 
there is no evidence that the Sheriff’s 
Office reviewed RCS records. 

How much of $9M in sweep monies did 
RCS keep as payment for sweep 
services?  

 
No available payment records.  
 
 
 

RCS was to be paid $55 per property out of 
Sheriff’s fees, commission, or liability 
payments from 2006 through 2009 and 
$125 per property thereafter based on a 
contract dated April 3, 2009. 
 
Sheriff’s Office provided no records of 
how much RCS retained of the $9M for 
their services or where their fees were 
taken from. 
 
Deloitte did not have access to RCS 
records. 
 
 

 
III. FINDINGS 
 
FORMER SHERIFF JOHN D. GREEN 
 
1. John D. Green was the Philadelphia Sheriff during the inspection period of our forensic 

investigation.  As set forth in this report, Sheriff Green permitted Reach/RCS, its largest 
vendor, to exert control over the operations of the Real Estate Division of the Sheriff’s 
Office. 

 
2. Sheriff Green did not enter into vendor contracts for some significant services; the 

contracts his Office did execute were apparently not in compliance with the terms of the 
Home Rule Charter, were not readily accessible for public review, and were not 
internally circulated and made known within the Sheriff’s Office. The deficiencies in the 
contracting process weakened the Sheriff’s Office ability to determine the accuracy and 
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legitimacy of vendor invoices, particularly those of the Office’s largest vendor 
Reach/RCS. The lack of review of contracts by the City Law Department made the City 
vulnerable to lawsuits such as those recently filed by media organizations against the 
Sheriff’s Office.  

 
3. RCS and Reach received millions of dollars in fees that were paid from monies generated 

by Sheriff’s sales and ultimately borne by the foreclosed homeowner or judgment 
creditors. Because the defaulting homeowner had to pay advertising expenses as a 
condition to reinstate or fully satisfy the mortgage, reducing advertising costs could 
increase the chance of “amiable” resolution of foreclosure action without homeowner 
eviction.  
 

4. The importance of minimizing advertising expenses so advertising costs did not “become 
an obstacle to a homeowner preventing the sale through the reinstatement of the 
mortgage”3  was recognized by the Board of Judges of the Philadelphia Common Pleas 
Court, the Philadelphia Bar Association, the Mortgage Foreclosure Committee, and 
others and resulted in amending Rule 3129.2(b)(1) in March 2006 to shorten the 
description of the home required for publication purposes.  
 

5. Sheriff Green and his Office did not exercise oversight of the RCS and Reach invoices 
and did not minimize advertising costs and other expenses. Under Sheriff Green’s tenure, 
there were few internal controls relating to RCS and Reach, their invoices, and their fees.   
 

6. We did not find evidence of a contract between the Sheriff’s Office and RCS which 
identified the settlement and related services RCS provided and the fees they charged. 
Sheriff’s employees did not know how much RCS was to be compensated for their 
settlement services, thereby hampering effective controls over RCS fees.  
 

7. Sheriff Green placed Crystal Stewart and Darrell Stewart, the sister and brother-in-law of 
the owner of Reach and RCS, in positions where they issued payment requests for Reach 
and RCS invoices and then approved the check payments to the companies. Ms. Stewart 
sometimes received checks from the Sheriff’s Office on behalf of Reach and RCS  

 
8. From 2005 to 2010, RCS received $12,173,657 from the Sheriff’s Office for numerous 

settlement and related services.  
 

                                                           
3 Explanatory Comment to amended Philadelphia Civil Rule 3129.2(b)(1). (Exhibit 26) 
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9. From 2005 through 2010, RCS provided settlement services for over 55,000 foreclosure 
sales and received $115,462,038 in “pass-through” monies that RCS was to distribute to 
third parties.  There is no evidence that the Sheriff instituted procedures to audit or 
examine RCS records to test that RCS timely and properly distributed settlement monies 
to third parties. These procedures could have been included in a contract along with the 
identification of services to be performed and compensation for the services. There is no 
evidence the Sheriff instituted similar controls and audit procedures for the over 
$9,000,000 in “sweep” account monies that RCS received and was to distribute to third 
parties. 
 

10. The Sheriff used third parties referred to as “finders,” to locate evicted homeowners 
entitled to excess proceeds on the sale of their homes, but whose whereabouts were 
apparently unknown to the Sheriff’s Office.  These “finders” charged commissions of 
30% to 35% of the evicted homeowner’s excess proceeds. State law limits finder’s 
commissions to 15% when the unclaimed funds are in the possession of the State; this  
limitation is not applicable to funds in the City’s possession. Following the retirement of 
Sheriff Green, the Sheriff’s Office instituted procedures to limit the finder’s fee to 15%. 
 

11. According to interviews with members of the Sheriff’s Office, including the Acting 
Sheriff, one did not question or challenge Sheriff Green about his decisions or 
management of the Office out of fear of being terminated. We asked the Acting Sheriff 
and other senior Sheriff’s Office employees why they did not question the Sheriff about 
the involvement of Reach/RCS and James Davis, Jr. in the operations of the Sheriff’s 
Office. The Acting Sheriff’s answer, which was typical of the responses we received, was  
“at will” employees like herself, who did not have civil service protection, were 
concerned about losing their jobs if they challenged the Sheriff; those that had civil 
service protection did not ask questions out of concern of getting reassigned to an 
undesirable position within the Office.  
 

12. We asked the Acting Sheriff why she was not more involved in the operations of the 
Office. She said that she was excluded from the financial operations of the Office and her 
primary role was Public Liaison. Sheriff Green had Crystal and Darrell Stewart, and 
Tyrone Bynum handle the financial operations associated with Sheriff’s sales and she 
was kept “out of the loop.” According to Ms. Deeley, Mr. Bynum did not disclose any 
financial details to her, and when she tried to supervise him, he told her that he reported 
directly to the Sheriff.  
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INTERRELATIONSHIP: REACH/RCS and SHERIFF’S OFFICE 
 

13. Reach/RCS was the largest vendor of the Sheriff’s Office from 2001 through 2010.  
 
14. James R. Davis Jr. and Reach/RCS were interconnected with Sheriff Green and his 

Office to the extent that members of the Sheriff’s Office, including the Acting Sheriff, 
described RCS as “controlling” and “running” the Real Estate Division of the Sheriff’s 
Office; Sheriff’s employees “worked for RCS and Jim Davis”; and the Sheriff’s Office 
was a “subsidiary of RCS.”  
 

15. Crystal and Darrell Stewart are the sister and brother-in-law of James R. Davis, Jr., the 
owner of Reach/RCS.  Mr. and Mrs. Stewart were at various times in charge of the Real 
Estate Division of the Sheriff’s Office and approved Reach/RCS invoices.  Crystal 
Stewart not only approved the Reach/RCS invoices for payment, but sometimes received 
them on behalf of Reach/RCS. Crystal and Darrell Stewart instructed and “pushed” 
Sheriff’s employees to pay RCS and Reach invoices quickly. With few exceptions, 
invoices of other vendors did not receive the same treatment.  The Acting Sheriff 
acknowledged the conflict in having Crystal and Darrell Stewart involved in the financial 
transactions of Reach/RCS and James Davis, considering their family relationships and 
the ownership of Reach/RCS by Mr. Davis. 
 

16. Another sister of Mr. Davis, Karen Coursey, also worked in the Real Estate Division of 
the Sheriff’s Office as an RCS employee and had invoice approval authority. Mr. Davis’ 
daughter, Jessica Diaz, also worked in the Sheriff’s Office as an RCS employee and had 
full access to the Sheriff’s financial information, much like a full-time employee of the 
Sheriff’s Office would.   

 
17. Sheriff Green was quoted in a Philadelphia Daily News article dated November 18, 2005 

as describing Mr. Davis as a member of his “inner circle.” Mr. Davis was involved in the 
operations of the Sheriff’s Office to the extent that he, the largest outside vendor of the 
Sheriff’s Office, helped write the Sheriff’s Office response to the City Controller’s 2010 
audit report, according to the Acting Sheriff who signed the response.   

 
18. Reach/RCS and the Sheriff’s Office were interconnected through Sheriff John Green’s 

political campaigns. James Cassell, the late co-owner of Reach is named as Treasurer on 
six of Sheriff Green’s campaign reports from 2002 to 2003 which he purportedly signed. 
Reach is listed as a $30,000 creditor of the Sheriff’s reelection campaign on a campus 
finance report dated June 14, 2007. As of December 31, 2010, the debt remained unpaid.  
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19. Sheriff Green initially told us in a recent interview that he did not know if Mr. Davis 
owned Reach and RCS. The Sheriff said he knew that Mr. Davis was involved in Reach 
and RCS since he had seen Mr. Davis in the Sheriff’s Office regarding work done by the 
two companies, but the Sheriff was not aware of Mr. Davis’ position in Reach or RCS or 
the specifics of the relationship. 
 

20. We asked Sheriff Green about his relationship with Mr. Davis. After advising us that they 
were friends, we asked how long the relationship existed and were told thirty years. We 
asked Sheriff Green if he ever asked Mr. Davis about his role in Reach and RCS; we 
were told that the Sheriff did not know. We asked if the subject ever came up in 
conversation. Sheriff Green said he never asked Mr. Davis about his position in RCS and 
was not sure about it.  Later in the interview, Sheriff Green told us that James Cassel and 
Mr. Davis were principles in Reach.  
 

21. The interrelationship between the Sheriff’s Office and RCS culminated in RCS taking 
control of the Sheriff’s Office computerized accounting system shortly before the release 
of the City Controller’s audit report in September 2010.  RCS placed all of the Sheriff’s 
Office records on the RCS server. The control ended in January 2011 when RCS was 
terminated following the release of the City Controller’s Audit Report. At that point, the 
Sheriff’s Office lacked direct access to four months of its own records and were unable to 
write checks from their own bank accounts because the Sheriff had yielded possession of 
its computerized financial records to its largest vendor, Reach/RCS.  The Sheriff’s Office 
also lacked access to Phillysheriff.com, the Office’s unofficial website, since that website 
was owned and under the control of Reach.  

 
Pennsylvania Public Official and Employee Ethics Act 

 
22. Section 1103 of the Pennsylvania Ethics Act states that “(n)o public official or public 

employee shall engage in conduct that constitutes a conflict of interest.”  One of the 
definitions of a conflict under 1102 includes: 
 

“Conflict or conflict of interest. Use by a public official or public 
employee of the authority of his office or employment or any 
confidential information received through his holding public 
office or employment for the private pecuniary benefit of 
himself, a member of his immediate family or a business with 
which he or a member of his immediate family is associated.” 
 

23. A member of the immediate family includes a brother or sister under Section 1102. 
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24. The definition of being associated with a business under Section 1102 is as follows: 

 
“Business with which he is associated. Any business in which 
the person or a member of the person's immediate family is a 
director, officer, owner, employee or has a financial interest.” 
 

25. With respect to Sections 1102 and 1103, our investigation has shown: Crystal Stewart 
was an employee of the Sheriff’s Office and Director of its Real Estate Division; her 
brother, James R. Davis, Jr., is the owner of Reach and RCS; Reach and RCS were 
involved in numerous business transactions with the Sheriff’s Office as set forth in this 
report; Ms. Stewart was involved in those transactions as Director of the Real Estate 
Division of the Sheriff’s Office by approving invoices of Reach and RCS on behalf of the 
Sheriff’s Office, issuing Requests for Disbursement to the Accounting Division for 
payment of the Reach and RCS invoices, and sometimes receiving the Sheriff’s Office 
check payments to Reach and RCS on behalf of the companies. 
 
The Philadelphia Ethics Code 

 
26. Section 20-607(a) of the Philadelphia Ethics Code related to Conflicts of Interest states 

that: 
 

“…no member of Council, or other City officer or employee shall be 
financially interested in any legislation including ordinances and 
resolutions, award, contract, lease, case, claim, decision, decree or 
judgment made by him in his official capacity, or by any board or 
body of which he is a member nor shall any financial interest be held 
by a parent, spouse, child, brother, sister or like relative-in-law, or by 
any person, firm, partnership, corporation, business association, 
trustee or straw party for his or her benefit; nor shall a member of 
Council or other City officer or employee be a purchaser at any sale 
or vendor at any purchase made by him in his official capacity.” 

27. Section 20-607 covers a relative-in-law in addition to a sister. 
 

28. The facts set forth in paragraph 24 above with respect to Crystal Steward and the State 
Ethics Code are applicable with to Section 20-607 of the City Ethics Code. 
 

29. With respect to Section 20-607 and Darrell Stewart, our investigation has shown: Darrell 
is the husband of Crystal and the brother-in-law of James R. Davis, Jr.; during the time of 
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his marriage to Crystal, Darrell was a City employee in the Sheriff’s Office and the 
Director of the Real Estate Division prior to Crystal becoming Director; Darrell later 
became the Undersheriff; while married to Crystal and a City employee at the Sheriff’s 
Office,  Darrell approved Reach and RCS invoices on behalf of the Sheriff’s Office  and 
issued Requests for Disbursement to the Accounting Division of the Sheriff’s Office  for 
payment of the Reach and RCS invoices.  

 
CONTRACTS 

 
30. We discovered in the Sheriff’s Office files a signed original letter agreement between the 

Sheriff’s Office and Reach for advertising services, and signed original letter agreements 
between the Sheriff’s Office and RCS for title distribution insurance, “sweep account” 
services, and deed preparation services. We also found letter agreements between the 
Sheriff’s Office and other title companies for title distribution insurance and letter 
agreements with other companies for deed preparation services. 
 

31. It appears that Sheriff Green did not enter into vendor contracts for settlement closing 
services with RCS and other title insurance companies. 
 

32. None of the letter agreement contracts appear to have been prepared or reviewed by the 
City’s Law Department as required by Section 4-400(C) of the Home Rule Charter.  
 

33. The letter agreements do not appear on a registry as required by the Home Rule Charter. 
The letter agreements do not appear to have been available for public inspection nor did 
the Sheriff’s Office provide them to the City Controller during the recent audit.  A memo 
from Sheriff Green dated January 23, 2003 stated that written agreements and contracts 
“will be kept in the Sheriff’s Office for public inspection.”   

 
LACK OF COOPERATION/SHERIFF’S OFFICE 

 
34. The Sheriff’s Office did not provide vendor and other information to City auditors even 

though that information was specifically requested. In its October 2010 Audit Report, the 
City Controller found the Sheriff’s Office to be “unresponsive” during the Controller’s 
Audit for fiscal years 2007 to 2009, and the Sheriff’s Office production of information 
“quite inadequate.”  One of the reasons the City Controller sought a forensic investigation 
was his position that the Sheriff’s Office was intentionally withholding information. 
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35. Tyrone Bynum was the senior representative for the Sheriff’s Office in dealing with the 
audit. The City Controller’s auditors told us that Mr. Bynum was uncooperative in 
providing information and was unavailable during the course of the audit. For instance, 
the auditors asked Tyrone Bynum for copies of all signed contracts between the Sheriff’s 
Office and Reach/RCS during its audit. None were provided by Mr. Bynum even though 
he had purportedly signed or received copies of several letter agreements. The Acting 
Sheriff advised us that Mr. Bynum and Sheriff Green were the people in the Sheriff’s 
Office who had knowledge of and were involved in the execution of contracts during 
Sheriff Green’s tenure. 

 
36. The City Controller’s auditors repeatedly asked Crystal Stewart for identification of all 

services provided by title insurance companies to the Sheriff’s Office and the fees for all 
the services provided. Ms. Stewart was either unresponsive to the requests or when she 
did respond, she provided limited information. 
 

37. The Sheriff’s Office response to the City Controller’s 2010 Audit Report contended that 
the Office had in fact cooperated. The transmittal cover letter for that response was 
signed by the Acting Sheriff who also publically and affirmatively asserted that the 
Sheriff’s Office had cooperated during the audit.  We asked the Acting Sheriff why she 
signed the letter and sent the response, and if she still contends that the Sheriff’s Office 
had been cooperative with the City Controller. She said that if she knew then what she 
knows now, she would not have signed the cover letter and sent the response. 
 

38. The Acting Sheriff said that in signing the response letter and taking the position she did, 
she relied on people who she now knows were not telling her the truth, Mr. Bynum and 
James Davis. She took her direction from them. Mr. Bynum told her that the audit was 
wrong and racially motivated, and insisted that he had cooperated with the auditors and 
gave them the information they requested. She said she did not know the facts because 
she had been excluded from receiving financial and contract information. Following the 
transfer of Mr. Stewart to Traffic Court, the termination of Crystal Stewart, Mr. Bynum, 
RCS and Mr. Davis, and her retention of a new Chief Deputy for Finance and 
Accountability and outside forensic accountants, she said she has learned what was really 
going on. She believed Mr. Bynum when he said he had cooperated, but now realizes that 
he was not providing records and other information to the auditors.  Mr. Bynum and Mr. 
Davis wrote the Sheriff’s Office response to the City Controller, which Mr. Davis wanted 
more aggressive than what was finally sent. Based on what she’s learned since January, 
she knows that response was not truthful.  
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39. The Acting Sheriff also said she signed the Sheriff’s Office response because she wanted 
to retain her job and be the next Sheriff.  
 

40. Our document search of Sheriff’s Office files made available to us by the Acting Sheriff 
identified letter contracts with Reach, RCS and others, several with Mr. Bynum’s 
purported signature, which were found in the files taken from Mr. Bynum’s office. None 
of the letter agreements were provided to the City Controller by Mr. Bynum or any other 
Sheriff’s employee.  In addition to making the documents available for inspection and 
review, the Acting Sheriff directed the Sheriff’s Office employees and outside 
accountants to cooperate with us in our investigation. 
 

REACH ADVERTISING/LETTER AGREEMENTS  
 
41. There are two signed letter agreement contracts between the Sheriff’s Office and Reach 

for advertising expenses. One is an original contract we discovered in the Sheriff’s files. 
The second is a copy provided to the Sheriff’s Office by counsel for James R. Davis, Jr. 
and Reach in January, 2011 following the issuance of the City Controller’s Audit Report 
and Reach’s termination. 

 
42. The two contracts have the same cover date, February 25, 2003, the same date of 

execution, February 27, 2003, and are identical in content, including typographical errors, 
except for one paragraph dealing with the compensation Reach was to receive. The 
original contract states that Reach “agrees to accept as compensation the 15 percent 
standard commission paid by advertising mediums along with one line per writ added 
only in the line count of the three major newspapers to cover production costs.”4  
 

43. The copy of the letter agreement provided by counsel for Reach/Mr. Davis deletes the 15 
percent standard commission language and the reference to the commission being paid by 
the advertising mediums.  Instead, the copy states that the Sheriff agrees to pay RCS 
and substitutes the following to explain Reach’s compensation:  
 
a. “The addition of two (2) lines to Sheriff’s Sale writs in only one of 

three major newspapers to cover the cost of the necessary spacing 
between each individual advertised writ, the Sheriff’s Sale heading 

                                                           
4 A “line per writ” charge refers to the cost charged by the advertiser for the placement of one line worth of details 
used to describe the property being advertised for Sheriff’s sale.  The total line per writ count is a summation of each 
line of detail produced for the purposes of fully describing the property being advertised for Sheriff’s sale 
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that runs across each advertising page and to offset any administrative 
fee. 

 
b. The addition of .9 lines to cover the cost of advertising the cost of the 

conditions of the Sheriff’s sales; plus one (1) line to cover production 
costs.” 

 
44. Neither letter agreement states that the Sheriff’s Office is to pay the 15% commission to 

Reach. The original letter agreement states the 15% standard commission is to be paid by 
the advertising mediums; the copy of the letter agreement makes no mention at all of the 
15% commission to Reach.  
 

45. Sheriff Green told us in a recent interview that he understood that it was the news media 
that paid Reach for advertising commissions and not the Sheriff’s Office. 
 

46. Neither letter agreement appears to have been reviewed by the City’s Law Department as 
required under Section 4-400 of the Home Rule Charter. 
 

47. Both contracts have the purported signatures of Janet Pina signing on behalf of the 
Sheriff’s Office and James R. Davis, Jr. for Reach. Ms. Pina, in a recent interview, said 
that she did not sign either contract, did not authorize anyone to sign her name to the 
contracts, and did not know who signed the contracts. Ms. Pina also said that she did not 
understand the contract language that described compensation based on lines per writ. 

 
48. Sheriff Green, in an April 1999 response to a City Controller’s report finding that the 

Sheriff’s Office overpaid Reach for advertising expenses, said his Office would follow 
the recommendation of the City auditors and enter into a written contract with the 
advertising vendor, which was Reach,  “to clearly define billing rates, production fees, 
and other administrative costs.” 
 

49. Sheriff Green in a January 2003 memo stated he was implementing a “new policy” to 
obtain written agreements or contracts for consulting and professional services. The 
Sheriff wrote that “these written agreements and /or contacts will formalize verbal 
agreements now in place.” 
 

50. Sheriff Green, in a Philadelphia Daily News article dated November 18, 2005, 
purportedly told the press that he put in writing a contract with Reach Communications 
Specialists, Inc. in February 2003 where Reach receives a “15 percent commission from 
the media with which it places the ads.” (Emphasis added)  
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51. Sheriff Green recently told us that: there never was a contract for advertising in the 
Sheriff’s Office; Reach has been providing the advertising since 1990; the only 
advertising service Reach performs is placing newspaper ads for Sheriff sales; and he has 
no idea what the amount of advertising expenses are.   

 
REACH APPARENT OVERCHARGES 
 
52. The City Controller found in a 1999 audit report that Reach overcharged the Sheriff’s 

Office for advertising expenses by adding 2.9 lines to the cost of per writ advertising.  
The City Controller found that the Sheriff’s Office overpaid for production costs, did not 
check the accuracy of documents supporting disbursements, and failed in its duty to 
safeguard its fiduciary assets. In response, the Sheriff’s Office said it would follow the 
recommendations of the City auditors and “institute a written contract with the 
advertising vendor to clearly define billing rates, production fees, and other 
administrative costs.” The letter agreement contract between the Sheriff’s Office and 
Reach, discussed above, was not apparently executed until four years later.  

 
53. The Reach invoices we examined, which were paid by the Sheriff’s Office, included 15% 

commission charges, overcharges for advertising production costs, and unauthorized 
charges according to the terms of both letter agreements, which included costs of 
maintaining two websites and handbill printing. 

 
54. Reach invoices to the Sheriff’s Office for advertising expenses from 2005 through 2010 

totaled $38,568,022.  
 

55. For purposes of our analysis of the Reach invoices, we used the original February 27, 
2003 letter agreement between Reach and the Sheriff’s Office with the “15% standard 
commission paid by advertising mediums” language. We used the original, in part, 
because of the various references to the 15% industry standard commission we came 
across during our investigation, including that attributed to Sheriff Green in 2005, and 
because this was the only original advertising contract we have between Reach and the 
Sheriff’s Office. For informational purposes, we have included an analysis of the Reach 
invoices using the copy of the February 27, 2003, letter agreement between Reach and 
the Sheriff’s Office. While our computation of overcharges under the copy of the 
February 27, 2003 agreement is greater than the original, we rely on our computation 
pursuant to the original for the reasons set forth above. 
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56. Based on our examination of Reach invoices and a comparison to the terms of the 
original February 27, 2003 letter agreement between Reach and the Sheriff’s Office, 
Reach appears to have overcharged the Sheriff’s Office $5,272,599 in advertising charges 
from 2005 to 2010. The apparent overcharges represent 14% of the advertising monies 
paid by the Sheriff‘s Office to Reach from 2005 to 2010. 
 

57. The Reach apparent overcharges totaling $5,272,599, according to a comparison of 
Reach invoices with the original February 27, 2003 letter agreement between Reach and 
the Sheriff’s Office, include $2,916,580 for websites, $1,214,389 for excess production 
costs, and $1,141,630 for handbill production.5 
 

58. Based on our examination of Reach invoices and a comparison to the terms of the copy 
of the February 27, 2003 letter agreement between Reach and the Sheriff’s Office, Reach 
appears to have overcharged the Sheriff’s Office $9,453,492 in advertising charges from 
2005 to 2010. The overcharges represent 24.5% of the advertising monies paid by the 
Sheriff‘s Office to Reach from 2005 to 2010. 
 

59. The Reach apparent overcharges totaling $9,453,492, according to a comparison with the 
copy of the February 27, 2003 letter agreement between Reach and the Sheriff’s Office, 
include $4,723,173 for commissions, $2,916,580 for websites, $672,109 for excess 
production costs, and $1,141,630 for handbill production. 

  
60. The $5,272,599 in advertising overcharges computed pursuant to an analysis of the 

original February 27, 2003 agreement between Reach and the Sheriff’s Office are 
separate and distinct from the $3,668,745 in excess Reach/RCS charges discussed in the  
“Internal Control/Excess Charges” section of the report.  

 
61. The Sheriff’s Office paid the $5,272,599 in advertising overcharges to Reach with 

monies received at Sheriff’s sales. The cost of these overcharges, like the millions of 
dollars in RCS questionable disbursement expenses discussed below, was ultimately 
borne by the defaulting homeowner/borrower losing his/her home at Sheriff’s sale and 
other third parties. 

                                                           
5 The original February 27, 2003 agreement and the results of our interviews, including our interview with Sheriff 
Green, refer to the news mediums paying the 15% commission. Sheriff Green told us that the newspapers actually 
paid Reach but could not explain how this worked since the Sheriff’s Office paid Reach the commission and not the 
newspapers. For purposes of our analysis under the original agreement, we did not include the 15% commission as 
an overcharge. Since the 15% commission was deleted from the copy of the February 27, 2003 agreement, the 
commission is an overcharge under the analysis of the copy agreement.  
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62. Reach charged the Sheriff’s Office for advertising in the Legal Intelligencer, Philadelphia 

Inquirer, Philadelphia Daily News, Philadelphia Tribune, at least ten community 
newspapers, three radio stations and cable television (Comcast).  Reach received a 15% 
commission on all of the charges to these news organizations from the Sheriff’s Office. 
Local and Pennsylvania Civil Procedure rules require the Sheriff to publish sales only in 
the Legal Intelligencer and one daily newspaper of general circulation. We did not 
include in our advertising overcharge calculation any amounts that Reach billed for 
advertising in newspapers and other media over and above that required by the local and 
state procedural rules.  

 
Reach Overcharges/Websites  

 
63. Reach charged the Sheriff for the maintenance of two internet websites relating to 

Sheriff’s sales. One was the unofficial website of the Sheriff’s Office, 
www.phillysheriff.com and the other was www.sheriffsale.com.  Reach owned and 
controlled both websites. 
 

64. Neither website was referenced in the “Conditions of Sheriff Sale” accompanying 
Sheriff’s Sale Notices published in any of thirty-six issues of the Legal Intelligencer we 
examined dated July 2004 through November 2007. Rather, beginning in approximately 
March 2006, the “Conditions of Sale” directed prospective purchasers to two different 
websites for information about sale properties since the published descriptions of the 
properties were shortened to save on advertising costs. This change was pursuant to a 
Court Order of the Hon. C. Darnell Jones, II in which the Board of Judges amended Rule 
3129.2(b)(1). The Legal Intelligencer is the official periodical for publication of all 
Sheriff sales notices.6  
 

65. We also examined Sheriff’s Sale Notices in selected issues of the Philadelphia Tribune, 
Philadelphia Inquirer and the Philadelphia Daily News and did not see any reference to 
either of Reach’s websites. We did find a reference to the unofficial Sheriff’s website in a 
copy of The Star and the Northeast Star, community newspapers. 

 
66.  Reach charged the Sheriff to put sales notices on Reach’s website and then used the 

website to attract bidders to the Sheriff’s sales, for a fee payable to Reach. Present and 
former Sheriff’s employees advised that Reach used this website to identify potential 

                                                           
6 Philadelphia County Court Rule 430.2 

www.phillysheriff.com
www.sheriffsale.com
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bidders for homes sold at Sheriff’s sales, represented the bidders at Sheriff’s sales, and 
bid on sales on their behalf.   
 

67. Screenshots taken from Reach’s former website, www.sheriffsale.com, showed that it had 
a “User Agreement” which required a $10 monthly fee to use the website, a $25 fee to be 
an online bidder for Sheriff’s sales, and a $75 processing fee if there was a winning bid.  
The Reach website advertised that the online bidder would be “represented at the live 
Sheriff’s Sale by an experienced bidder who will actively bid on your behalf.” If the 
experienced bidder submits a winning bid on your behalf, you will be required to pay an 
additional $75.00 processing fee.” Sheriff’s employees told us that RCS was not required 
to follow the “Conditions of Sheriff Sale” which required the deposit to be made at the 
time of the sale. Rather, Reach, unlike other buyers, was permitted to make the ten 
percent deposit the next day at the Sheriff’s Office. 
 

68. Reach billed the Sheriff’s Office $2,916,580 to maintain the two websites from 2005 to 
2010. Notwithstanding these costs, the Sheriff’s Office did not identify either website in 
the Sheriff’s Conditions of Sale appearing in the Legal Intelligencer. These Conditions 
explained the procedures of a Sheriff’s sale and appeared in the Legal Intelligencer 
preceding identification of the properties going to sale. The readers of the Legal 
Intelligencer were referred to two different websites for information about the sales and 
not the websites the Sheriff’s Office paid Reach $2,916,580 to maintain. 
 
Reach Overcharges/Production Costs 
 

69. Reach charged $3,021,990 for production costs from 2005 through 2010. Since Reach 
received a 15% commission directly from the Sheriff’s Office, there is reason to classify 
all of the productions costs as overcharges since those costs should have been included in 
the commission. The Sheriff’s Office new advertising contract dated March 1, 2011 with 
the replacement vendor allows for the industry standard commission of 15% without 
provision for any productions costs.   
 

70. Assuming that Reach should receive production costs, they still overcharged the Sheriff’s 
Office. We discovered from examining the Reach invoices that Reach did not charge 
production costs on a per line basis of one line per writ in the daily newspapers as set 
forth in the original letter agreement with the Sheriff’s Office. Rather, Reach billed on a 
flat rate of $75 per property which was not authorized in the original contract or even the 
copy of the contract that Reach and Mr. Davis submitted via their attorney. This 

www.sheriffsale.com
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unauthorized billing enabled Reach to overcharge the Sheriff’s Office $1,214,389 for 
production costs from 2005 through 2010. 

 
71. The Reach invoices were sent to the Sheriff’s Office to the attention of Darrel Stewart. 

The invoices did not include a breakdown or explanation of what part of the media 
charges Reach received as compensation, any reference to a 15% commission or 
discount, or how Reach calculated fees for production costs. 

 
72. Sheriff’s employees were unable to determine if Reach was overcharging because of the 

lack of detail on the invoices and their lack of knowledge of compensation that Reach 
was to receive since they were unaware of any contract between Reach and the Sheriff’s 
Office. This included the present Acting Sheriff. It also included Mr. Stewart who told us 
that he was unaware of any contract with Reach, could not remember what the two 
websites charges were for, and did not know how Reach was to be compensated for its 
advertising services. 

 
Reach Overcharges/Newspapers 

 
73. The Sheriff’s Office did not receive invoices from the Legal Intelligencer, daily and 

community newspapers, or other media. Rather, the various media sent their invoices 
directly to Reach. The newspaper invoices to Reach contained a gross charge and a net 
charge with a discount of 15% clearly marked.  Reach was to pay the net charge to the 
newspapers.  Reach prepared its own invoice for submission to the Sheriff’s Office which 
included the total gross amount appearing on the newspaper invoices sent to Reach. The 
Sheriff paid Reach the gross amount; the Sheriff’s Office thereby paid Reach the 15% 
commission as part of its compensation.  The Reach invoices to the Sheriff’s Office did 
not identify the discount received from the advertising mediums and whether the 
Sheriff’s Office was paying a net or gross amount. 
 

74. Reach did not forward the newspaper invoices to the Sheriff’s Office nor did the Sheriff 
receive copies of the invoices from the newspapers, thereby preventing the Sheriff’s 
Office from determining the accuracy of the newspaper charges appearing on the Reach 
invoices. 

 
75. The Sheriff’s Office paid the invoices within seven to ten days of receipt, according to 

Sheriff’s Office employees and an analysis of the invoices and Sheriff’s Office 
documentation. 
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76. We received copies of invoices from the Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily News that it issued 
to Reach for publications of Sheriff’s sales for the period 2008 through 2010 and 
compared the invoices to the apparent corresponding Reach invoices sent to Sheriff’s 
Office. The Reach invoices sent to the Sheriff’s Office exceeded the Inquirer/Daily News 
invoices by $310,217.  
 
Reach Overcharges/Impact on Homeowner  

 
77. Reach’s advertising overcharges ultimately impacted the defaulting homeowner/borrower 

losing his/her home. Minimizing advertising costs was a concern of the Board of Judges, 
Philadelphia Bar Association, and the Mortgage Foreclosure Committee which is a group 
of interested parties in Sheriff’s sales formed by the Philadelphia Common Pleas Court.    
 

78. In an effort to reduce advertising costs and possibly reduce the number of 
homeowners/borrowers losing their homes, Local Rule of Civil Procedure 3129.2(b)(1) 
was changed to shorten the description of the sale property by a third in 2006. This rule 
change was accomplished through the collective efforts of the aforementioned groups.   

 
79. The shortening of the property description did not reduce advertising costs. As a result, 

meetings were held between the Mortgage Committee and representatives of the Sheriff’s 
Office, some of which were attended by Mr. Davis of Reach, to determine the reason for 
the lack of advertising expense reduction. The Sheriff’s Office conducted an advertising 
cost study which it shared with the Mortgage Foreclosure Committee. The study was 
limited to newspaper expenses of the Philadelphia Inquirer and Legal Intelligencer and 
did not consider or address Reach expenses.   

 
80. Within months of the meetings between the Mortgage Foreclosure Committee and 

members of the Sheriff’s Office aimed at reducing advertising costs, Reach increased its 
advertising charges to the Sheriff’s Office for maintenance of the Sheriff’s website by 
100%, maintenance of its own website by 40% and printing of the handbills by 75%. We 
found no documents showing that the Sheriff’s Office had reviewed and approved the 
increases or shared these increases with the Mortgage Foreclosure Committee.  
 
Reach Non Payment of Media Expenses 

 
81. Advertising expenses were broken down and allocated to a property according to 

individual book/writ. Payments for the advertising expenses were collected by the 
Sheriff’s Office for each property and forwarded to Reach for payment to the 
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newspapers. The letter agreement between the Sheriff’s Office and Reach did not contain 
a right to audit clause which would permit an audit of Reach’s books to ensure that 
advertising expenses were timely and actually paid to the various news media.  

 
82. Following Reach’s termination, representatives of numerous media organizations 

approached the Sheriff’s Office and asserted that Reach had not paid their invoices, some 
of which were nearly a year old. The Legal Intelligencer, the Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily 
News and the Philadelphia Tribune presented unpaid aged invoices and/or accounts 
receivable records totaling $1,142,376. We were told by newspaper representatives that 
Reach was consistently late in payments. One newspaper advised us that Reach was 
always four to six months late. 

 
83. Our analysis of Reach invoices, Sheriff’s Office payment records including cleared 

checks made payable to Reach, and interviews show that Reach received the monies 
which should have been forwarded to the newspapers. We did not have access to Reach 
records to follow the paper trail any further to determine what use Reach made of the 
over one million dollars forwarded by the Sheriff’s Office to Reach for payment to the 
newspapers. 

 
84. The Sheriff’s Office paid a portion of the advertising costs that the newspapers asserted 

Reach failed to pay. The payments totaled $295,409.43 to at least 15 news organizations. 
The Sheriff’s Office consequently twice paid advertising costs of nearly $300,000 as 
noted above; first to Reach with monies from the foreclosed homeowner or others 
involved in the Sheriff sale, and a second time with monies from the Sheriff’s mortgage 
foreclosure, tax lien, or delinquent tax checking accounts.  

 
INTERNAL CONTROLS/EXCESS CHARGES 

 
85. Determining whether vendors like RCS appropriately charged the Sheriff’s Office for 

services and identifying what services were performed and the terms and condition of 
performing those services was not an easy undertaking. This is because Sheriff Green  
did not enter into vendor contracts for significant services like settlement closing 
services, and the contracts the Sheriff did enter into were not executed in accordance with 
the terms of the Home Rule Charter, were not readily accessible for public review, and 
were not internally circulated  and made known within the Sheriff’s Office. This vendor 
relationship interaction weakened the Sheriff’s Office internal controls over review of 
vendor invoices and its ability to determine the accuracy and legitimacy of those 
invoices. 
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86. We found little evidence of internal controls by the Sheriff’s Office over RCS and Reach 

invoices and payments. 
 
87. Sheriff’s employees were unable to review RCS and Reach invoices for accuracy and 

validity of charges, but did perform a review of the invoices to determine if there were 
sufficient funds deposited in a particular case account to cover the RCS and Reach 
charges. The information that the Sheriff’s employees looked at in the accounts’ case 
ledgers was information that was available to Reach/RCS since Reach/RCS had access to 
the Sheriff’s Civil Accounting System through Crystal Stewart’s data connections in the 
Sheriff’s Office. 

 
88. Sheriff’s Office employees said they identified RCS and Reach invoices which contained 

charges in amounts that exceeded the cash balances appearing in the respective case 
ledgers. Reach/RCS had the ability to know that their invoices included charges that 
exceeded the existing case balances before forwarding the invoices to the Sheriff’s 
Office. 

 
89. Based on our examination of RCS and Reach invoices between 2005 and 2010, 

Reach/RCS billed the Sheriff’s Office $3,668,745 in charges for which there were 
insufficient funds in the respective Sheriff’s Office case accounts. When Sheriff’s 
employees found excess charges, the RCS and Reach invoices were accordingly reduced. 
 

90. Reach/RCS had the same access to the balances in the Sheriff’s Office case ledgers as the 
Sheriff’s employees. It was not labor intensive for Reach/RCS to examine the case ledger 
balances and see that there were insufficient funds to pay the $3,668,745 before they 
invoiced the Sheriff’s Office for these charges.  

 
SUSPECT CIRCUMSTANCES 
 

91. With respect to advertising expenses paid by the Sheriff’s Office, and based on our 
document review, interviews results, and other evidence as set forth in this report, the 
following  are suspect circumstances which require additional investigation by the City 
and others:  

 
a. The existence and execution of two letter agreements between Reach and the 

Sheriff’s Office both identical in content except for the compensation paragraph and 
both purportedly signed on the same day, February 27, 2003; 
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b. Reach’s repeated overcharges occurring more than a decade after overcharges were 

first identified by the City Controller; 
 

c. Reach’s charges to the Sheriff’s Office for services not contractually authorized 
including charging the Sheriff’s Office for publishing Sheriff’s sale properties on  
Reach’s website which Reach then used to solicit and represent bidders at Sheriff’s 
sales for numerous fees;  

 
d. Reach’s unauthorized billing for production costs at a flat fee of $75 rather than on 

the calculation of one line per writ in the daily newspapers;  
 

e.  Reach’s apparent failure to remit to news organizations monies entrusted to Reach;  
 
f. The RCS and Reach billing of excess charges when insufficient funds existed in the 

account case ledgers to pay the charges.  
 
SETTLEMENT SERVICES  
 
92. RCS provided settlement services for over 55,000 Sheriff’s foreclosure sales and received 

$115,462,038 in “pass-through” monies that RCS was to distribute to third parties for 
municipal liabilities, transfer taxes, and deed related expenses from 2005 to 2010. The 
Sheriff’s Office also used two other title companies, Global Abstract and City Line 
Abstract for tax lien and delinquent tax sales. Each company handled about 3,000 sales 
between 2005 and 2010.  Global and City Line provided limited settlement services for 
the tax lien and tax delinquent sales, which did not include distribution of city and state 
transfer taxes or monies for deed preparation, deed acknowledgment, and deed recording. 
RCS performed these services.   

 
93. RCS apparently performed the settlement services for the Sheriff’s Office from 2005 to 

2010 without a contract that identified what services RCS would perform or the 
compensation that RCS would receive. We did not have access to RCS records nor did 
we have access to RCS owner, James Davis, Jr.  This severely limited our ability to 
analyze whether RCS timely and properly distributed the $115,462,038 received from the 
Sheriff’s Office. 

 
94. If the Sheriff’s Office had entered into a contract with RCS, it could have included a 

clause permitting the City the right to audit the RCS books in an attempt to ensure that 
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RCS was timely and properly distributing the settlement monies received from the 
Sheriff’s Office.  

 
95. We attempted to examine RCS distribution of third party payments by analyzing Sheriff 

Office payments made directly to municipal agencies for liabilities which it appeared that 
RCS should have paid. We focused on Sheriff’s Office payments to the Philadelphia Gas 
Works (PGW) and the Philadelphia Water Department (PWD) totaling $1,974,328 
between 2006 and 2010 for utility bills for properties sold at Sheriff’s sales.   

 
96. We asked Sheriff’s employees why the Sheriff’s Office paid the water and gas bills 

directly to the utility companies rather than forwarding them to the title company 
responsible for paying the corresponding liabilities.  They said that the invoices went to 
the Real Estate Division and either Crystal or Darrel Stewart issued a “Request for 
Disbursement,” gave it to the Accounting Division with the directions to pay the bill, and 
they were paid. The Real Estate Division did not explain to Accounting why the invoices 
should be paid. When asked if any research was done to determine if a particular liability 
had already been paid, we were told that the Sheriff’s check writer system made that very 
hard to determine. 

 
97. We attempted to track a Sheriff’s check paid directly to PGW or PWD and determine if 

the payments for that check related to a Sheriff’s sale property and liabilities for which 
the Sheriff’s Office had previously paid RCS. To do this, we had to navigate the Sheriff’s 
Office check writer system. 

 
98. We encountered considerable difficulties in trying to trace the payments through the 

Sheriff’s accounting and check writer systems, which were not designed to facilitate our 
intended search. Given the lack of both functionality and detail captured by the Sheriff’s 
system, linking a check payment to a particular liability associated with a specific 
book/writ in order to discover previous payments by the Sheriff for PGW or PWD 
liabilities proved to be unsuccessful.    

 
99. We then focused on recent correspondence from PGW to the Sheriff’s Office identifying 

273 Sheriff’s sale properties which PGW contended liabilities totaling $616,728.81 had 
not been paid. We selected ten of these properties that went to Sheriff’s sale in January 
through March, 2010 for analysis. PGW records showed the unpaid liabilities for the ten 
properties totaled $26,112.70.  RCS handled the settlement on these properties and had 
the responsibility to issue checks to PWG to pay the liabilities.  
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100. Because of the identification of the specific liabilities and properties, we were able to 
develop an analytic approach to trace the liabilities through the Sheriff’s records to the 
RCS invoices and supporting spreadsheets. Our analysis was time consuming and took 
two days to complete for the ten tested items.  

 
SUSPECT CIRCUMSTANCES 
 
101. In nine of the ten sales that we examined, we were able to trace a payment by the 

Sheriff’s Office to RCS for a PGW liability in the exact amount that PGW is saying it did 
not receive payment.  
 

102. In the tenth sale we examined, PGW records show an original balance of $3,280.99 and a 
payment of $966.19, leaving a balance of $2,314.80. However, the Sheriff’s Office 
records show a payment to RCS for a PGW liability in the amount of the original balance 
of $3,280.99, suggesting that RCS made only a partial payment on the liability.  

 
103. The results of our analysis show that the Sheriff’s Office paid RCS monies which RCS 

should have remitted to PGW to pay utility liabilities.  The fact that PGW has these 
unpaid liabilities on their books for the properties we examined appears to be due either 
to RCS not remitting payment to PGW or PGW having inaccurate records.  Without 
access to RCS records, we do not know if RCS has evidence by way of check or other 
document that it paid PGW for these and other utility liabilities.  

 
104. Our testing of unpaid liabilities raises reasonable questions about the proper disbursement 

by RCS of monies it received from the Sheriff’s Office since all ten tested items showed 
RCS receiving payments for apparent unpaid PGW liabilities. The results also require an 
analysis of RCS records by someone with the authority to access those records.  

 
RCS FEES AND OTHER SERVICES 
 
105. Identifying all the settlement related services that RCS performed for the Sheriff Office 

and the fees that RCS received was a challenge. Unlike advertising expenses, where we 
found two nearly identical letter agreements but with different payment terms, to our 
knowledge there are no signed agreements between RCS and the Sheriff’s Office which 
identify the settlement related services RCS was to perform and the compensation they 
were to receive 
 

106. Sheriff Green recently told us that he “suspected” that there was a contract with RCS for 
settlement services, but he did not know if there was one. We conducted an extensive 
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search of the files of the Sheriff’s Office but could not locate any contract. We asked 
counsel for RCS/James R. Davis Jr. for copies of contracts that RCS had with the 
Sheriff’s Office, but none were provided to us. 
 

107. Sheriff Green could not tell us all the services that RCS performed for the Sheriff’s 
Office. Initially he told us that the only services that RCS performed for the Sheriff’s 
Office were computer related services. When asked if RCS performed other work, he 
interrupted the interview to make a telephone call to find out if RCS did anything else. 
Following the telephone call, he returned to the interview and, reading from handwritten 
notes, told us RCS performed settlement services. We asked the Sheriff who he had 
spoken with on the telephone, but the Sheriff would not disclose the identity of the 
person. 
 

108. Sheriff Green said that RCS performed other services, but he did not know specifically 
what they were. He said he was generally aware that they did other things because he was 
in meetings where he was told that RCS was doing “a lot of stuff to ensure the 
functioning of the office.” 
 

109. Sheriff Green did not know how much RCS was paid for settlement services or for any 
other services it performed. 

 
110. The Sheriff’s Office, prior to our forensic investigation, had been uncooperative with the 

City Controller in providing contracts, documents and other information which would 
shed light on what RCS was doing for the Sheriff and how much RCS was paid. 

 
111. In a series of email exchanges in August 2009 between a City Controller auditor and 

Crystal Stewart, Ms. Stewart was repeatedly asked by the auditor to identify all the fees 
and services provided by the title insurance companies to the Sheriff’s Office; Ms. 
Stewart was unresponsive even after being asked three times for the information.  

 
112. Ms. Stewart did not return our call requesting an interview.  
 
113. Our forensic investigation disclosed that RCS performed settlement services; deed 

related services separate from the settlement service which apparently included deed 
filing, deed preparation, and deed transfers; precertification services; recertification 
services; and providing of title distribution insurance.    
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114. From 2005 to 2010, RCS received $12,173,657 for these services. Our investigation has 
raised questions about the need for some of these services, the costs of which are borne 
by the defaulting homeowners or other third parties. 

 
115. The Sheriff’s Office employees we interviewed, including those that reviewed the RCS 

invoices, did not know how much RCS was to receive as mortgage sales settlement fees. 
As one employee told us, there was no way of knowing where the settlement charges 
appeared on the RCS invoice and the attached spreadsheet since there was no charge 
column identifying settlement costs.  They said the same was true of the Global Abstract 
and City Line Abstract invoices and spreadsheets. 

 
116. The heads of Global Abstract and City Line Abstract each told us that they were paid 

$175 per property for settlement closing costs for the tax lien and delinquent tax sales. 
The head of City Line also said there were times when City Line was paid less than $175 
because there was not enough money remaining after municipal claims and liens had 
been paid.     

 
117. Unlike the heads of Global Abstract and City Line Abstract, the head of RCS, Mr. Davis, 

did not agree to speak with us about the compensation that RCS received for its 
settlement and other services or to speak with us about any other subject.  

 
118. It appears from an examination of the RCS invoices, accompanying spreadsheets, other 

documentation, and interviews that RCS received $250 per property for settlement 
services. The extra $75 appears to be for “deed recording” work. This apparently is for 
filing of the deed which we were told in interviews was subcontracted to the Tyler Firm 
for $50.  

 
119. RCS charged the Sheriff’s Office $2,663,121 in settlement/deed processing fees from 

2005 to 2010, according to RCS invoices and spreadsheets; over $798,000 of the fees 
appears to be for “deed recording” work.  

 
120.  RCS apparently received over $266,000 for being a middleman for deed filing services, 

according to interviews and documents we analyzed.  The Sheriff’s Office employees we 
interviewed could not explain why the Sheriff’s Office did not contract directly with the 
Tyler Firm since the Tyler Firm was retained directly for other services or why the 
Sheriff’s Office did not have competitive bidding for the service, all in an effort to reduce 
the settlement costs which ultimately had to be borne by the foreclosed homeowner.  
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121. We discovered a letter agreement between RCS and the Sheriff’s Office dated September 
1, 2002, purportedly signed by James Cassell and James Davis as managing partners of 
RCS for deed preparation services. RCS was to be paid $75 per deed.  Initially RCS 
charged $75 per deed which was later increased to $150 per deed, according to our 
analysis of the RCS invoices. We were unable to locate any signed contract or draft 
contract between the Sheriff’s Office and RCS increasing the fee to $150 per deed. 
  

122. RCS was also paid $4,958,006 in deed transfer fees and pass-through monies from 2005 
through 2010. It appears that these monies represent deed transfer taxes and other fees 
such as City and State transfer taxes, deed recording and deed acknowledgement fees in 
connection with the tax lien and tax delinquent sales. These were services that were 
carved out for RCS from the settlement services that Global Abstract and City Line 
Abstract performed for these sales. RCS received $75 per deed for these services.  
 

123. RCS invoices and analysis of the book/writ case ledgers show that the Sheriff’s Office 
also paid RCS for “precertification” services, which involve inserting the amounts of 
various liabilities received from City agencies and others onto a settlement spreadsheet 
for the purpose of settlement distribution.  

 
124. RCS charged $75 per property for a precertification. RCS also charged $75 per property 

whenever there was a postponement of the settlement, regardless of whether the liability 
balances actually changed due to the passage of time.  

 
125. We examined case ledgers where RCS charged multiple precertification fees, sometimes 

totaling $375 for one property.   
 
126. Since the termination of RCS, the Sheriff’s Office has performed the precertification 

service and has decided not to charge the defendant whose home is being foreclosed an 
extra $75 precertification fee each time settlement is postponed.  

 
127. RCS invoices and book/writ case ledgers show that RCS charged the Sheriff’s Office   

recertification fees of $75 per property. A recertification was ordered to identify 
outstanding liens and liabilities in mortgage foreclosure cases after a distribution policy 
was issued and the mortgage company had been paid. One member of the Sheriff’s 
Office referred to this as “double dipping” since the distribution policy should have 
performed the same function as a recertification unless there is a lapse in time between 
the ordering of the distribution policy and the distribution of the sales proceeds. 
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128. RCS, Global Abstract, and City Line Abstract provided distribution insurance for 
Sheriff’s property sales. RCS was the only provider of distribution insurance for Sheriff’s 
foreclosure sales. Global Abstract and City Line provided distribution title insurance in 
tax lien and delinquent tax sales. The distribution insurance for mortgage foreclosure 
sales was more lucrative since it was based on a percentage of the sales price while the 
compensation for a tax sale distribution policy for Global and City Line was a flat $300. 
Additionally, policies for mortgage foreclosure sales were ordered whenever there was 
competitive bidding regardless of whether there were excess funds resulting from the 
sale. Policies for tax lien and delinquent tax sales were ordered only when there were 
excess funds remaining after a sale, which occurred much less frequently than on 
mortgage foreclosure sales when there was competitive bidding. 

 
129. The number of property sale settlements was not evenly divided among the three title 

insurance companies.  It appears from an examination of the RCS invoices that RCS 
provided settlement services for over 55,000 sales from 2005 through 2010. It appears 
from an examination of Global Abstract and City Line Abstract invoices that Global and 
City Line each handled approximately 3,000 sales from 2005 through 2010. 
 

130. The Acting Sheriff and her Chief Deputy for Finance and Accountability advised that the 
ordering of distribution policies in mortgage foreclosure cases have been changed; the 
distribution policies are now only ordered if all liabilities have been paid and there are 
excess funds resulting from the sale. It is anticipated that the number of policies ordered 
and the corresponding expense will be considerably reduced as a result of this practice.  

 
SWEEP ACCOUNTS 

 
131. Another service that RCS performed for the Sheriff’s Office was to conduct “sweeps” of 

certain Sheriff’s case accounts to identify and distribute any unpaid liabilities. RCS began 
these services after the Sheriff’s Office remitted nearly three million dollars to the State 
and City in unclaimed funds in June 2006.7 The Sheriff’s Office had to turn over these 
funds as a result of an audit by the State Treasury which found these unclaimed and 
undistributed monies in the Sheriff’s case balances.  

 
132. We found two signed original letter contracts for RCS sweep services in the Sheriff’s 

Office files identified as belonging to Tyrone Bynum. Neither Mr. Bynum nor any other 
Sheriff’s representative provided these contracts to the City Controller during their recent 

                                                           
7 $1,237,006.40 went to the State and $1,703,201.36 went to the City. 
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audit. Neither contract appears to have been reviewed or approved by the City Law 
Department or maintained on a “proper registry” as required by the Home Rule Charter. 
 

133. Both contracts are purportedly signed by Mr. Bynum on behalf of the Sheriff’s Office. 
The first contract is dated November 3, 2006 and is purportedly signed by Mrs. Sheila R. 
Davis on behalf of RCS. The second contract is dated April 3, 2009 and is purportedly 
signed by Yvonne Cornell on behalf of RCS.  
 

134. In the November 2006 agreement, RCS agreed to “process payment of all liabilities, 
identified through the sweep of past real estate accounts” corresponding to Sheriff’s sales 
from 2001 through 2004. 
 

135. In the April 2009 agreement, RCS was engaged to “process past mortgage foreclosure 
real estate accounts.” The agreement does not reference any particular sales to be 
examined.  
 

136. In the November 2006 agreement, RCS was to receive a “reduced fee of $55.00” for “all 
properties found, where there are outstanding liabilities.” RCS was to be paid, in part, out 
of monies that would have gone to the City since the fees are to be deducted from 
“Sheriff’s fee, commission, or liabilities payment covering the above books.” 
 

137. RCS’s compensation was increased over 100% in the April 2009 agreement. The fee 
under the second agreement was $125 for properties where RCS found undisbursed funds 
or negative balances. This fee was to come totally from City designated monies: “This 
fee will be deducted from the grand total of the undisbursed Sheriff’s fee and 
commissions.” 
 

138. RCS swept approximately nine million dollars out of just one of the Sheriff’s accounts 
over three years, according to a Sheriff’s Office email. We cannot determine what RCS 
did with the money nor can we determine how much RCS was paid as compensation for 
their sweep services. 

 
139. We did not have access to RCS records to test RCS disbursements to determine whether 

monies were appropriately and correctly distributed. While the November 2006 letter 
agreement requires RCS to maintain a “digital database of all liability records and proof 
of payments,” Deloitte did not discover any evidence that the Sheriff’s Office received 
proof of payments or that it performed audits or testing to determine the extent and 
accuracy of the RCS sweep disbursements.  
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140. Based on the findings previously mentioned in this report, we recommend that someone 

with the authority to access the RCS records examine the RCS digital database of all 
liability records and proof of payments to determine the extent and accuracy of the RCS 
sweep disbursements. 

 
141. We were unable to determine from the available records how much RCS was paid for its 

sweep services or where the money came from to pay for the services.  
 

142. We located two RCS checks in the Sheriff’s Office check writer system with memos 
referencing sweep accounts. One check memo said “RCS Sweep report 7/6/2006.” The 
check was in the amount of $30,658.29 and dated July 11, 2006, four months before the 
November, 2006 sweep agreement. The other memo read “Pre-cert sweep.” The 
corresponding check was dated June 3, 2010 in the amount of $65,294.77. 
 

143. We cannot tell from available documents whether RCS was to be paid with a separate 
check or whether they retained some portion of the Sheriff’s Office sweep check intended 
to pay the identified “sweep” liabilities. RCS did not designate on its sweep invoice or 
accompanying spreadsheet how much it was to receive for its sweep services nor were 
Sheriff’s Office employees able to tell us what RCS received for these services.  The 
available documents do not reveal how much, if any, RCS retained of the check the 
Sheriff’s Office wrote to pay outstanding liabilities, taxes, and fees.   
 

144. We are also unable to identify where the money came from to pay RCS for its sweep 
services. Although the RCS fees were to be deducted from the “Sheriff’s fee, 
commission, or liabilities payment” we could find no documentation in the Sheriff’s files 
showing the deductions. We lacked access to the RCS files to see if RCS had that 
information in their records. 

 
145. The amount of money that RCS swept out of the mortgage foreclosure account placed the 

account in danger of being overdrawn. According to a Sheriff’s Office email dated April 
1, 2009, the Real Estate Division was advised to cease authorizing checks on the 
checking account and accounting personnel were advised “NOT to mail any Mortgage 
checks until the issue has been resolved.”   
 

146. The issue was resolved by transferring $14,438,775 from the Sheriff’s Office Mortgage 
Foreclosure Capital Management Trust Fund Bank to the Sheriff’s Office mortgage 
foreclosure account on April 9, 2009.  
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147. No one at the Sheriff’s Office we interviewed could explain the source of the fourteen 

million dollars in the Capital Management Trust Fund, which we were told had been 
active since the late 1990’s. We also asked why such a large deposit was made into the 
mortgage foreclosure account and were told the Sheriff’s Office wanted to liquate the 
Trust Fund so all of the money was transferred to the mortgage foreclosure account. 

 
148. We were advised by Sheriff’s Office employees that the purpose of sweeping the 

accounts was to avoid transferring money to unclaimed fund accounts. 
 
UNCLAIMED FUNDS/FINDERS 

 
149. The average monthly balance in the Sheriff’s Office three unclaimed funds bank accounts 

from 2006 through 2010 totaled $5,172,805.  A primary source of these unclaimed funds 
was undistributed excess sales proceeds. These monies belonged to the evicted 
homeowner who was unaware of the existence of the monies, and the Sheriff was unable 
to locate the homeowner after eviction. As a consequence, the proceeds became 
unclaimed funds.  
 

REACH/UNCLAIMED FUNDS/STATE AUDIT  
 

150. The State Treasurer conducted an audit of the Sheriff’s Office unclaimed property 
accounts in 2004 and a post audit examination in 2006.  The state auditors were told by 
the Sheriff’s Office that it relied on third parties as “finders” to locate former home 
owners entitled to excess proceeds because the Sheriff’s Office did not have a duty to 
locate former owners. Reach was one of these finders. 
 

151. Darrell Stewart told us that the Sheriff’s Office employed RCS and other title insurance 
vendors to find former homeowners owed excess funds, but he did not know what the 
finders did to locate the homeowners. 

 
152. The Sheriff’s Office used Reach as its representative in collecting and preparing financial 

data for the State Treasurer during its audit. The Treasury audit found that the Sheriff 
owed the State $2,940,208 from the unclaimed fund accounts. Treasury auditors met with 
representatives from the City’s Law Department, Sheriff’s Office and Reach, which 
identified potential owners of the unclaimed monies and amounts they were owed. Reach 
advised the state that it had located $376,124.78 in advertising expenses for mortgage 
foreclosure sales and $18,406.28 in adverting expenses on tax delinquent sales that had 
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not been distributed to the advertising vendor.  Reach identified the advertising vendor 
which purportedly had not been paid, as itself, Reach Communication Specialists Inc.   

 
153. Reach submitted a claim on unclaimed funds in possession of the State in the amount of 

$366,290.62 for advertising expenses that the Sheriff’s Office purportedly failed to pay in 
connected with stayed properties. It appears from our analysis of Reach’s invoices and 
interviews with Sheriff’s employees that the Sheriff does not necessarily pay for 
newspaper advertising when a property sale is stayed. We examined numerous Reach 
invoices for 2005 to 2010 in which newspaper advertising expenses were zeroed out for 
sales that were timely cancelled.  

 
154. State Treasury Supervisors questioned why Reach had never been paid by the Sheriff’s 

Office for the advertising expenses, considering the close working relationship between 
the two. The field auditors reported that they posed that question to Reach and the 
Sheriff, but never received a satisfactory answer. Since Reach had filed a holder report 
and submitted documentation showing that the money had been collected by the Sheriff, 
but not distributed, the State approved payment of $366,290.62. Payment was made on 
March 13, 2007.8   

 
155. Peter J. Smith, the then Deputy State Treasurer for Audits and Investigations, and 

presently the United States Attorney for the Middle District of Pennsylvania, wrote a 
letter to the City Controller on April 28, 2008 noting Reach’s “potential conflict of 
interest” resulting from Reach simultaneously submitting a claim for non-payment of 
advertising services by the Sheriff and acting as the Sheriff’s agent in reporting to 
Treasury staff financial information about unclaimed property. Mr. Smith provided the 
information to the City Controller “for review and further action if warranted…” 

 
 
 
 

                                                           
8 Reach was not the only Sheriff’s Office vendor to put in a claim for the State unclaimed funds. Reach also 
calculated from its review of the Sheriff’s books that Jennifer St. Hill was owed $55,037 under her name and 
$11,000 under the name of one of her companies, Philadelphia Deed Services for unpaid deed preparation work. Ms. 
St Hill was the largest political contributor to Sheriff’s Green campaigns for Sheriff and contributed a total of 
$18,355 from 2001 to 2009. Convergent Enterprises LLC, a company Ms. St. Hill is current owner of, received 
$1,205,504.39 from the Sheriff’s Office for apparent deed prep services from 2005 through 2010. 
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OTHER FINDERS 
 

156. Claude Carter and his company, Alotta Edu, Inc. was the largest recipient of Sheriff’s 
Office finder’s checks. He received nearly $4.5 million in excess fund payments on 
behalf of former homeowners who had lost their homes but could not be located by the 
Sheriff’s Office following the Sheriff’s sale and eviction. Mr. Carter kept a percentage of 
the $4.5 million as a finder’s fee. Mr. Carter advised us that he charged the foreclosed 
homeowner a commission ranging from 10% to 33%, depending on how much money 
there was and what the owners would negotiate.  

 
157. We asked Mr. Carter for a list of his clients which he declined to do after speaking with 

his attorney. We were able to identify possible clients of Mr. Carter’s by examining the 
Sheriff’s Office checks written to individual payees c/o Alotta.Edu Inc. After a limited 
search of public records we located and contacted seven individuals who had business 
interaction with Mr. Carter. One person refused his services; the others received the 
proceeds of the sale of their forfeited homes through Mr. Carter and told us they were 
charged fees of thirty to thirty five per cent. 
 

158. The person who declined Mr. Carter’s services said she went to the Sheriff’s Office to 
claim her funds, but was told that a check had already been issued to Mr. Carter.  She 
demanded the payment be made directly to her. The Carter check was voided and she was 
issued a check for the full amount of the sale’s excess proceeds. The reason noted in the 
Sheriff’s check writer system for voiding the check was “wrong address.” 

 
159. Pennsylvania law, P.S. Section 1301.11(g)(2), limits the fee that a finder may receive for 

recovering unclaimed funds in the possession of the State Treasury to 15% of the value of 
the unclaimed property.  No Philadelphia ordinance apparently covers a finder’s fee for 
recovery of unclaimed funds in the possession of the Sheriff.  With respect to unclaimed 
funds in the Sheriff’s possession, finders can charge twice the amount permitted by state 
law, and upwards to 35%, as apparently was the case with Mr. Carter.   
 

160. We understand that the Sheriff’s Office recently instituted procedures that attempt to 
limit a finder’s fee to a 15% commission. 
 

161. The Sheriff’s Office conducted thousands of sales over the course of a year, only a 
portion of which resulted in excess proceeds. It was these cases that a finder had to 
identify through various informational sources. 
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162. We asked Mr. Carter how he knew which sales had undistributed proceeds. Mr. Carter 
said it was unclear which Sheriff’s sales generated excess proceeds since the Sheriff 
conducted many sales which did not. He said that he used the computers in the Sheriff’s 
Office to locate the appropriate sales, but the quality of the information in the system was 
“not great.” He said he also used online versions of fee sheets for foreclosure activity of 
Sheriff’s sales, which were less accurate than the Sheriff’s computers. 

 
163. We asked Mr. Carter if he had any personal relationships with anyone in the Sheriff’s 

Office. He said that he did not when he first started, but developed a relationship with 
Darrell and Crystal Stewart to the point that they are good family friends and have an 
ongoing relationship. This was consistent with interviews with Sheriff’s Office 
employees who said that Mr. Carter and the Stewarts appeared close and were often seen 
together in the Stewarts’ offices. The Acting Sheriff told us that she asked Crystal 
Stewart why Claude Carter spent so much time in her office. Ms. Stewart said they were 
just friends. The Acting Sheriff also said that Mr. Stewart had a book where he kept track 
of the former homeowners who were owed money.  

 
164. We asked Mr. Stewart about his relationship with Mr. Carter. Mr. Stewart said that he 

had no dealings with Mr. Carter, that he was not a personal friend, that there was no 
difference with Mr. Carter as opposed to any of the other finders, and that he met with 
everyone who came into the office. 

 
165. In cases where Mr. Carter was a finder, the Sheriff’s Office made out the check payable 

to the former owner and c/o Allota.Edu Inc. Sheriff’s employees said that Darrell Stewart 
authorized the “Request for Disbursement” for these checks, instructed that they should 
be made payable to the individual payee c/o Allota.Edu Inc. and that they should be 
expedited.  

 
166. We examined 151 Alotta.Edu Inc. check transactions totaling $4,460,961. The 151 

checks were made payable to the former homeowner entitled to the excess proceeds c/o 
Alotta.Edu Inc. We had access to the fronts and backs of 120 of these checks. All of the 
checks contained the sole endorsement of what appeared to be Alotta.Edu Inc. or an 
apparent representative thereof, and none had the endorsement of the individual payee.  

 
167. Edward Chew, the former Legal Director for the Sheriff’s Office, advised Deloitte FAS 

that he disapproved of the c/o method of payment since it allowed the checks to be 
cashed without the endorsement of the primary payee or former owner. Mr. Chew said he 
advised Sheriff personnel to end the practice. He said he told Darrell Stewart, as well as 
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the title companies, to stop having c/o Alotta.Edu Inc. on the checks. Mr. Chew said he 
also spoke with Commerce Bank as to why it would cash checks made out in this fashion. 

 
168. The Sheriff’s Office issuance of checks c/o Allota.Edu Inc. lacked internal controls to 

ensure that the foreclosed homeowner received the check proceeds. 
 

169. There were several occurrences when the Real Estate Division requested the Accounting 
Division to issue a check to Alotta.Edu Inc. after the Sheriff’s Office had issued a check 
directly to the former homeowner.  In one instance, a check was issued to a former 
homeowner as payment for excess proceeds and a year later, a second check in the same 
amount for the same property was issued to Alotta.Edu Inc. The Sheriff’s Accounting 
Division caught the error and the Sheriff’s Office informed the former owner to return 
her portion of the proceeds of the second check totaling $21,651.70 and informed Mr. 
Carter to return $10,825.84, the 33% fee he received from the duplicate check, which we 
understand he did. We examined documentation of two other instances where the Real 
Estate Division requested a duplicate check be issued to Alotta. Edu Inc. but the 
Accounting Division caught the previous disbursement and did not process the request. 
 

170. A Post-Sheriff Sale Adjudication Unit was set up in the Sheriff’s Office at the beginning 
of 2009 to verify the claims of former homeowners to excess funds and to help locate 
former homeowners who were entitled to excess funds. Mr. Chew was initially in charge 
of the Unit. Mr. Chew told us that he was not aware of any limitations on fees that finders 
charge, but thought that people should not be charged for receiving funds owed to them.  
 

171. We were advised by a Sheriff's deputy that the Sheriff's Civil System's case ledger 
contained critical information about the existence of excess proceeds and case balances, 
but the Adjudication Unit had difficulty securing the information because Crystal Stewart 
denied them access to the records. Eventually members of the Adjudication Unit had to 
go to the Sheriff to get approval to access the information. This Sheriff’s employee also 
said that while the excess proceeds cases were supposed to go through the Adjudication 
Unit, some cases with large proceeds were handled directly by Mr. Stewart.  

                   
172. We were told that there were also occasions when individuals contacted the Sheriff's 

Office in search of their excess proceeds but encountered lengthy delays in securing their 
money. One Sheriff’s employee told us that Mr. Stewart would put off people seeking 
excess proceeds by saying that their paperwork had “fallen through the cracks”  until the 
person would turn to a finder to help them get their money. Another Sheriff's Office 
employee advised us that there were more than five individuals he spoke to who 
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complained that they could not get their paperwork  processed, some for upwards of two 
years. These individuals had been directed to RCS employees and told that their 
paperwork was lost or not submitted properly.9  These individuals also said that they 
were contacted by someone from Alotta, who said that they could get them their money 
in a short time for a fee, so they decided to go with Alotta and pay the fee in order to get 
their money more timely. We were told by Sheriff’s employees that the only person who 
was successful in securing unclaimed funds quickly was Mr. Carter. 
 

173. We received and reviewed an Alotta solicitation letter sent to an individual who was 
entitled to excess funds. The letter suggests that Alotta could secure the excess funds in a 
short time. The correspondence says in part: “In the last several months I sent you letters 
regarding your unclaimed cash. Perhaps you could meet me for coffee at the local 
Starbucks or Dunkin Donuts.” The letter goes on to say “there is a strong possibility we 
could have your money by the holidays.” The letter was dated on October 31.  
 

174. There are other checks we found that were made payable to c/o allotta.edu Inc. The 
Sheriff’s Commerce Bank records contain 14 checks totaling $64,141.18 made payable to 
Money Services Inc., c/o Claude B. Carter, alotta. edu Inc, 575 Pinetown Road, Box 51, 
Fort Washington, Pa. 19034 between October 31, 2005 and February 22, 2006.  The 
checks are all endorsed with what appears to be the same signature written below a 
printed “alotta.edu,inc/POA.” The Sheriff’s Office was unable to provide any supporting 
documentation to explain why these checks were made payable to Money Services c/o 
Mr. Carter and alotta.edu or what business transactions the checks related to. 
 

175. We exchanged several emails with Mr. Carter to obtain an explanation as to why he was 
receiving checks involving a company as opposed to a foreclosed homeowner. Mr. Carter 
said Money Services Inc. was a real estate company that bought and gave mortgages to 
buyers, and Alotta Edu, Inc. helped Money Services collect exceeds proceeds from tax 
sales.  
 

176. We asked Mr. Carter the role he played since this did not appear to be a case of the 
Sheriff not knowing the whereabouts of Money Services and we did not understand why 
the Sheriff’s Office did not write a check directly to Money Services. We also asked for 
Money Services address and Mr. Carter’s commission. Mr. Carter replied that the Sheriff 

                                                           
9 We reviewed a Sheriff’s Office internal letter where a would-be buyer attempted to obtain a refund of over $25,000 
put down on a sale that was stayed. The Real Estate Division directed the buyer to RCS in March 2006. Three 
months later the refund had not been processed causing the buyer to become “extremely upset” and threatening legal 
action.  
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had marked Money Services as “address unknown” which meant they could not locate 
the company. 
 

177. In our response we again asked for Money Services address and Mr. Carter’s 
commission. He answered: “Not at this time on advice of counsel.” 
 

178. We conducted a public records check of short duration which disclosed an address for 
Money Services, Inc. as 1001 Frankford Ave, Apt 3, Philadelphia Pa.      
 

179. Pennsylvania law, P.S. Section 1301.11(g)2, limits the fee that a finder may receive for 
recovering unclaimed funds in the possession of the State Treasury to 15% of the value of 
the unclaimed property.  There does not appear to be any reason why the limitation of a 
15% commission on state unclaimed funds should not also be applied to unclaimed funds 
in the possession of the Sheriff.  We recommend that Philadelphia adopt a similar 
limitation to avoid the evicted homeowner having to pay a finder a fee of over twice the 
state limitation with the only apparent distinction being whether possession of the 
unclaimed funds is in the hands of state or local authority. 

 
SUSPICIOUS CHECKS 

 
180. Six Sheriff’s Office checks totaling $389,742.09 payable to three companies, the 

Processing Link, Yellow Rose Enterprises LLC, and 400 PTM LLC are of questionable 
legitimacy. Details surrounding these checks are fully set out in the main body of the 
report. 

 
181. The six checks were written between June 11, 2009 and February 18, 2010. All cleared 

the bank but are not in the Sheriff’s database or check writer system, and the Sheriff 
Office’s has no records to support the payments. Investigation of the six checks totaling 
nearly $400,000 and their payees found little or no connection with the activities of the 
Sheriff’s Office. Other checks with the same amounts, some having the same dates, with 
different check numbers and payees, were found.  Some of these other payees were 
issued two checks with one of the two checks being voided.  

 
182. The Processing Link – Of the six checks, the first two checks were written to the 

Processing Link on June 11, 2009 and August 13, 2009 and totaled $80,619.41. The 
address on the checks is 5202 Viking Drive, Houston, Texas. There was no company by 
this name located at this address, but public records showed a company by this name in 
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Stafford, Texas, and the contact for the company as Rory Lane Gazaway. Mr. Gazaway 
was located at his current place of employment, Envoy Mortgage Co, Houston, Texas. 
 

183. We spoke with Mr. Gazaway by telephone at Envoy. Mr. Gazaway said that he was the 
owner of The Processing Link, but that the company was no longer doing business. He 
said that the company was a “real estate processing company”, and the work that he did 
was “processing work”.  Mr. Gazaway was unclear about what work he performed for the 
Sheriff’s Office. He eventually said he was paid by the Sheriff’s Office, but did “due 
diligence type of work” for Reach. He did the work out of his Texas location, transacted 
business via telephone, worked with Ryan (could not recall last name) who was a friend 
with one of his friends in Houston who set up the job. When asked to provide more 
details on the work performed, Mr. Gazaway said he did not like the line of questioning 
and terminated the conversation. 
 

184. The Sheriff’s Office was unable to provide any supporting documentation which could 
explain the purpose of the checks.  

 
185. Yellow Rose Enterprises, LLC - Two checks totaling $161,567.32 were issued to 

Yellow Rose Enterprises LLC. The first check is dated October 19, 2009 in the amount of 
$91,214.97. The second check is dated two months later, December 29, 2009, in the 
amount of $70,352.35. No record was found for real estate ownership by Yellow Rose 
Enterprises in Pennsylvania. The Sheriff’s Office could not find any documentation to 
support these payments or explain their purpose. 
 

186. The address listed for the Yellow Rose Enterprises is 108 W 13th Street, Wilmington, 
Delaware. That is not the address of Yellow Rose but of “Business Filings Inc.”, a 
company that acts as the agent for forming LLCs and incorporating small companies.  A 
representative of Business Filings said that they were not at liberty to provide ownership 
information concerning Yellow Rose Enterprises but would forward correspondence to 
the owner. We sent a letter to the owner of Yellow Rose Enterprise, via Business Filings, 
asking them to contact us, but we never received a response from them.  
 

187. We found a Yellow Rose Enterprises, Inc. with an address at 30 West Baltimore Ave, 
Media, Pennsylvania. The company listed at that address is Media Antiques & Fine 
Orientals. We called the individual listed as the contact for the company and asked him if 
he was associated with Yellow Rose Enterprises. He answered “it is my company.”  
When advised that we were retained by the City Controller and asked what work Yellow 
Rose performed for the checks received from the Sheriff’s Office, the individual said he 
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misunderstood the question, that he had nothing to do with Yellow Rose Enterprises, 
never heard of the company, and never did any work for the City or the Sheriff’s Office. 
 

188. 400 PTM, LLC – The last two checks were issued to 400 PTM, LLC totaling 
$147,555.36. The first is dated November 16, 2009 and the second is dated February 18, 
2010. The checks are not in the Sheriff’s Office files or database, and no distribution 
policy or other supporting record was found for the checks. Real estate records show that 
the owner of this company, Jackiem Wright purchased a property, 414 Siegel St, from 
Tyrone Bynum in 2007. According to Mark Stipa, Sheriff’s Office Internal Affairs, Mr. 
Bynum had Mr. Wright’s telephone number in his cell phone list. No record of 
incorporation or Dun & Bradstreet information could be found for 400 PTM.  

 
189. 400PTM describes itself on its website as providing “a specialized combination of sports 

and entertainment management services designed to cater to the needs of each athlete, 
entertainer, or high-profile individual.” The name “400PTM” refers to “People that 
Matter.” The company states “we consider ourselves, our affiliates, and especially our 
clients, People that Matter.” 

 
190. Jackiem Wright was contacted by telephone. Mr. Wright said that he was the owner of 

400PTM. When asked to provide details relating to the two checks, he said that he would 
not answer any questions without consulting his attorney. 
 

191. The Sheriff’s Office has referred the 400 PTM matter to the Philadelphia District 
Attorney’s Office. 

 
VOIDED CHECKS 

 
192. The Sheriff’s Office check writer database showed 785 individual voided check 

transactions totaling $22,885,395 to 319 payees from 2006 through 2009. 
 

193. The reasons noted in the check writer system under “memo field” for voiding the check 
transactions were many.  The most frequently cited were: wrong payee; wrong 
description on the check; wrong check amount; wrong check type used; wrong address; 
check made out to wrong company; misprinted check; and stale dated check. 
 

194. In certain instances after a check was voided, a new check was issued using the same 
check number as the voided check. This is contrary to fundamental accounting controls.  
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195. Internal controls on voiding checks and approving voids in the system were lacking.  Any 
check writer at the Sheriff’s Office had the ability to void a check. 
 

196. Crystal Stewart had the ability as the system administrator to change or remove a void 
once it was entered. Ms. Stewart was the only Sheriff’s employee with the authority to 
perform such a function, according to Sheriff’s accounting employees.  
 

197. We performed a voided check analysis to determine if any voided check cleared the bank 
and was cashed. The challenge to the analysis was the Sheriff’s Office issuing checks 
with check numbers identical to the check numbers of voided checks. What at first 
appears to be voided checks that were cashed, further analysis of the check writer data 
reveals that subsequent checks were written using the same check numbers as the voided 
checks. 
 

198. We discovered voided checks that were intended to be voided but were cashed. We found 
two checks written to Reach/RCS, numbers 14835 and 32665 dated March 19, 2008 and 
February 11, 2008, respectively, totaling $35,201.19 which were intended to be voided 
but cleared the bank.  Check number 32665 in the amount of $12,225.00 was deposited 
into a RCS Searchers Inc. bank account on February 19, 2008. 

 
199. Check number 14835 in the amount of $22,976.19 was issued to Reach Communications 

Specialists, Inc., dated March 19, 2008 and voided in the check writer with the memo 
notation “need reissue” (sic). It was written on the Sheriff’s Tax Lien Account. The next 
day it was deposited into a different account, the Sheriff’s Unclaimed Funds Tax Lien 
Account. There is a hand written notation by a Sheriff’s Office employee on a copy of the 
front and back of the check saying “Once again! This check is void in our civil system. 
However it was cashed by RCS. Real Estate and RCS have been notified and we won’t 
be getting anything back.” 

 
200. One week from the day that the Sheriff’s Office issued check number 14835, the 

Sheriff’s Office issued a duplicate check to Reach Communications Specialists, Inc., 
check number 14867, in the same amount of $22,976.19. 

 
201. There is another voided check issued to Reach Communication Specialists, Inc. that 

cleared the bank and was cashed by Reach, check number 34217, dated December 23, 
2008 in the amount of $25,484.99. This check was not identified as voided in the 
Sheriff’s check writer system but a disbursements screenshot provided by the Sheriff’s 
Office clearly identified it as marked void in bold large font upper case letters. A notation 
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on a document accompanying this screenshot reads “Crystal has the authority to remove 
“voids” from the system.” 
 

202. We were advised by Sheriff’s Office personnel that Reach/RCS has failed to repay the 
$60,686.18 that cleared the bank on the voided checks.  

 
203. We identified other checks that were cancelled but cleared the bank including check 

number 13860 in the amount of $726,594.36 dated March 6, 2007 written to City Line 
Abstract. We were advised by the Sheriff’s Office that City Line notified the Sheriff that 
they mistakenly received the check and refunded the entire amount to the Sheriff.  We 
were provided with City Line check number 1545 in the amount of $726,594.36 as a 
repayment as well as the bank records of the Sheriff showing the deposit on April 6, 
2007. 
 

204. We identified another check to City Line Abstract, check number 13311 in the amount of 
$238,830.24 dated July 13, 2006 that was voided but cleared the bank.  We were advised 
by the President of City Line Abstract that a full refund of the $238,830.24 was given to 
the Sheriff’s Office once it was recognized that City Line received these monies in error.   
As evidence of repayment, a disbursement statement from City Line’s TitleExpress 
Escrow System along with a copy of the front and back of refund check number 1250 
dated July 18, 2006 totaling $238,830.24 was provided.  It was not apparent from the 
back of the check where the refund check was deposited.   However, a review of the 
Sheriff’s Office July 2006 Tax Lien Account (0364114454) bank statement shows a 
deposit in the amount of $238,830.24 on July 21, 2006.  
 

CASH ADJUSTMENTS 
 

205. We analyzed the Sheriff’s Office records by filtering the available check writer database 
for cash adjustments to focus on the period 2006 through 2009 and found 41,932 cash 
adjustments totaling $6,036,242.  

 
206. Sheriff’s Office employees advised that these cash adjustments were needed to capture 

transactions and amounts for which the Civil System, the Sheriff’s Office accounting 
system, was not designed to capture such as main desk fees and lump sum deposits. As a 
result, cash adjustments are entered daily.  Adjustments are also used to move amounts 
from one case balance account or book/writ to another to correct mistakes that were made 
when financial information was erroneously entered into the Civil System. 
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207. We sorted by amount and accompanying memo of explanation to identify if there were 
any common amounts or memos associated with these adjustments. A pivot table was 
also generated to sort by date to see if there were any dates which had an unusually large 
number of cash adjustments. 
 

208. A sort by amount reveals several adjustment amounts appearing frequently such as 
$84.00, $116.00, $184.00, $216.00, $128.00, $50.00, $110.00, $210.00, $136.00, $100.00 
and $232.00. In total, there are 24 specific amounts, each appearing more than 100 times, 
and all less than $400 (some of which are offsetting negative amounts). These account for 
39,465 adjustments or 94.1% of the total 41,932 adjustments totaling $5,587,038. It 
appears that these commonly occurring adjustment amounts relate to main desk fees such 
as those for serving complaints, summons, subpoenas, and various writs. Additionally, 
positive and negative like amounts represent both sides of the adjustment showing the 
amount moving from one case balance (book/writ) to another. 
 

209. The most common memo appearing in the check writer database notes “Not in acct 
system” and appears in numerous variations with different spellings and abbreviations. 
This memo is used for 40,903 entries or 97.5% of the cash adjustments. Nearly 90% of 
these adjustments (89.1%) are for the similar amounts mentioned above, and are equal to 
or less than $400. There are 12 instances of adjustments over $10,000 with the largest 
being $75,548.00. Most of these cash adjustments are cancelled out by corresponding 
negative adjustments for the same amount with the same date as the original adjustment 
entry signifying movement of money from one case balance to another to correct for 
previously erroneous entries. 

 
210. Our analysis of the cash adjustments reveals that adjustments are frequently used for the 

purposes of accounting for transactions that the Civil System was not initially set up to 
capture.  

 
CASH RECEIPTS 
 
211. We were provided with 15 boxes of original hardcopy cash receipts packages by Sheriff’s 

employees. These cash receipt packages consisted of hardcopy receipts for check and/or 
cash transactions that resulted from the sale of real property at Sheriff Sales from 2006 
through 2009. Within these boxes were individual cash receipt records, adding machine 
tapes, bank deposit slips and printed deposit reports for cash receipt transactions that 
occurred from 2006 through 2009.  Since the level of support accompanying the cash 
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receipts packages in 2009 was greater than those for 2008 and prior, a separate cash 
receipts analysis was performed for 2009. 
 

212. We analyzed 232 judgmentally selected cash receipt transactions occurring in 2006 
through 2008, and 67 judgmentally selected cash receipt transactions occurring in 2009. 
The specific procedures we performed are set forth in the report. 

 
213. We discovered and have noted in the report the inconsistencies and/or errors in the 

recording of cash receipts in the Sheriff’s Office accounting system. 
 

214. However, based on our testing approach noted in the report, tested cash deposits collected 
at Sheriff’s sales representing winning bidders’ deposits at sale during 2006 through 2009 
were appropriately accounted for, as evidence exists to show these cash receipts were 
deposited into a Sheriff’s Office bank account. 

IV. DETAILED FINDINGS 

A. INTERRELATIONSHIPS:  REACH/RCS - SHERIFF’S OFFICE  
 

The interrelationships between RCS Searchers (RCS)/Reach Communication Specialists, Inc. 
(Reach) and the Sheriff’s Office, set forth below, provided for little, if any, internal control over 
financial transactions between the Sheriff’s Office and Reach/RCS  The Sheriff’s employees we 
spoke with consistently described the working relationship between the Sheriff’s Office and 
Reach/RCS. They said that RCS/Reach were involved in the operations of the Sheriff’s Office to 
the point that Reach/RCS appeared to them to run the Sheriff’s Office. The involvement was 
similarly described: “Reach had too much of a hold on the Sheriff’s Office”; “RCS was in 
charge”; “we worked for RCS rather than the other way around”; “RCS was in control”; and “the 
Sheriff’s Office was a subsidiary of Reach/RCS.”  The involvement of Reach/RCS in the 
Sheriff’s Office culminated in September 2010 when Reach/RCS took possession and control of 
financial information relating to Sheriff’s sales by moving the information from the Sheriff’s 
computer server to a Reach/RCS server, thereby limiting Sheriff’s employees direct access to 
their own information, and requiring them to go through Reach/RCS to retrieve Sheriff’s sales 
data. One Sheriff’s employee told us that after RCS took over the server, the review of 
Reach/RCS invoices and underlying data became so difficult that the accounting process was 
reduced to merely printing checks. When Reach/RCS was terminated in January 2011 following 
the release of the Audit Report by the City Controller, the Sheriff’s Office was without four 
months of financial information relating to its own property sales. 
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We asked Darrell Stewart whether the interrelationships set out below constituted a conflict or 
appearance of a conflict of interest; he refused to answer the question based on advice from his 
attorney. A senior Sheriff’s employee told us that apparent conflicts with Reach/RCS were 
brought to the attention of Sheriff Green but no action was taken until after he retired and 
Reach/RCS was terminated following the issuance of the City Controller’s Audit Report. We 
asked other employees whether they raised questions about Reach/RCS/Sheriff Office 
interrelationships and were told that employees did not question the Sheriff on those issues.  
 
Following are the interrelationships between Reach/RCS and the Sheriff’s Office: 

OPERATIONS 
 
1. According to our investigation, which included interviews, review of records, and 

searches of public corporate records, Reach Communications Specialist, Inc. (Reach) and 
RCS Searchers (RCS) are owned by James R. Davis, Jr. The late James Cassell was a co-
owner in Reach and RCS prior to his death in April of 2005. 

 
2. RCS/Reach was the largest vendor of the Sheriff’s Office during, before and after the 

period of our forensic investigation.  Our review of Sheriff’s Office checks payable to 
Reach and RCS showed payments of $206,110,116 for the years 2005 through 2010.  
  

3. RCS offices were located one floor above the Sheriff’s fifth floor office at 100 South 
Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. We were told that after Crystal Stewart began working in 
the Sheriff’s Office, two direct data lines to RCS were installed in her office which 
permitted RCS to have direct connections to the Sheriff’s Civil System and the financial 
information appearing on the Sheriff’s accounting system. The now unused data 
connection outlets are still marked “Sixth Floor.” 
 

4. Crystal Stewart worked in the Sheriff’s Office Real Estate Division and became Director 
of the unit in approximately 2006, according to present and former Sheriff’s Office 
employees. Ms. Stewart is the sister of the owner of Reach/RCS, James R. Davis, Jr.  In 
her position in the Real Estate Division, Ms. Stewart approved invoices submitted by her 
brother’s companies, Reach and RCS, relating to Sheriff’s sales and submitted “Requests 
for Disbursements” to the Sheriff’s Accounting Division and directed checks be issued to 
Reach/RCS, according to our interviews and Sheriff’s Office records. Additionally, 
records show Ms. Stewart as the person sometimes receiving checks on behalf of 
Reach/RCS that had been issued by the Sheriff’s Accounting Division. 
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5. Darrell Stewart is the brother-in-law of James R. Davis, Jr. and is married to Mr. Davis’ 
sister, Crystal. Mr. Stewart was at one time the Director of the Real Estate Division at the 
Sheriff’s Office and later the Undersheriff. Sheriff’s employees told us and Sheriff’s 
Office records show that Mr. Stewart approved Reach and RCS invoices and submitted 
“Requests for Disbursements” to the Sheriff’s Accounting Division directing that checks 
be cut to his brother-in-law’s companies. Mr. Stewart also supervised his wife in the Real 
Estate Division before she became Director of the Division. 
 

6. Mr. Stewart told us that he and his wife reviewed and approved invoices for RCS and 
Reach. 
 

7. As discussed in other sections of this report, multiple Sheriff’s employees said that 
Crystal and Darrell Stewart expedited and “pushed” Sheriff’s Office payments to 
Reach/RCS.  

 
8. Sheriff John Green placed Mr. and Mrs. Stewart in their positions in the Sheriff’s Office, 

according to interviews with Sheriff’s employees. 
 

9. RCS employees were physically present and worked in the Real Estate and Accounting 
Divisions of the Sheriff’s Office, performing the responsibilities of Sheriff’s employees.  
One of these RCS employees, Karen Coursey, is the sister of James R. Davis, Jr. and 
Crystal Stewart.  Ms. Coursey worked in the Real Estate Division, handled settlements 
and had the same authority to authorize payment of invoices that her sister, Ms. Stewart, 
had. The invoices that she approved included the payment of utility bills. This is an issue 
discussed in greater detail later in this report under “Settlement Distributions” since RCS, 
not the Sheriff directly, was to pay utility bills as part of RCS’ settlement responsibilities 
on behalf of the Sheriff’s Office.  

 
10. Another RCS employee who worked in the Sheriff’s Office was Jessica Diaz, the 

daughter of James R. Davis, Jr., and the niece of Ms. Stewart. Sheriff’s employees told us 
that Ms. Diaz had full access to the Sheriff’s Civil System and its financial information.   

   
11. RCS began performing settlement services for the Sheriff’s Office mortgage foreclosure 

sales in approximately 2005. In addition to acting as the disbursement agent for Sheriff’s 
sales, RCS was also a bidder for others at these sales. Sheriff’s employees told us that 
RCS had a table physically set up at Sheriff’s sales and bid on behalf of purchasers they 
secured through their website that posted the sale properties. The Sheriff’s Office paid for 
maintenance of the website and posting of the sales. (See “Advertising” section of the 
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report). The “Conditions of  Sheriff Sale” published in the Legal Intelligencer  required  
ten percent of the highest bid be deposited in cash, certified check, attorney’s check, or 
money order when the bid was registered at the sale. If the bidder failed to make the 
deposit “the bidder shall lose all benefit of this bid….” Sheriff’s employees told us that 
RCS was not required to follow the deposit Condition of Sale and was permitted to make 
the ten percent deposit the next day at the Sheriff’s Office. 

 
12. Computer System 

 
a. Sheriff John Green sent a letter dated February 14, 2006, to Peter Smith,10 the then 

Pennsylvania Deputy State Treasurer for Audits and Investigations, in response to a 
state audit of the Sheriff’s Unclaimed Funds Accounts. Sheriff Green represented in 
the letter that the Sheriff’s Office was developing a new computer system which “will 
reengineer the way business is conducted and incorporate significant functionality 
and reporting features, which will aid in carrying out daily functions extremely 
efficiently.” (Exhibit 1) 
 

b. Sheriff’s Office employees advised that the upgraded computer system that Sheriff 
Green described in his letter to Mr. Smith was not instituted.  The employees told us 
that they received training on a proposed new system from an outside vendor, tested 
the improvements which had various internal controls, and thought it was an upgrade 
over the existing system. The Sheriff’s employees also told us that it was never 
implemented, but they did not know why it was not.  

 
c. Rather, the change in the computer system occurred in September 2010, a short time 

before the release of the Audit Report by the City Controller, when RCS took over the 
Sheriff’s computerized accounting system known as the Civil System and placed the 
Sheriff’s accounting and financial data relating to Sheriff’s sales on the RCS server.11 
By doing so, the Sheriff’s Office effectively relinquished control of its accounting 
and financial data to an outside vendor who was its largest provider of services. 
According to Sheriff’s Office employees, accessing and printing copies of needed 
sales financial data became difficult and time consuming without a direct connection 
to its Civil System, and further reduced the ability to review the Reach/RCS invoices, 
especially with the direction from Crystal and Darrell Stewart to expedite payment of 
the invoices. The impact of relinquishing control of its financial data to Reach/RCS 

                                                           
10 Mr. Smith is presently the United States Attorney for the Middle District of Pennsylvania. 
11 Counsel for RCS provided a signed letter agreement between RCS and the Sheriff’s Office dated September 10, 
2010 relating to expansion of computer support services for the Sheriff’s Office. (Exhibit 6) 
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was experienced after Reach/RCS was terminated in January 2011, and the Sheriff’s 
Office was left with a void of four months of Sheriff’s sales data, according to 
Sheriff’s Office employees and representatives we spoke with. 

 
13. Reference is made to the “Finders” section of the report addressing the interrelationship 

of Reach and the Sheriff’s Office in its dealings with the State auditors in their audit of 
unclaimed funds in the possession of the Sheriff’s Office. See the letter by Peter Smith, 
Pennsylvania Deputy State Treasurer for Audits and Investigations, to the Philadelphia 
City Controller, informing the City Controller of the potential conflict of interest by 
Reach in acting as the Sheriff’s agent in researching and reporting financial information 
concerning owners of unclaimed funds to state auditors while at the same representing 
itself to be the owner of $366,290.62 in unclaimed funds. (Exhibit 2) 

OTHER INTERELATIONSHIPS 
 
14. James Cassell, the late co-owner in Reach Communications Specialists, Inc., is listed as 

the Treasurer on six of Sheriff John Green’s Campaign reports from 2002 through 2003. 
 

15. Sheriff John Green purchased his residence from a company owned by Mr. Davis in May 
2003. Sheriff Green was quoted in the Philadelphia Daily News November 18, 2005 
newspaper article as saying that he paid market price for the home and did not receive 
any benefit as a result of his relationship with Mr. Davis, who Mr. Green described as 
part of his “inner circle” (Exhibit 3). 

 
16. Darrell and Crystal Stewart received a $30,000 mortgage from a company owned by Mr. 

Davis and Mr. Cassell.  Darrell Stewart told us he also received a loan from Mr. Davis to 
help finance the purchase of another property.  

 
17. Reach Communications Specialists, Inc. is listed as a $30,000 creditor of Sheriff John 

Green’s reelection campaign as of May 2007, according to campaign finance report 
filings.  The filings list the debt to Reach as a TV and Radio Production Bill. The debt 
has not been reduced and as of the filing dated December 31, 2010 remained unpaid.   It 
does not appear the $30,000 debt will be paid with money left from the campaign since 
$98 is the amount listed as the remaining cash balance in campaign accounts.  

OUTSIDE INTERESTS                                       
 

18. Sheriff John Green hired Tyrone Bynum as the Sheriff’s Office Director of Finance in 
2002. Mr. Bynum was terminated from his Sheriff’s Office employment in January 2011. 
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19. We were advised by Sheriff’s Office employees and the Acting Sheriff that Mr. Bynum 
spent considerable time outside the office. The Acting Sheriff provided us with a business 
card of Mr. Bynum found in his desk after he was terminated.  The card represented that 
Mr. Bynum was part of a business named “Diversified Mortgage” which was described 
as a “Full Service Mortgage Firm.”  The company listed its address as the 15th floor of 
100 South Broad Street, the same building that houses the Sheriff’s Office.  

 
20. According to unverified public record searches, Mr. Bynum purchased five properties 

from Homerun Properties Inc., a buyer of Sheriff sale properties. Mr. Bynum 
subsequently sold at least four of these properties at a profit. A purchaser of one of the 
properties was Jakiem Wright.  In 2009, two questionable checks totaling over $147,000 
were issued by the Sheriff’s Office to Jakiem Wright’s company, 400 PTM while Mr. 
Bynum was employed with the Sheriff Office (See “Suspicious Checks” section of the 
report). 

 
21. Tyrone Bynum also purchased six properties through his company, Prodigy Corp, many 

of which appear to have been purchased at Sheriff’s sales. 

ETHICS 

Pennsylvania Public Official and Employee Ethics Act 
 

22. Section 1103 of the Pennsylvania Ethics Act states that “(n)o public official or public 
employee shall engage in conduct that constitutes a conflict of interest.”  One of the 
definitions of a conflict under 1102 includes: 
 

“Conflict or conflict of interest. Use by a public official or public 
employee of the authority of his office or employment or any 
confidential information received through his holding public 
office or employment for the private pecuniary benefit of 
himself, a member of his immediate family or a business with 
which he or a member of his immediate family is associated.” 
 

23. A member of the immediate family includes a brother or sister under Section 1102. 
 

24. The definition of being associated with a business under Section 1102 is as follows: 
 

“Business with which he is associated. Any business in which 
the person or a member of the person's immediate family is a 
director, officer, owner, employee or has a financial interest.” 
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25. With respect to Sections 1102 and 1103, our investigation has shown: Crystal Stewart 
was an employee of the Sheriff’s Office and Director of its Real Estate Division; her 
brother, James R. Davis, Jr., is the owner of Reach and RCS; Reach and RCS were 
involved in numerous business transactions with the Sheriff’s Office as set forth in this 
report;  Ms. Stewart was involved in those transactions as Director of the Real Estate 
Division of the Sheriff’s Office by  approving invoices of Reach and RCS on behalf of 
the Sheriff’s Office, issuing Requests for Disbursement to the Accounting Division for 
payment of the Reach and RCS invoices, and sometimes receiving  the Sheriff’s check 
payments to Reach and RCS on behalf of the companies. 
 
The Philadelphia Ethics Code 

 
26. Section 20-607(a) of the Philadelphia Ethics Code related to Conflicts of Interest states 

that: 
 

“…no member of Council, or other City officer or employee shall be 
financially interested in any legislation including ordinances and 
resolutions, award, contract, lease, case, claim, decision, decree or 
judgment made by him in his official capacity, or by any board or 
body of which he is a member nor shall any financial interest be held 
by a parent, spouse, child, brother, sister or like relative-in-law, or by 
any person, firm, partnership, corporation, business association, 
trustee or straw party for his or her benefit; nor shall a member of 
Council or other City officer or employee be a purchaser at any sale 
or vendor at any purchase made by him in his official capacity.” 

27. Section 20-607 covers a relative-in-law in addition to a sister. 
 

28. The facts set forth in paragraph 25 above with respect to Crystal Stewart and the State 
Ethics Code are applicable to Section 20-607 of the City Ethics Code. 
 

29. With respect to Section 20-607 and Darrell Stewart, our investigation has shown: Darrell 
is the husband of Crystal and the brother-in-law of James R. Davis, Jr.; during the time of 
his marriage to Crystal, Darrell was a City employee in the Sheriff’s Office and the 
Director of the Real Estate Division prior to Crystal becoming Director, and later became 
the Undersheriff ; while married to Crystal and a City employee at the Sheriff’s Office,  
Darrell approved Reach and RCS invoices on behalf of the Sheriff’s Office  and issued 
Requests for Disbursement to the Accounting Division of the Sheriff’s Office  for 
payment of the Reach and RCS invoices.  
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B. CONTRACTS 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
30. This section of the report addresses contracts between the Sheriff’s Office and vendors 

for various services relating to Sheriff’s sales.  
 
31. The City Controller asked the Sheriff for copies of all signed contracts between the 

Sheriff and Reach/RCS during its audit for fiscal years 2007 to 2009. None were 
provided.  

 
32. Following the release of the City Controller’s Audit Report of the Sheriff’s Office in 

October 2010 and the retirement of Sheriff John Green, Reach and RCS were terminated 
as service providers. In January 2011, shortly after the Reach/RCS terminations, counsel 
for Mr. Davis and Reach/RCS provided the Sheriff’s Office with a copy of a 2003 letter 
agreement contract between the Sheriff and Reach for advertising services and a copy of 
a 2010 letter agreement contract between the Sheriff and RCS for computer support 
services. (Exhibits 4, 5 and 6). We asked counsel for Mr. Davis for copies of any 
contracts or letter agreements between the Sheriff’s Office and Reach or RCS. Counsel 
did not provide any. 

 
33. No other current or former Sheriff’s Office employee we interviewed, including the 

Acting Sheriff, was aware of any signed contracts with Reach, RCS, or Mr. Davis, other 
than the above mentioned purported letter agreements provided by counsel for 
Reach/RCS after Reach/RCS’ termination. 

 
34. We discovered in the Sheriff’s files a signed original contract in the form of a letter 

agreement between the Sheriff and Reach for advertising services, three signed original 
contracts (letter agreements), a signed copy of a letter agreement between the Sheriff and 
RCS for various services, all different from the two letter agreements provided by 
counsel for Reach/RCS, and unsigned copies of various draft letter agreements between 
the Sheriff and RCS.  

 
35. Reach provided advertising services to the Sheriff since at least the early 1990’s, 

according to present and former Sheriff’s employees and litigation documents. 
 
36. We discovered in the files of the Sheriff’s Office a memo dated 1/23/2003 from Sheriff 

John Green to Janet Pina, Compliance Officer, titled “Policy for Consultant and 
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Professional Service Providers.” The memo purports to contain the initials of Sheriff 
Green and reads in part: 

 
“Effective immediately, the Philadelphia Sheriff’s Office will establish a 
new policy to obtain written agreements or contracts with all current and 
future vendors providing consulting and professional services. This new 
policy should be fully implemented within 90 days. These written 
agreements and/or contracts will formalize verbal agreements now in 
place and will be kept in the Sheriff’s Office for public 
inspection.”(Emphasis added) (Exhibit 7)   

 
REACH CONTRACTS  
 
37. There are two signed letter agreements for advertising services between the Sheriff’s 

Office and Reach Communications Specialists, Inc. on Reach Communications 
Specialists, Inc. letterhead. One is an original agreement which we found in a box of 
documents in the Sheriff’s Office in a folder marked “Vendor Agreements/Contracts 
(2002-2003) –Originals” (original) (Exhibit 8). The second letter agreement is a copy 
which was not in the aforementioned folder, but was provided via fax to the Sheriff’s 
Office in January 2011 by counsel representing Reach/RCS following Reach/RCS’s 
termination. (Exhibit 5)  

 
38. Both letter agreements have the same cover letter date, February 25, 2003, and same date 

of execution, February 27, 2003. The agreements are identical in content,12 including 
typographical errors, except for the section titled “Remuneration”.  

 
39. The original letter agreement found in the Sheriff’s files states:      
 

“Remuneration 
 
Reach Communications Specialists, as the advertising agency of 
record for the Philadelphia Sheriff’s Offices, agrees to accept as 
compensation the 15 percent standard commission paid by advertising 
mediums13  along with one line per writ added only in the line count  
of the three major newspapers to cover production cost.14” (emphasis 
added) (Exhibit 8) 

                                                           
12 The copy has smaller font size but that may be the result of faxing the document to the Sheriff’s Office. 
13 Mr. Davis, through counsel in an answer to a July 2011 complaint filed by the Philadelphia Media Network LLC 
against Reach and Mr. Davis for non-payment of invoices for Sheriff sales, acknowledged a 15% discount on 
invoices from the newspapers. 
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40. The copy of the letter agreement provided by counsel for Mr. Davis states: 

  
“Remuneration  
 
The Sheriff agrees to pay RCS for their Services as follows (emphasis 
added): 

 
1. The addition of two (2) lines to Sheriff’s Sale writs in 

only one of three major newspapers to cover the cost of 
the necessary spacing between each individual 
advertised writ, the Sheriff’s Sale heading that runs 
across each advertising page and to offset any 
administrative fee. 
 

2. The addition of .9 lines to cover the cost of advertising 
the cost of the conditions of the Sheriff’s sales; plus one 
(1) line to cover production costs. (Exhibit 5) 

 
41. The copy of the letter agreement provided by Mr. Davis’ counsel changes the 

remuneration paragraph to state that the “Sheriff agrees to pay RCS” and deletes 
language in the original letter agreement stating “paid by the advertising mediums”.  The 
copy also deletes the 15% industry standard commission as the basis for computing 
compensation and substitutes payment based on 2.9 lines for each writ that is advertised.   
 

42. By changing the remuneration paragraph, the copy agreement actually mentions the 2.9 
lines twice since it repeats on the first page of the agreement what appears on the third 
page, not under “Remuneration” but “Production Services.” There are 11 paragraphs 
under this heading. All paragraphs describe various services that Reach will provide the 
Sheriff. Paragraph 11 begins with a Reach service: 

 
“Provide computerized billing detailing costs for each writ                     
along with supporting documentation for review and approval.” 
(Exhibit 5) 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
14 A “line per writ” charge refers to the cost charged by the advertiser for the placement of one line worth of details 
used to describe the property being advertised for Sheriff’s sale.  The total line per writ count is a summation of each 
line of detail produced for the purposes of fully describing the property being advertised for Sheriff’s sale. 
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and then inserts a compensation clause in language similar to that appearing under the 
“Remuneration” heading:  

 
“To cover the linage cost of the legally mandated conditions of 
Sheriffs Sales, the Sheriff’s Sale headings that run across each 
advertising page, and the spacing between writs, the addition of 2.9 
lines will be added only to the line count of one of the three major 
newspapers in the rotation for that specific sale.” (Exhibit 5) 

 
43. Both letter agreements contain what purports to be the signature of James R. Davis, Jr. 

who purportedly signed on behalf of Reach Communication Specialists, Inc. and both 
contain the purported signature of Janet Pina on behalf of the Philadelphia Sheriff’s 
Office. 

 
44. Janet Pina was asked about the two letter agreements bearing identical cover letter dates 

and identical language with the exception of the remuneration paragraphs, and 
purportedly signed on the same day by Mr. Davis and her. Ms. Pina was the Compliance 
Office at the Sheriff’s Office at the time of the execution of the contracts. She presently is 
co-owner of the Tyler Firm. 

 
45. Ms. Pina said the signatures on the two documents are not hers, she did not sign either 

contract, and she did not authorize any one to sign her name to the documents. She has 
signed letter agreements on behalf of the Sheriff’s Office, but she did not sign Exhibits 5 
and 8. 
 

46. Sheriff Green recently told us that: there never was a contract for advertising in the 
Sheriff’s Office; Reach has been providing the advertising since 1990; the only 
advertising service Reach performs is placing newspapers ads for Sheriff sales; and he 
has no idea what the amount of advertising expenses are.   
 

47. Sheriff Green, in a Philadelphia Daily News article dated November 18, 2005, 
purportedly told the press that he put in writing a contract with Reach Communications 
Specialists, Inc. in February 2003 where Reach receives a “15 percent commission from 
the media with which it places the ads.” (Emphasis added) (Exhibit 3) 
 

48. Mr. Davis, through counsel, declined our request for an interview. 
RCS SEARCHERS/GLOBAL ABSTRACT/ CITY LINE ABSTRACT/SECURITY 
SEARCH & ABSTRACT INC. 
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49. Distribution Insurance  
 
a. We found a signed original agreement between the Sheriff and RCS Searchers, as 

well as signed original agreements with two other companies, Global Abstract 
Agency, and Security Search & Abstract Inc. All of the agreements are dated 27th 
day of February 2003 and are purportedly signed by Janet Pina on behalf of the 
Sheriff’s Office. James R. Davis, Jr. purportedly signed on behalf of RCS Searchers.  
Each title company “agrees to make and guarantee the correctness of all instruments 
affecting titles to real property.” In return for issuing a distribution policy, each title 
company agreed to be paid according to the “state mandated rate structure as defined 
in the attachment…” No attachment was found in the document folder. The 
agreements were found in the same folder marked Vendor Agreement 
Contracts/Contracts as the original letter agreement between the Sheriff and Reach 
executed on the 27th day of February, 2003.  

 
50. Preparation and Execution of Deeds 

 
a. We found copies of three contracts all dated September 1, 2002 between the Sheriff’s 

Office and three companies to provide deed service for $75 per deed. RCS Searchers 
was contracted to prepare and execute the deeds for Tax Lien Delinquent sales. The 
contract was purportedly signed by the then managing partners James Cassell and 
James Davis. (Exhibit 9) 
 

b. Philadelphia Deed Service was contracted to perform the deed service for Mortgage 
Foreclosure sales. Jennifer St. Hill purportedly signed the contract on behalf of 
Philadelphia Deed Service.15 (Exhibit 10) 
 

c. Deed preparation and execution service for Tax Delinquent sales was contracted with 
Elkins Park Abstract Co. The contract was purportedly signed by Daniel McCafferty. 
(Exhibit 11) 

 
d. Sheriff Green and Tyrone Bynum were copied on all the contracts. Janet Pina 

purportedly signed all three contracts on behalf of the Sheriff’s Office. 
                                                           
15 Jennifer St. Hill was the largest contributor to Sheriff Green’s political campaigns from 2001 through 2009 with 
contributions totaling $18,355, according to campaign finance reports. During a legal proceeding, Ms. St. Hill stated 
that she was part owner of Preforeclosure4sale, Inc., which, according to public records was owned by James 
Cassell and shares an address with Reach. 
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51. Settlement Services  

 
a. RCS Searchers provided settlement services for Sheriff’s mortgage foreclosure sales 

as well as part of the settlement services for the Sheriff’s tax lien and tax delinquency 
sales, apparently without an executed contract. Global Abstract and City Line 
Abstract provided a portion of the settlement services for Sheriff’s tax delinquency 
and tax liens sales without executed contracts.  
 

b. We discovered in the Sheriff’s files a copy of an unsigned letter agreement dated 
November 11, 2003 from RCS Searchers on RCS letterhead to Tyrone Bynum, 
Director of Finance, Sheriff’s Office, to provide deed recording services for Sheriff’s 
sales at the cost of $250 per deed or instrument (Exhibit 12). The letter states the 
“Sheriff acknowledges that RCS is currently and has been providing Settlement 
Services and wishes to continue to engage RCS to provide Settlement Services…..” 
The unsigned letter agreement was found with a copy of an unsigned cover letter 
from RCS Searchers to Mr. Bynum dated January 29, 2004, referencing the 
agreement, and thanking him for the opportunity to act as the Sheriff’s “primary 
provider of Third Party Closings.” (Exhibit 13)    
 

c. We discovered unsigned letters on Sheriff’s Office letterhead dated November 17, 
2003 to RCS Searchers, Global Abstract Inc., and Security Search & Abstract inviting 
proposals from each to undertake “some of the functions” of the Sheriff sales closings 
as a result of the “Mandamus Action.”  This is an apparent reference to a Consent 
Order of Mandamus entered by Judge Eugene Cohen of Common Pleas Court on 
February 24, 2003 ordering the Sheriff’s Office to timely provide deeds and distribute 
monies on Sheriff’s sales. (Exhibits 14, 15 and 16) 

 
d. We examined files which Sheriff’s employees represented came from the office of 

Tyrone Bynum. We found in these files a folder containing an apparent original 
signed letter from James R. Davis. Jr., managing partner at RCS Searchers to Mr. 
Bynum dated April 6, 2004.  The letter sets forth the “Traditional Closing Process” 
and explains the settlement services that RCS proposed to supply to the Sheriff’s 
Office:     

 
 

“Our closing process will follow the traditional form used 
by all banking and mortgage companies that finance home-
buyers every day. In this case, the Sheriff’s Office will 
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collect all funds (10 plus 90 percent) needed to pay all 
liabilities and costs needed for processing deeds. We 
would review and verify the amount needed to pay all 
liabilities and the cost needed for processing deeds, 
calculate the total, and request disbursement of funds 
from the Sheriff’s Office (Emphasis added). Your office 
would have the option of writing either one check to pay all 
the costs for each property or one check to pay all the costs 
for a group of properties, identified by book, writ, and 
address, from the Sheriff’s Office. Once the disbursement 
is received from the Sheriff’s Office, RCS Searchers will 
pay off all costs needed to complete acquisition through 
the Sheriff’s Sale process within a five to ten day period 
(Emphasis added).  RCS tracking computers, as outlined in 
our proposal, will be available for the Sheriff’s Office.” 
(Emphasis supplied) (Exhibit 17)  
 

e. Mr. Davis’ letter refers to a flow chart that sets forth “a detailed layout of how this 
process would work.” The flow chart, as well as an unsigned copy of the above 
mentioned November 11, 2003 letter, and a schedule of fees for the Sheriff were also 
included in the file. 

 
f. We also found in the Sheriff’s files purportedly belonging to Tyrone Bynum copies of 

three unsigned letter agreements, on blank letterhead, addressed to RCS Searchers, 
Global Abstract Agency Inc., and City Line Abstract Company, dated November 12, 
2004, for settlement services for the Sheriff’s Office. (Exhibit 18, 19 and 20) A 
Sheriff’s Office employee provided copies of the same documents and advised us that 
he received the documents from Mr. Bynum during the City Controller’s recent audit 
and had asked Mr. Bynum for all contracts he had in response to a request by the 
auditors.  The three unsigned letter agreements were the only documents Mr. Bynum 
provided.  

  
g. Mr. Bynum’s name appears on all three letters as the person to sign on behalf of the 

Sheriff’s Office. The letters are identical with respect to six enumerated settlement 
services; all three title companies are to be paid $175 for each property that was 
settled. RCS is the only title company that is to provide a seventh service, “recording 
of deeds and other instruments.” For this service, RCS was to be paid an additional 
$75, for a total of $250 per property. The $75 did not include deed recording fees. 
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h. Jacqueline Roberts, president of Global Abstract Agency, Inc. provided us with a 
copy of a letter agreement dated November 12, 2004, between Global Abstract and 
the Sheriff’s Office, which was not fully executed. It appears identical to the letters 
we found in Mr. Bynum’s files, except Ms. Roberts’ copy is on Sheriff’s letterhead. 
The copy provided by Ms. Roberts contains her signature, but not Mr. Bynum’s. Ms. 
Roberts said she could not remember if she sent a signed copy to Mr. Bynum.  

 
i. Andrew Miller, president of City Line Abstract said that he provided settlement 

services and distribution polices to the Sheriff’s Office for tax liens beginning in 
2005, but never received a contract. He recalls Mr. Bynum calling sometime around 
the summer of 200916 and asking Mr. Miller for a copy of his contract with the 
Sheriff. Mr. Miller said he told Mr. Bynum that they never had a contract. According 
to Mr. Miller, Mr. Bynum said that he would send him one, but never did. 

 
52. Sweep Account Services 

 
a. We discovered an original letter agreement contract on RCS Searchers letterhead 

dated November 3, 2006 purportedly signed by Mrs. Sheila R. Davis on behalf of 
RCS Searchers and Tyrone Bynum. The document was found in files that Sheriff’s 
employees said they took from Mr. Bynum’s office. The  contract states that “(w)e 
(RCS) understand that the Sheriff desires a process to sweep past real estate accounts 
for books 163 through and including 201 and to identify and pay all outstanding 
liabilities in these accounts.” RCS was to charge a “reduced fee of $55.00… for all 
properties found, where there are outstanding liabilities.” The Sheriff was to pay RCS 
within two days of receipt of an invoice. (Exhibit  21) 

 
b. The $55.00 charge was to “be deducted from the grand total of the Sheriff’s fee, 

commission or liabilities payment covering the above books”, thereby being paid on 
monies that could be remitted to the City of Philadelphia. We also discovered in the 
files purportedly belonging to Edward Chew, former Director of Legal Services for 
the Sheriff’s Office, an unsigned copy of the same letter agreement dated six months 
earlier, May 2, 2006. (Exhibit 22) The letter in Mr. Chew’s file does not contain the 
foregoing compensation provision. The letters are otherwise identical except for the 
deletion of one of the services in the signed letter.  

 

                                                           
16 This coincides with the time the City Controller was conducting his audit. 
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c. We also discovered an original letter agreement contract on RCS Searchers letterhead 
dated April 3, 2009 purportedly signed by Yvonne Cornell, on behalf of RCS 
Searchers and Tyrone Bynum in the same files where the November 2006 letter 
agreement was found. (Exhibit 23) The contract states that “(t)he Sheriff wishes to 
engage RCS Searchers to process past mortgage foreclosure real estate accounts.” 
The contract sets forth various tasks that RCS will perform to “help the Sheriff’s 
Office resolve the remaining balances for past mortgage foreclosures to help achieve 
a zero balance.” The charge for the services is increased from the $55 in the 2006 
contract to $125 “for all properties found where there is a record of undisbursed funds 
or negative balances.” RCS is to be paid out of “undisbursed Sheriff’s fee and 
commissions” and within two days of receipt of the invoice. 

 
53. Finder Services 

 
a. Reach provided “finder” services to the Sheriff to locate former homeowners entitled 

to proceeds on real estate sales where the sales price exceeded the sum of all 
outstanding liabilities and fees and where the former homeowner could not be found 
at the time of the distribution of proceeds.  We found no evidence that Reach 
provided these services pursuant to a contract or written terms of compensation. 

  
APPROVAL PROCESS 

 
54. Section 4-400 (C) of the Home Rule Charter requires the City’s Law Department 

“prepare or approve all contracts, bonds and other instruments in writing in which the 
City is concerned, and shall approve all surety bonds required to be given for the 
protection of the City.  It shall keep a proper registry of all such contracts, bonds and 
instruments.” The Law Department advised us that the contracts entered into by the 
Sheriff need approval of the Law Department.  

                    
55. The Sheriff’s Office should have been aware of the need to obtain Law Department 

approval for contracts. We discovered in the Sheriff’s Office files a copy of a letter to a 
consulting company dated November 6, 2002, from Janet A. Pina, Contract Compliance 
Officer, in response to a request to provide consulting services to the Sheriff’s Finance 
Division. The letter states, in part, “(a)ll contracts are reviewed and executed by the 
City’s Law Department and your request, as presented, does not offer enough detail, 
specifically when addressing generated revenues.” Sheriff Green is copied on the letter. 
(Exhibit 24) 
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56. We found five formal provider agreement contracts between the Sheriff’s Office and 
various vendors including those for auction, computer services and other consulting 
services from 2002 to 2005 that were apparently approved and processed through the 
Law Department and needing Finance Division approval. These contracts are purportedly 
signed by appropriate City officials as well as Sheriff Green on behalf of the Sheriff’s 
Office.  

 
57. In the same file that contained the original letter agreement between Reach and the 

Sheriff’s Office signed on February 27, 2003, which does not appear to have been 
submitted for approval and processing by the City’s Law Department, there is an original 
April 24, 2003 proposal letter from the Visionary Group to the Sheriff for consulting 
services for implementation of new procedures to meet the requirements of the Common 
Pleas Mandamus Order. We found a corresponding formal contract containing the 
proposal letter that was processed and approved through the Law Department between 
the Visionary Group and the City and Sheriff’s Office for the proposed consulting 
services and signed by City officials and Sheriff Green.  

 
58. The original letter agreements for advertising, title insurance, and sweep account services 

between the Sheriff’s Office and its largest vendor, Reach/RCS do not appear to have 
been processed or approved through the City’s Law Department as required by the Home 
Rule Charter. The November 2006  and April 2009 letter agreements for  sweep services 
with RCS Searchers are on  RCS Searchers letterhead and are signed, not by Sheriff 
Green, but  purportedly by Tyrone Bynum, the then Finance Director for the Sheriff’s 
Office. 
 

59. The Reach/RCS letter agreements do not appear to be available for public review. The 
letter agreements do not appear on a registry as required by the Home Rule Charter.  A 
memo from Sheriff Green dated January 23, 2003 stated that letter agreements would be 
kept in the Sheriff’s Office for public inspection (Exhibit 7).  The City Controller asked 
the Sheriff’s Office for contracts with Reach and RCS during its audit of fiscal years 
2007 to 2009; none were provided. 
 

60. RCS provided settlement services for the Sheriff from 2005 through 2010. During this 
time, the Sheriff collected and sent $115,462,038 to RCS to pay settlement closing costs, 
taxes, water rents, municipal claims, fees, commissions, and excess funds. The RCS 
services were apparently provided without a contract which identified the services RCS 
was to provide and the compensation it was to receive. The Sheriff’s Office did not 
provide a settlement services contract to the City Controller during its audit and we did 
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not find one in the Sheriff’s files during our forensic investigation. Counsel for Mr. Davis 
and Reach/RCS did not provide a settlement service contract to the Sheriff and did not 
provide one to us after we asked for any other contracts that Reach/RCS had with the 
Sheriff’s Office in addition to the two documents counsel provided to the Sheriff’s Office 
in January 2011. No one we interviewed was aware of a contract with Reach/RCS for 
settlement services. 
 

61. Section 4-400(C) of the Home Rule Charter requires contracts “in which the City is 
concerned” to be in writing. 
 

C. ADVERTISING 
 
REACH ADVERTISING EXPENSES 
 
62. Reach Communication Specialist Inc. (Reach) billed the Sheriff’s Office $38,568,022 for 

advertising expenses from 2005 through 2010.       
 

COURT RULES/ADVERTISING  
 
63. Pa. R. Civ. Pro 3129.2 and Phila. County R. 3129.2 requires the Sheriff to publish notice 

of sales once a week for three successive weeks in the Legal Intelligencer and in one 
daily newspaper of general circulation. Handbills are to be posted in the Sheriff’s Office 
and on the real estate to be sold. 

 
REACH ADVERTISING LETTER AGREEMENTS 

 
Two Letter Agreements/Authenticity 

 
64. Our investigation revealed two nearly identical letter agreements purportedly signed on 

February 27, 2003, one an original found in the Sheriff’s Office and the other a copy 
submitted to the Sheriff’s Office in January 2011. The only difference between the two is 
that the copy is altered by dropping the 15% commission language/one line per writ 
production cost, 17substituting payment based on the cost of 2.9 lines for each writ, and 

                                                           
17 A “line per writ” charge refers to the cost charged by the advertiser for the placement of one line worth of details 
used to describe the property being advertised for Sheriff’s sale.  The total line per writ count is a summation of each 
line of detail produced for the purposes of fully describing the property being advertised for Sheriff’s sale. 
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changing the 15% commission “paid by advertising mediums” to the “Sheriff agrees to 
pay RCS for their services.” The copy with the changed  language was not found in the 
Sheriff’s Office. We do not know the reason why the 15% standard commission language 
was dropped in the letter agreement copy. 

  
65. Both the original and the copy of the letter agreement contain the signature of Janet A. 

Pina. Ms. Pina told us that the signatures on the documents are not hers, she did not sign 
either contract, and she did not authorize any one to sign her name to the documents. She 
said that someone signed her name making it look like her signature, which was “stupid” 
for someone to do. Ms. Pina said that she does not use a felt pen and it was clear to her 
that the signature in the original document was written with a felt pen. Ms. Pina said she 
did not know who wrote her name. She also said she signed letter agreements for the 
Sheriff’s Office but not the original or copy of the Reach advertising letter agreements. 
 

66. Ms. Pina also said that she would not sign two different agreements like this for the same 
vendor unless there was a good reason for the second agreement, and if that happened, 
one would be destroyed. She said that she cannot recall ever signing two agreements like 
this with different language for any vendor.   
 

67. Sheriff Green recently told us in an interview that there “never” was an advertising 
contract with Reach. However, in 1999 he advised the City Controller that he would enter 
into a written contract with the advertising vendor (Reach) which would “clearly define 
billing rates, production fees, and other administrative costs.”  In January 2003, Sheriff 
Green issued a memo stating he was implementing a “new policy” whereby the Office 
would have written agreements or contracts with its vendors for professional and 
consulting services, and in a November 2005 newspaper article (see below) the Sheriff 
was purportedly quoted as stating the Sheriff’s Office had a February 2003 contract with 
Reach.    

 
PRODUCTION COSTS/15% COMMISSION  

 
68. Ms. Pina said that she did not understand the “one line per writ language” in the original 

agreement for production costs and did not know what the 2.9 line language in the letter 
agreement copy meant.   
 

69. Ms. Pina told us she understood that the only compensation that Reach received was the 
15% commission which she thought the newspapers paid, not the Sheriff’s Office. She 
did not recall how it came about that Reach was paid 15% but said she thought that the 
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15% was standard in the advertising industry.  Ms. Pina questioned why Reach should be 
paid for advertising production since it was receiving a 15% commission.  
 

70. With respect to payment for advertising production costs, Edward Chew, the former 
Director of Legal Affairs for the Sheriff’s Office told us there should not be an extra 
charge for advertising production since that should be included in the commissions paid 
to Reach. 

 
71. Sheriff Green, in a Philadelphia Daily News article dated November 18, 2005, 

purportedly told the press that he put in writing a contract with Reach Communications 
Specialists, Inc. in February 2003 where Reach receives a “15 percent commission from 
the media with which it places the ads.”18 (Exhibit 3) In his recent interview with us, 
Sheriff Green said that the media was to supposed to pay Reach and not the Sheriff’s 
Office. 

 
72. Mr. Davis, owner of Reach, through counsel in an answer to a July 2011 complaint filed 

by the Philadelphia Media Network LLC against Reach and Mr. Davis for non-payment 
of services for Sheriff’s sales, acknowledged receiving a 15% discount on invoices from 
the newspapers. 

 
ANALYSIS 

 
73. We are faced with two letter agreements of questionable authenticity. For purposes of our 

analysis we used the original agreement with the “15% standard commission paid by 
advertising mediums” language, in part, because of the various references to the 15% 
industry standard commission we came across during our investigation, including that 
attributed to Sheriff Green in 2005, and because this was the only original contract we 
have between Reach and the Sheriff’s Office. 
 

74. The Reach letter agreement defines “production costs” as including “developing and 
maintaining a website for sheriff’s sales, production for a radio commercials fro (sic) 
dubbing, and maintaining archives of handbills…for six years.” 
 

75. The letter agreement does not authorize separate charges for maintenance of websites, 
handbill printing, or any production costs beyond the one line per writ line count.  

 

                                                           
18 Philadelphia Daily News, November 11, 2008.  
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REACH ADVERTISING CHARGES 
 
76. Reach charged the Sheriff for advertising in the Legal Intelligencer, Philadelphia 

Inquirer, Philadelphia Daily News, Philadelphia Tribune, at least ten community 
newspapers, three radio stations, and cable television (Comcast). Our analysis has shown 
that Reach received a 15% commission on this advertising which was paid by the 
Sheriff, and not the media. RCS received invoices from the newspapers which were 
discounted by 15%. Reach forwarded its own invoices to the Sheriff’s Office with the 
non-discounted/ full amount of the newspapers invoices, which the Sheriff’s Office paid, 
thereby turning the 15% discount into a 15% commission paid by the Sheriff’s Office. 
 

77. Reach charged the Sheriff for the maintenance of two internet websites relating to 
Sheriff’s sales. One was the unofficial website of the Sheriff, www.phillysheriff.com.  The 
second was www.sheriffsale.com.  Both websites were owned and controlled by James R. 
Davis, Jr. according to unverified public records and persons interviewed.  
 

78. Reach charged the Sheriff to put sales notices on Reach’s website and then used the 
website to attract bidders to the Sheriff’s sales, for a fee payable to Reach. Present and 
former Sheriff’s employees advised that Reach used this website to identify potential 
buyers for homes sold at Sheriff’s sales and represented buyers at Sheriff’s sales and bid 
on sales on their behalf.  
 

79. Screenshots taken from Reach’s website showed that it had a “User Agreement” which 
required a $10 monthly fee to use the website, a $25 fee to be an online bidder for 
Sheriff’s sales, and a $75 fee processing fee if there is a winning bid.  The website 
advertised that the online bidder would be “represented at the live Sheriff’s Sale by an 
experienced bidder who will actively bid on your behalf. If the experienced bidder 
submits a winning bid on your behalf, you will be required to pay an additional $75.00 
processing fee.”  (Exhibit 25) 

 
80. Neither the Sheriff’s website nor the Reach website was referenced in the “Conditions of 

Sheriff Sale” accompanying Sheriff’s Sale Notices published in any of the thirty-six 
issues of the Legal Intelligencer we examined dated July 2004 through November 2007.19 
Rather, beginning in approximately March 2006, the “Conditions of Sheriff Sale” 

                                                           
19 The Legal Intelligencer is the official periodical for the publication of all sales notices.  Philadelphia County Court 
Rule 430.2 
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directed prospective purchasers to two different websites for information about sale 
properties since the published descriptions of the properties were shortened to save on 
advertising costs. This change was pursuant to a Court Order of the Hon. C. Darnell 
Jones, II in which the Board of Judges amended Rule 3129.2 (b) (1). (Exhibit 26)  

 
81. We also examined Sheriff’s Sale Notices in selected issues of the Philadelphia Tribune, 

Philadelphia Inquirer and the Philadelphia Daily News and did not see any reference to 
either of Reach’s websites. We did find a reference to the Sheriff’s unofficial website in a 
copy of the Star and the Northeast Star, community newspapers.  

 
82. Reach charged for advertising production costs not on a per line per writ basis but on a 

fixed fee of $75 for each property. 
 
83. Reach charged for the publication of handbills. 
 
BREAKDOWN OF REACH ADVERTISING CHARGES 
 
84. The Reach invoices sent to Sheriff’s Office from 2005 to 2010, totaled $38,568,022.41 

and are broken down as follows:               
    

a. Newspapers                 $30,208,534.88 
 

1. Legal Intelligencer     10,928,340.10 
2. Philadelphia Tribune       7,077,322.58 
3. Philadelphia Inquirer       4,988,103.99 
4. Philadelphia Daily News       3,999,276.85 
5. Community Papers                                                             3,215,491.36 

 
b. Other                                                                                                        $ 8,359,487.53 
c.  

1. Advertising Production Costs                                             3,021,989.61 
2. Reach Website                                                                    1,835,680.00 
3. Handbill Printing        1,141,630.00 
4. Sheriff Website                                                                   1,080,900.00 
5. Radio             888,637.92 
6. Comcast             390,650.00 
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ANALYSIS OF REACH INVOICES 
 
85. Reach invoices were sent to the Sheriff’s Office to the attention of Darrell Stewart. The 

invoices identified the period for which the advertisement ran, the medium where it 
appeared, and the expenses associated with each medium. The invoices generally referred 
to “community papers” but did not consistently set forth the number or identity of the 
newspapers after July 2005. (Exhibit 27) 

 
86. The Reach invoices delineated other categories of advertising and corresponding charges 

which appeared as follows: “SheriffSale.com Website; 3129’s Posting on 
PhillySheriff.com; Printing Handbills; Advertising Production.” Certain invoices also 
included charges for radio and cable television advertising.  

 
87. The invoices had accompanying spreadsheets which set forth the advertising charges for 

each property sale by book and writ number with numerous data fields corresponding to 
each sale. These fields included lines and rates for daily newspapers, a fixed rate for 
community papers, and fixed rates for the websites, handbill printing, and advertising 
production. Reach increased the rates for several categories in 2008, increasing the cost 
from $50 to $70 per property for their own website, $20 to $40 for each property for the 
Sheriff’s website, and $20 to $35 per property for handbill printing. These rate increases 
generally coincided with attempts by the Philadelphia Judiciary and other interested 
parties involved in Sheriff’s sales to reduce advertising costs in an attempt to reduce the 
number of homes lost and people adversely impacted by the loss of a home due to a 
Sheriff’s sale. We found no evidence that these increases were reviewed and approved by 
the Sheriff’s Office. 

 
88. Production costs were to be based on a calculation of one line per writ in the daily 

newspapers. The Reach invoices did not include production costs based on line charges, 
but a fixed fee of $75 per property as listed under “Ad Prod” on the Reach invoices. 
Depending on the advertising medium, a rate range from $9.33 to $15.51 per line was 
being used for the three major newspapers, according to Reach invoice support from 
2005 through 2010. At the median rate of $12.20 per line, production costs based on a 
one line per writ calculation should be $36.60 as opposed to the fixed fee of $75 per 
property.     
 

89. Based on an inspection of available Reach invoices from 2005 through 2010, advertising 
charges invoiced by Reach related to 49,388 properties.  If the median rate of $12.20 per 
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line as noted above was applied to the 49,388 properties advertised for three consecutive 
weeks, total production costs as calculated would be $1,807,601, as opposed to the 
$3,021,990 as actually charged by Reach over this time period.  The use of the flat $75 
charge for production costs as opposed to the contractual per line rate resulted in the 
Sheriff being over charged by Reach an estimated amount of $1,214,389.20  If applied 
only during the original period of the forensic investigation (7/1/06-6/30/09), the 
corresponding overcharges would be $675,748.01 ($1,612,525.01 less $936,777.00) as 
result of the $75 flat fee charged for production costs as opposed to charging for the 
additional one line. 

 
90. The Reach invoices did not include a breakdown or explanation of what part of the media 

charges it received as compensation, any reference to a 15% commission, discount, or 
how it calculated fees for the production costs. 

 
91. The lack of detail Reach provided in its invoices, Reach’s non-authorized charges for 

websites and handbill printing, and its overcharges on production costs call into question 
the accuracy of other inputs to the total advertising cost calculation such as the rate per 
line and number of lines charged to advertise the property sale, particularly since the City 
Controller in a 1999 audit report found that Reach overcharged the Sheriff by an average 
of nearly three lines per ad.   

 
92. Members of the Sheriff’s Office, including the Acting Sheriff, told us that they did not 

know what services Reach performed for advertising production. Under the Sheriff’s 
Office 2011 advertising contract with a new vendor, compensation is the standard 15% 
commission and does not provide for production fees. Community newspaper advertising 
has been reduced and the use of radio and Comcast advertising was terminated under the 
new contract. (Exhibit 28) 
 

REACH ADVERTISING OVERCHARGES 
 
93. From 2005 to 2010, Reach apparently overcharged the Sheriff $5,272,599 in advertising 

charges consisting of $2,916,580 for websites, $1,214,389 for production costs, and 

                                                           
20 If the compensation clause from the copy of the February 27, 2003 letter agreement between Reach and the 
Sheriff’s Office is considered, the amount of excess production costs is $672,109.  This is computed by multiplying 
the median rate per line of $12.20 by 3.9 lines for one newspaper by 49,388 properties identified on Reach invoices 
from 2005 through 2010.   
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$1,141,630 for handbill production, according to the terms of the original letter 
agreement and an analysis of the Reach invoices. 

 
COMPARISON OF REACH INVOICES TO NEWSPAPER INVOICES 
 
94. The Sheriff’s Office did not receive invoices from the Legal Intelligencer, daily and 

community newspapers, or other media. Rather, the various media sent their invoices 
directly to Reach. The newspaper invoices contained a gross charge and a net charge with 
a discount of 15% clearly marked.  Reach was to pay the net charge to the newspapers.  
Reach prepared its own invoice for submission to the Sheriff which included the total 
gross amount appearing on the newspaper invoices sent to Reach. The Sheriff paid Reach 
the gross amount, with Reach receiving a 15% commission as part of its compensation.  

 
95. Reach did not forward the newspaper invoices to the Sheriff nor did the Sheriff receive 

copies of the invoices from the newspapers, thereby preventing the Sheriff’s Office from 
determining the accuracy of the newspaper charges appearing on the Reach invoices. 
 

96. The Sheriff’s Office paid the invoices within seven to ten days of receipt, according to 
Sheriff’s Office employees. These employees said that Darrell and Crystal Stewart 
instructed that the Reach Communication invoices as well as the RCS invoices be paid 
promptly. With a few exceptions, invoices of other vendors did not receive the same 
treatment, according to interviews with members of the Sheriff’s Office. 

 
PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER/ DAILY NEWS  
 
97. We received copies of invoices from the Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily News that it issued 

to Reach for publications of Sheriff’s sales for the period 2008 through 2010.   
 
98. The gross amount of the Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily News invoices sent to Reach, which 

Reach sent to the Sheriff’s Office for payment, was $4,972,547. Deducting the 15% 
commission/discount, Reach owed the newspapers the net amount, $4,226,665. 

 
99. We compared the corresponding invoices that Reach sent to the Sheriff’s Office to those 

that the Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily News had sent to Reach. 
 
100. The Reach invoices sent to the Sheriff’s Office totaled $5,282,764 or $310,217 more than 

the Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily News invoices sent to Reach. The Sheriff paid these 
Reach invoices, according to the Sheriff’s accounting records. 
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101. There is no apparent justification for the apparent over charges of $310,217 that Reach 

invoiced the Sheriff for related to the Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily News publication 
expenses, and which the Sheriff paid. Mr. Davis declined a request for an interview.  

 
PREVIOUS REACH OVERCHARGES 
 
102. The issue of Reach overcharging for Sheriff’s sales advertising was addressed twelve 

years ago. The City Controller examined Reach advertising invoices for Sheriff’s sales 
occurring for fiscal year 1996 and 1997. The City Controllers 1999 Audit Report 
concluded that:  

 
“For the two months we tested, vendor invoices (Reach) differed 
from our calculations by an average of three lines per ad 
extrapolated to the 650 properties billed during those months, we 
project that the Sheriff’s Office could have overpaid advertising 
expenses by an estimated $61,000.” 

      
103. The City Controller concluded that the Sheriff’s Office failed in its fiduciary 

responsibilities and lacked appropriate controls: 
 

“The Sheriff’s Office failed to safeguard its fiduciary assets and 
manage its resources efficiently. We found that it did not always 
check the accuracy of documents supporting disbursements or 
routinely ensure that disbursements were made when due. We 
projected that the Sheriff’s Office overpaid advertising services by 
an estimated $61,000 and lost an estimated $23,000 in interest 
revenue for the city. In addition, the agency did not properly 
account for all receipts collected or all checks issued, thereby 
increasing the risk that errors or irregularities could occur and not 
be detected by management.” 

 
 
104. Sheriff Green’s response to the 1999 City Controllers Report stated:  

 
“The Real Estate Unit is responsible for the newspaper copies and 
the line charges being accurate and complete as supporting 
documentation for each monthly disbursement. We identified a 
problem with the billing since it only clearly identified .9 lines 
being added to cover the cost of the conditions of Sale. In actuality, 
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additional 2 lines (total 2.9) were being added to cover the cost of 
production. 
 
As recommended by the auditors, the Sheriff’s Office will institute 
a written contract with the advertising vendor to clearly define 
billing rates, production fees, and other administrative costs.” 
 

105. The City Controllers report was issued in 1999. It was not until four years later, in 2003 
that the Sheriff’s Office and Reach entered into a contract; there are two versions of that 
letter agreement, one is the original in the Sheriff’s files and the other is a copy provided 
by Reach’s attorney. Together they do not appear to “clearly define” the advertising fees 
because of the inconsistency in payment terms between the two contracts. 

 
INTERNAL CONTROLS/REACH/EXCESS CHARGES 
 
106. We found little evidence of internal controls over Reach invoices being instituted in the 

intervening twelve years since the City Controller first addressed the issue of Reach 
overcharges. Following the audit report, the Sheriff assigned Crystal and Darrell Stewart, 
the sister and the brother-in-law of the owner of Reach to approve the invoices submitted 
by his company and be responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the invoices.  
Additionally, the Sheriff’s Office records show Crystal Stewart not only approving 
certain Reach invoices, but also receiving payment for them on behalf of Reach.   

 
107. The Reach invoices themselves provided little information on how Reach was to be 

compensated or what Reach was contractually entitled to. Present and former Sheriff’s 
employees we interviewed, including the Acting Sheriff, did not know of the existence of 
the Reach letter agreement nor the compensation that Reach was to receive for 
advertising services, so they were unable to determine if Reach was over charging for its 
services. This included Darrell Stewart, the former Director of the Sheriff’s Real Estate 
Division, Undersheriff and addressee for the Reach invoices, who told us that he did not 
know how Reach was to be compensated for their advertising services even though he 
approved the invoices. Mr. Stewart stated he was not aware of any contract with Reach 
nor could he remember during our interview what the two website charges were for. He 
also said he did not know why a fee was paid to Reach for the PhillySheriff.com website. 
He recalled reviewing the supporting documentation submitted with the Reach invoices. 
When asked how he could determine if the charges were correct without a contract, he 
said he did not know what the rates were. When asked if the newspaper charges 
appearing on the invoices included any profit for Reach, Mr. Stewart responded that he 
did not know. 
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108. An internal control to prevent Reach overcharges such as direct receipt of copies of 

newspaper invoices to compare the charges with those appearing in the Reach invoices 
was lacking.  

 
109. The Reach invoices were reviewed by Accounting personnel for the limited purposes of 

determining if Reach had charged for more advertising expenses than there were 
sufficient funds in the case account to pay the advertising costs. Of the 179 Reach 
invoices totaling $38,552,337 for advertising expenses from 2005 to 2010, 43 of them 
were reduced by a limited review by employees in the accounting division for a total of 
$1,347,483 in reductions. 

 
110. The limited review of the Reach invoices by accounting employees became more limited 

in September 2010. At that time, Reach/RCS took over control of the Sheriff Office’s 
computer server and its Civil System, including the accounting system containing the 
financial information involving Sheriff’ sales and placed the information on the 
Reach/RCS server. The Sheriff’s accounting system became the RCS Civil System in the 
process. The Sheriff’s primary vendor became the controller and the apparent owner of 
the information within the Sheriff’s Office civil system, which included Reach/RCS’s 
own billing data. The Sheriff’s accounting personnel no longer had direct access to 
account balances and funds in the book/writ which was controlled through Crystal 
Stewart in the Real Estate Division. This restricted the accounting oversight of Reach 
invoices to the point that a Sheriff’s employee described the reduced responsibility as 
“essentially printing checks.” 

 
111. Crystal Stewart did not return our call requesting an interview. 
 
112. The lack of internal controls left the Sheriff’s Office vulnerable to various forms of 

overcharging by Reach and without adequate review on other potential areas of 
overcharging such as the rates and the number of lines invoiced on Sheriff’s sale 
advertisements. 

 
IMPACT OF ADVERTISING EXPENSES /ATTEMPTS TO REDUCE ADVERTISING 
EXPENSES 
 
113. The advertising expense for properties at Sheriff’s sale was “ultimately paid by the 

defaulting homeowner/borrower as a condition of reinstatement.” (Exhibit 29) 
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114. Since the defaulting homeowner had to pay advertising expenses as a condition to 
reinstate or fully satisfy the mortgage, reducing advertising costs could increase the 
chance of the “amiable” resolution of foreclosure action without homeowner eviction.  
By lowering advertising costs, the parties had a greater ability to reach resolution.  

 
115. In an attempt to reduce advertising costs so the costs did not “become an obstacle to a 

homeowner preventing the sale through the reinstatement of the mortgage,”21 Local Rule 
of Civil Procedure 3129.2(b)(1) was changed pursuant to an order entered on March 16, 
2006, by the Hon. C. Darnell Jones II. The rule reduced the number of advertising lines 
needed to describe a home, thereby shortening the property legal description. The change 
in the local rule resulted from the collective efforts of the Board of Judges, Philadelphia 
Bar Association, the Mortgage Foreclosure Committee, and others. (Exhibit 29). The 
Order shortened the description of the property by a third (Exhibit 30).22 

 
116. The Mortgage Foreclosure Committee was formed in 2004 by the Philadelphia Courts, 

First Judicial District of Pennsylvania and was overseen and facilitated by the Hon. 
Annette M. Rizzo. The Committee is composed of interested parties involved in Sheriff’s 
sales. A member of the Steering Committee advised the Sheriff’s Office in April, 2007 
that costs of advertising “occupied the committee almost from its inception.” (Exhibit 30) 

 
117. We discovered in the Sheriff’s files email correspondence and letters between the 

Sheriff’s Office and members of the Mortgage Steering Committee addressing the change 
in the local rule and the apparent lack of reduction in advertising costs a year after the 
implementation of the amended rule. Irwin Trauss, Supervisory Attorney, Consumer 
Housing Unit, Philadelphia Legal Assistance, and a member of the Mortgage Foreclosure 
Steering Committee, wrote an email  to Edward Chew of the Sheriff’s Office on April 19, 
2007 stating: 

 

“At present, the Sheriff’s deposit of $1700 includes $300 to cover 
sheriff’s costs and about $1400, to cover advertising costs – which 
prior to reduction in the size of the ad were typically running 
between $900 and $1000. The cost of the typical ad at this point 
should be in the neighborhood of $600.00, which would translate 
to a substantial reduction in the deposit requirement, before 

                                                           
21 Explanatory Comment to amended Philadelphia Civil Rule 3129.2(b)(1). 
22Additional efforts by the Philadelphia Common Pleas Court and others to reduce the number of homeowners 
losing their residences is evident in the Mortgage Foreclosure Division Program. 
http://www.trfund.com/resource/downloads/policypubs/Foreclosure_Diversion_Initial_Report_Executive_Summary
.pdf and  http://www.trfund.com/resource/downloads/policypubs/Foreclosure_Diversion_Initial_Report.pdf  

http://www.trfund.com/resource/downloads/policypubs/Foreclosure_Diversion_Initial_Report_Executive_Summary
http://www.trfund.com/resource/downloads/policypubs/Foreclosure_Diversion_Initial_Report.pdf
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factoring in the reduced costs we anticipate will result from a new 
advertising contract. To date we have seen no reduction in the 
deposit requirements. We eagerly anticipate seeing these 
reductions implemented shortly. If our reasoning is faulty, perhaps 
at the meeting you could point out the defect in our reasoning 
which leads us to believe that a reduction in the deposit could have 
already been implemented.” (Exhibit 30) 

                                   
118. Mr. Trauss, as well as George Gould, Managing Attorney of the Housing & Energy Units 

at Community Legal Services and a member of the Mortgage Foreclosure Committee, 
said that there were follow-up meetings with Sheriff Green and Mr. Chew, all with the 
aim of minimizing advertising costs.  Mr. Trauss said that some of the meetings were 
attended by Mr. Davis, owner of Reach.  

 
119. The focus of the advertising expense reduction was on newspaper costs. Mr. Trauss said 

he proposed competitive bidding for the newspapers, but the proposal was not adopted. 
We asked if the issue of the costs for the advertising vendor, Reach, was examined by the 
Mortgage Review Committee, or brought up by Sheriff Green or Mr. Davis. Mr. Trauss 
could not remember if Reach’s costs had been addressed but thought that Reach received 
the standard industry 15% commission as a fee. Mr. Trauss was not aware if Reach 
received anything additional.  

 
120. We discovered in the Sheriff’s files an advertising cost study of newspapers for 2006 and 

2007, along with correspondence from Edward Chew to the Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily 
News and the Legal Intelligencer asking, on behalf of the Sheriff, for their costs per ad 
pursuant to a “Confidential Inquiry” on ad costs. Mr. Chew advised us that he prepared a 
cost study on advertising expenses for the purpose of lowering them, but could not share 
the reasons how it came about because that was subject to attorney client privilege 
between him and the Sheriff. Mr. Chew said he presented the cost study to Judge Rizzo 
and the Mortgage Oversight Committee.  

 
121. The cost study was limited to the Philadelphia Inquirer and Legal Intelligencer newspaper 

expenses and did not consider advertising expenses charged by Reach.  When advised 
that there were many other charges that went into the advertising costs, such as charges 
for two websites, production costs, handbills, other newspapers and radio, Mr. Chew 
responded that he was not aware of some of these charges. He was handed a Reach 
invoice during the interview and said he had not seen one before. Mr. Chew added that 
there should not be extra charges for handbill or advertising production costs since those 
charges should be included in the percentage fee paid for the advertising. 
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122. Sheriff’s Office aimed at reducing advertising costs, Reach increased its advertising 

charges to the Sheriff for maintenance of the Sheriff’s website by 100%, maintenance of 
its own website by 40% and printing of the handbills by 75%.  

 
COLLECTION AND PAYMENT OF ADVERTISING EXPENSES 

 
123. It was the homeowner whose home was subject to Sheriff’s sale or the judgment creditor 

who ultimately bore the burden of the advertising expenses. (Exhibit 26) 
 
124. Advertising expenses were broken down and allotted according to each property sale and 

each book and writ, as Mr. Davis stated in his April 6, 2004 letter to Mr. Bynum.  
 
125. Reach broke down and allocated the advertising expenses according to Book/Writ for the 

period of time subject to this forensic investigation.  
 
126. Payments for advertising expenses collected by the Sheriff’s Office from the homeowner 

and judgment creditor were forwarded to Reach to pay the newspapers. 
 

127. Reach was a conduit between the homeowner/judgment creditor and the vendor 
newspapers.  

 
128. Mr. Davis, in his April 6, 2004 letter to Mr. Bynum, represented that “(o)nce the 

disbursement is received from the Sheriff’s Office, RCS Searchers will pay off all costs 
needed to complete acquisition through the Sheriff’s Sale process within five to ten day 
period.” 

 
129. Representatives of the Sheriff’s Office advised that the Reach invoices were paid 

promptly, within a week of receipt, pursuant to the direction of Crystal and Darrell 
Stewart. 

 
130. The Acting Sheriff terminated the Reach/ RCS services in January 2011. 
 
131. After Reach was terminated, representatives of numerous newspaper organizations 

approached the Sheriff’s Office with invoices sent to Reach asserting that Reach had not 
paid, according to interviews with members of the Sheriff’s Office and representatives of 
the newspapers.  
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132. The Legal Intelligencer, the Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily News, and the Philadelphia 

Tribune presented unpaid aged invoices and/or accounts receivable records, dating to as 
early as February, 2010, to the Sheriff’s Office. The invoices totaled $1,142,376. As of 
May 31, 2011, the Legal Intelligencer was owed $733,151, the Philadelphia 
Inquirer/Daily News was owed $309,892 and the Philadelphia Tribune was owed 
$99,333, according to the newspapers claims.  Sheriff’s representatives advised that the 
Sheriff’s Office had promptly forwarded payments to Reach for these invoices and that 
Reach should have forwarded payment to the newspapers.  

 
133. The Legal Intelligencer and the Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily News filed separate lawsuits 

against Reach and the Sheriff’s Office seeking repayment of unpaid invoices.  
 
134. We scheduled the available Reach invoices from 2005 through 2010. The Sheriff’s 

corresponding payment for each invoice was evidenced by a dated “PAID” stamp on the 
face of the invoice, detail check analyses specific to each check issued to cover an 
invoice, internal requests for disbursement, copies of cancelled checks and/or bank 
statement data.  Check writer data was also used to evidence payment in instances where 
one check, rather than multiple checks was issued to cover one invoice. Our analysis and 
interviews with Sheriff’s employees show that the Reach invoices were paid. For 
example, the last Reach invoice in the Sheriff’s files is dated December 22, 2010 for 
$519,351 and was paid with 18 checks (37151 through 37168) totaling $517,853 dated 
December 29, 2010, and all checks cleared the bank. An invoice dated November 24, 
2010 for $885,887 was paid with 27 checks (37001 through 37021 and 37024 through 
37028) totaling $789,255, and all checks cleared the bank.  An invoice dated November 
2, 2010 for $44,984 was paid with one check (16606) totaling $44,985, which also 
cleared the bank.  Differences between invoice amounts submitted by Reach and 
corresponding aggregate invoice payments by the Sheriff appear to reflect invoice 
adjustments made by Sheriff’s employees upon further review of Reach invoice support 
in comparison to actual case ledger balances on a per property basis. 

 
135. Representatives of the Legal Intelligencer and the Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily News 

advised us that Reach was consistently late in their payments. The Legal Intelligencer 
representative said that Reach was always four to six months late in paying their bills. 

 
136. We did not have access to Reach records to determine what Reach did with the over one 

million dollars forwarded by the Sheriff’s Office for payment to the newspapers. It is not 
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apparent why Reach did not forward to the newspapers the over one million dollars 
received from the Sheriff’s Office or what Reach did with the money received.  

 
137. The Sheriff’s Office decided to pay a portion of the advertising costs that Reach failed to 

forward as a fiduciary. These payments included $295,409 to at least 15 news 
organizations. 

 
138. As a result of Reach’s failure to forward monies due to the various news organizations, 

the Sheriff’s Office paid nearly $300,000 in advertising costs twice, first with monies 
from the owner or others involved in the Sheriff sales and a second time with monies 
taken from the Sheriff’s Office mortgage foreclosure, tax lien, or tax delinquency 
checking accounts.  
 

D. INTERNAL CONTROL/RCS/EXCESS CHARGES 
 
139. We were told by Sheriff’s employees that RCS invoices, like Reach invoices, were 

reviewed, but not to determine whether the RCS charges were correct or valid. Rather, 
the invoices were examined only to check if the case ledger balance for a particular book 
and writ had sufficient funds deposited in that case account to cover the RCS charges 
relating to that particular book/writ. The information that the Sheriff’s employees looked 
at in the case ledger was information that was available to RCS to examine since they had 
access to the Sheriff’s Civil System through Crystal Stewarts computer connections in the 
Sheriff’s Office. 

 
140.  Sheriff’s employees told us they sometimes discovered that RCS submitted invoices for 

charges for a particular book and writ in an amount greater than the case balance 
appearing in the case ledger. When that occurred, a Sheriff’ employee contacted RCS to 
advise RCS of the deficiency and was sometimes told “they are putting precert charges 
on faster than they’re supposed to.”   

 
141. We examined the reduced RCS invoices between 2005 and 2010 and noted that there 

were a total of 164 invoices that Sheriff’s employees reduced for insufficient funds in the 
case ledger balances totaling $2,321,262.  The Sheriff’s Office employees reducing the 
invoices are identified in the records. 

 
142. RCS had access to the Sheriff’s Office Civil System and the ability to know that there 

were insufficient balances to pay the $2,321,262. This raises the issue as to why RCS 
billed these excess charges to the Sheriff’s Office. Without the ability to interview Mr. 
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Davis and Ms. Stewart, we are unable to obtain an explanation from them for these 
charges and why the excess charges resulted from negligent as opposed to intentional 
conduct.  

 
143. When RCS took control of the Sheriff’s Office Civil System by placing the accounting 

records on the RCS server in September 2010, the review of the RCS invoices for 
sufficient balances to pay the invoices submitted by RCS became difficult because of the 
challenges to accessing the appropriate case ledger to determine if a balance existed. By 
that point, we were told that Darrell and Crystal Stewart issued Requests for 
Disbursement for an RCS settlement checks and Sheriff’s Office employees more often 
than not just printed the requested checks at the direction of Crystal and/or Darrell 
Stewart. 

 
SUSPECT CIRCUMSTANCES 

  
144. With respect to advertising expenses paid by the Sheriff’s Office, and based on our          

document review, interviews results, and other evidence as set forth in this report, the         
following are suspect circumstances which require additional investigation by the City         
and others: 

 
a. The existence and execution of two letter agreements between Reach and the 

Sheriff’s Office both identical in content except for the compensation paragraph and 
both purportedly signed on the same day, February 27, 2003; 

 
b. Reach’s repeated overcharges occurring more than a decade after overcharges were 

first identified by the City Controller; 
 

c. Reach’s charges to the Sheriff’s Office for services not contractually authorized 
including charging the Sheriff’s Office for publishing Sheriff’s sale properties on  
Reach’s website which Reach then used to solicit and represent bidders at Sheriff’s 
sales for numerous fees;  

 
d. Reach’s unauthorized billing for production costs at a flat fee of $75 rather than on 

the calculation of one line per writ in the daily newspapers;  
 

e.  Reach’s apparent failure to remit to news organizations monies entrusted to Reach;  
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f. The RCS and Reach billing of excess charges when insufficient funds existed in the 
account case ledgers to pay the charges.  

 
E. RCS SETTLEMENT SERVICES/CONTRACTS/DISTRIBUTION INSURANCE   

 
145. The Sheriff’s Office conducts three types of property sales: mortgage foreclosure, tax 

lien, and delinquent tax. Prior to 2005, the Sheriff’s Office directly disbursed the 
proceeds of these sales to pay expenses, such as water and sewer rents, title costs, 
utilities, commissions and fees; transfer taxes and other taxes and liens. 
 

146. As a result of the 2003 Common Pleas Mandamus Order requiring more timely 
distribution of property sales proceeds, the Sheriff’s Office, in approximately 2005, 
“outsourced” these responsibilities to three title insurance companies: RCS, Global 
Abstract, and City Line Abstract. 23 

 
147. RCS was the primary provider of settlement services. Sheriff Green told us that he did 

not recall who solicited or selected RCS as a vendor. 
 

148. Sheriff Green told us that he “suspected” that there was a contract with RCS for 
settlement services but he did not know if there was one. We conducted an extensive 
search of the files of the Sheriff’s Office, but could not locate any contract. We asked 
counsel for copies of contracts that RCS had with the Sheriff’s Office but none were 
provided to us. 
 

149. Sheriff Green could not tell us all the services that RCS performed for the Sheriff’s 
Office. Initially he told us that the only service that RCS performed for the Sheriff’s 
Office was computer related services. When asked if RCS performed other work, there 
was a long pause. At this point in the interview, Sheriff Green interrupted the interview,  
made a telephone, shortly thereafter received a return call, and left the conference room.  
Following the telephone call, he came back to the conference room with handwritten 
notes and told us RCS performed settlement services. We asked the Sheriff who he had 
spoken with on the telephone, but the Sheriff would not disclose the identity of the 
person. 
 

                                                           
23 We found unsigned copies of letters dated November 17, 2003 addressed to Global Abstract and RCS Searchers 
requesting proposals for the Sheriff’s sales closings. A letter request for a proposal was also sent to Security Search 
& Abstract, but not City Line Abstract. 
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150. In reading from his recently hand-written notes, Sheriff Green told us the following: 
around Y2K-2000 “something happened” and the computer system “crashed,” and “RCS 
mirrored the system, whatever that means”; because of the system crashing, the Sheriff’s 
Office had no computer information, so they could not make settlements, and as a result, 
they hired RCS and a few other companies to provide liability information to the 
Sheriff’s Office for settlements. He did not know where or how RCS or the other 
companies got the information for settlements. He could not recall the names of the other 
companies that assisted in the settlements.  

 
151. Sheriff Green said that RCS performed other services, but he did not know specifically 

what they were. He said he was generally aware that they did other things because he was 
in meetings where he was told that RCS was doing “a lot of stuff to ensure the 
functioning of the office.” 
 

152. Sheriff Green did not know how much RCS was paid for settlement services or for any 
other services RCS performed. 
 

153. The three title insurance companies apparently provided settlement services without 
executed contracts which set forth the services to be provided and the compensation they 
were to receive. No current or former employee we interviewed, including the Acting 
Sheriff, was aware of any signed agreement concerning settlement services.  The Acting 
Sheriff advised that contracts with outside vendors were the responsibility of Sheriff 
Green and Mr. Bynum. The head of City Line Abstract told us that he provided the 
settlement services without a contract. He told us that he had several meetings with 
Crystal and Darrell Stewart and they told him the format of the settlement distributions 
and the compensation he was to receive. The head of Global Abstract provided a copy of 
a contract that she had signed, but it was not signed by a representative of the Sheriff’s 
Office. The head of RCS, Mr. Davis, through his attorney, denied our request for an 
interview.  

 
154. The attorney for Mr. Davis/RCS provided two purported letter agreements to the 

Sheriff’s Office following RCS’ termination in January 2011. Neither document dealt 
with the settlement services that RCS performed for the Sheriff’s Office. We wrote to 
counsel for Mr. Davis/RCS asking for all contracts between Reach/RCS and the Sheriff’s 
Office; we did not receive anything. 

 
155. The closing services provided by the title companies are suggested in the three unsigned 

letter agreements on blank letterhead between the Sheriff’s Office and RCS, Global 
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Abstract, and City Line Abstract found in the Sheriff’s files purportedly belonging to Mr. 
Bynum and dated November 12, 2004. These copies were the same as those provided to 
us by a Sheriff’s employee who received them from Mr. Bynum during the recent City 
Controller’s audit.  The head of Global Abstract provided us with the same document 
except on Sheriff’s Office letterhead. 

 
156. The settlement services are set out in Appendix 1 attached to each unsigned draft letter 

agreement. All three enumerate the following services: 
 
a. Review of Sheriff’s Sale files. 

 
b. Processing of settlement sheets regarding (a) expenses to be paid, including title 

expenses, bank payoffs, outstanding liabilities, city revenue, utility charges 
(collectively, “Expenses”), (b) taxes and other outstanding liens (collectively, 
“Liens”), and (c) transfer taxes (“Transfer Taxes”). 
 

c. Issuance of direct checks for all Expenses, Liens and Transfer Taxes from the account 
designated by the Sheriff and send them to payee recipients.   
 

d. Maintenance of records of the Sheriff’s Sales processed by (City Line Abstract 
Company, Global Abstract Company, RCS Searchers). 
 

e. Conducting the Settlement Services in accordance with the policies and procedures 
agreed to with the Sheriff, as same may reasonably change from time to time. 
 

f. Providing such other Settlement Services as may be reasonably requested by Sheriff 
in connection with the sale of properties at the Sheriff’s Sale. 

 
157. The RCS draft unsigned contract adds a seventh service: “Recording of deed and other 

instruments.” 
 
158. The settlement services  that RCS proposed to perform for the Sheriff’s Office are 

contained in a April 6, 2004 letter from Mr. Davis, managing partner at RCS, addressed 
to Mr. Bynum, which we found in files identified as Mr. Bynum’s:    

 
“Our closing process will follow the traditional form used by all 
banking and mortgage companies that finance home-buyers every 
day. In this case, the Sheriff’s Office will collect all funds (10 plus 
90 percent) needed to pay all liabilities and costs needed for 
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processing deeds. We would review and verify the amount 
needed to pay all liabilities and the cost needed for processing 
deeds, calculate the total, and request disbursement of funds 
from the Sheriff’s Office. (emphasis added) Your office would 
have the option of writing either one check to pay all the costs for 
each property or one check to pay all the costs for a group of 
properties, identified by book, writ, and address, from the Sheriff’s 
Office. Once the disbursement is received from the Sheriff’s 
Office, RCS Searchers will pay off all costs needed to complete 
acquisition through the Sheriff’s Sale process within a five to 
ten day period. RCS tracking computers, as outlined in our 
proposal, will be available for the Sheriff’s Office.” (Emphasis 
added) (Exhibit 17) 

 
159. Settlement services were not divided equally among the three title insurance companies. 

Based on our examination of the RCS, Global Abstract, and City Line invoices, and 
interviews with the heads of Global Abstract and City Line Abstract, Global and City 
Line provided settlement services only for tax and delinquent tax sales which were more 
limited than the settlement services RCS performed and did not include distribution of 
city and state transfer taxes or monies for deed preparation, deed acknowledgment and 
deed recording.  
 

160. The number of property sale settlements was not evenly divided among the three title 
insurance companies. RCS handled the mortgage foreclose sales. It appears from an 
examination of the RCS invoices that RCS provided settlement services for over 55,000 
sales from 2005 through 2010.  Global Abstract and City Line Abstract handled the tax 
lien and delinquent tax sales. It appears from an examination of their invoices that Global 
Abstract and City Line each handled approximately 3,000 sales from 2005 through 2010. 

 
161. The Sheriff’s Office paid RCS one lump sum check which represented the settlement 

costs for a group of properties sold at a mortgage foreclosure sale. 
 

162. RCS received the lump sum check from the Sheriff’s Office by sending the Sheriff one 
invoice for all mortgage foreclosure sales for a particular period.  Attached to each 
invoice was a spreadsheet listing all of the books/writs/addresses for the properties sold at 
a Sheriff’s mortgage foreclosure sale with columns for each distribution and the amount 
to be distributed associated with each expense or tax.24 These amounts were supposed to 

                                                           
24 The RCS spreadsheet included the following distributions for each book/writ: Writ Processing Fee, Petition Rule, 
Acknowledge Deed, Current Real Estate Tax Rents, Water Rents, Nuisance Claim, Meter Install, City Transfer Tax, 
State Transfer Tax, Record Deed, PGW, Location, Search, Conduct Processing Fee, Commission, City Law Cost, 
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be “passed through” by RCS by writing a check to the entity entitled to the payment, 
which Mr. Davis represented in his April 6, 2004 letter would be done within a five to ten 
day period after payment by the Sheriff.  

 
163. The Sheriff’s Office paid RCS $115,462,038, for settlement costs from 2005 through 

2010, according to our analysis.  RCS was responsible for distributing these monies to 
appropriate third parties. We did not have access to the RCS records to determine 
whether these funds were actually or properly distributed. However, our analysis of 
payments to one of the parties that was to receive these payments, PGW, and the payment 
issues with the Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily News and the Legal Intelligencer, raises 
questions about the appropriate distribution of settlement monies. See the discussion 
below on “PGW.” 

 
OTHER CLOSING SERVICES 

 
164. RCS invoices reveal that the Sheriff’s Office paid RCS for other services in addition to 

settlement distributions. The invoices relate to charges for deed preparation, deed 
recording, precertification, and recertification of liabilities. We could find no contracts 
between RCS and the Sheriff’s Office for services relating these charges. 
 

165. RCS was also paid $4,958,006 in deed transfer fees and pass-through monies from 2005 
through 2010. It appears that these monies represent deed transfer taxes and other fees 
such as City and State transfer taxes, deed recording and deed acknowledgement fees in 
connection with the tax lien and tax delinquent sales. These were services that were 
carved out for RCS from the settlement services that Global Abstract and City Line 
Abstract performed for these sales. RCS received $75 per deed for these services.    

 
 
DISTRIBUTION POLICY INSURANCE/CONTRACTS 
 
166. Several title companies provided distribution policy insurance for Sheriff’s property 

sales. We found signed letter agreements between the Sheriff’s Office and RCS and 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Misc 1, Misc 2, Misc 3, Misc 4, Staying Sale, City Attorney, Prothonotary 1, Prothonotary 2, Delinquent Real Estate 
Tax, Tax Lien Sale, Condo Fee, Closing Costs,  and Attorney Refund. Other columns on the RCS spreadsheet 
included  Payout, Deposits, RCS Adj Deposits, Liability and Balance. The City Line and Global Abstract 
spreadsheets contained about half of these distributions since City Line and Global only distributed City liabilities.  
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Global Abstract, both dated February 27, 2003 for distribution insurance for mortgage 
foreclosure sales. (Exhibit 31 and 32) We also found a February 27, 2003 signed letter 
agreement between the Sheriff’s Office and the Security Search & Abstract Company for 
distribution insurance for mortgage foreclosure sales. (Exhibit 33)  By 2005, Security 
Search & Abstract was no longer used by the Sheriff’s Office. City Line was used, but 
provided distribution insurance for tax lien and delinquent tax sales, not mortgage 
foreclosure sales and did so without a contract, according to the head of City Line. 
Additionally, beginning in 2005, Global Abstract no longer provided distribution 
insurance for mortgage foreclosure sales, and instead provided distribution insurance 
only for tax lien and delinquent tax sales, according to the head of Global Abstract. We 
were told that Global had been providing mortgage foreclosure distribution insurance to 
the Sheriff’s Office since 1998, but it was taken away and given to RCS in 2005; the head 
of Global did not know the reason for the change.  

 
167. While Global Abstract provided distribution insurance and settlement services for 

Sheriff’s tax lien sales, both services were not necessarily provided for the same property 
sale, according to the head of Global Abstract.  Rather, Crystal and Darrell Stewart 
decided whether Global Abstract or City Line would receive the distribution insurance 
policy placement. The head of Global told us that Ms. Stewart sometimes ordered polices 
through both Global and City Line for the same sale, and Global had to sustain the loss. 

 
REMUNERATION:  DISTRIBUTION POLICY INSURANCE 
 
168. By 2005, RCS was the only provider of distribution insurance for the Sheriff’s Office for 

mortgage foreclosure sales. We were told by the head of Global Abstract that there was a 
difference in price and frequency of placement between the two types of distribution 
insurance. Distribution insurance for mortgage foreclosure sales was more lucrative since 
it was based on a percentage of the sales price while the tax sale distribution policy for 
Global and City Line was a flat $300. Additionally, policies for mortgage foreclosure 
sales were ordered whenever there was competitive bidding regardless of whether there 
were excess funds resulting from the sale. Policies for tax lien and delinquent tax sales 
were ordered only when there were excess funds remaining after a sale, which occurred 
much less frequently than on mortgage foreclosure sales when there was competitive 
bidding. The head of Global Abstract advised that the Sheriff’s Office decision in 2005 to 
change the type of distribution policy Global provided the Sheriff made a significant 
financial difference for Global since the payment received on a mortgage foreclosure 
distribution insurance policy was based on a percentage of the sales price of the property 
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and could be significantly more than the flat $300 received for distribution policies for 
tax lien or delinquent tax sales. 

 
169. The Acting Sheriff and her Chief Deputy for Finance and Accountability advised that the 

procedure for ordering mortgage foreclosure distribution insurance has been changed and 
distribution policies are only ordered if all liabilities have been paid and there are excess 
funds. It is anticipated that the number of policies ordered and the corresponding expense 
will be considerably reduced.  

 
REMUNERATION:  SETTLEMENT SERVICES and OTHER CLOSING COSTS 
 

Sheriff’s Office Lack of Cooperation 
 

170. Auditors for the City Controller attempted to identify all the services that RCS and the 
other title insurance companies performed and the compensation received for all the 
services during its most recent audit. Crystal Stewart of the Sheriff’s Office was asked 
direct, repeated questions concerning these issues. She failed to answer the questions and 
provided incomplete answers to the questions she did answer, according to emails 
provided by the City Controller’s Office.  
 

171. In August 2009, Crystal Stewart was asked several times to identify the services that the 
title companies provided and the prices that were charged for those services. 

 
a.  One of the  auditors sent an email to Ms. Stewart  on August 3, 2009 at 10:34am 

asking: 
 

i. “What are the fees for all services provided by the title search companies?” 
(emphasis added) 
 

ii.  Ms. Stewart answered later that day: “The fee for the Tax sale policies is a 
flat rate of $300 and $75.00 for recertification. For the Mortgage sale the rate 
is based on sales price.” (Exhibit 34)  

 
b. The auditor advised us that she sent Ms. Stewart a follow-up email at 3:43pm on 

August 3, 2009. The auditor repeated her question about all fees paid to the title 
insurance companies since Ms. Stewart’s response did not fully answer question. The 
auditor’s question in the second email is identical to that asked Ms. Stewart earlier in 
the day: 
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i. “What are the fees for all services provided by the title search companies?”  

(Exhibit 34) 
 

c. The auditor’s follow-up email to Ms. Stewart on August 3, 2009, also asked 
additional questions about all services:   

 
i. “What specific services are provided by each company? We would like to 

know all services provided by these companies from the initiation of the writ 
to the zeroing out of the accounts.” (Exhibit 34) 
 

d. Ms. Stewart did not respond to the auditor’s follow-up question. On August 7, 2009, 
the auditor sent a third email to Ms. Stewart referencing the unanswered questions in 
the August 3rd emails: 
 

i. “I have yet to receive a response to this email. In addition to the request below 
(asking for identification of services),  please provide a list of prices for ALL 
services that may be provided by any vendor for the whole process involved 
with properties sold at Sheriff’s sales. We want to know any payments to 
vendors starting from the initiation of the writ to the zeroing out of accounts. 
Please indicate any differences in prices between the mortgage, tax lien, and 
delinquent tax sales. Please have this ready on or before Tuesday, August 11, 
2009.” (Exhibit 34) 
 

e. On August 17, 2009, Ms. Stewart responded to the auditor’s email but did not provide 
the requested information identifying all the services that the title companies provided 
and how much they were paid for the services. 
 

f. Ms. Stewart did not return our call requesting an interview. 
 
OTHER SOURCES  

 
172. We asked Darrell Stewart about contracts with the title companies, their services and 

compensation. He did not know if there were contracts with RCS, Global Abstract, and 
City Line and said that “was not my responsibility.”  He said that RCS and the other title 
companies were paid $175 per writ for settlement fees. He did not know what 
precertification fees were or their cost. He knew what recertification services were but 
did not know their cost. He identified other vendors as performing deed preparation 
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(Convergent) and deed filing services (The Tyler Firm), each for $75 per property, but 
did not identify RCS as a vendor who performed those services.  

 
173. The Sheriff’s Office employees we interviewed, including those that reviewed the RCS 

invoices, did not know how much RCS was to receive as mortgage sales settlement fees. 
As one employee told us, there was no way of knowing where the settlement charges 
appeared on the RCS invoice and the attached spreadsheet since there was no charge 
column identifying settlement costs.  They said the same was true of the Global Abstract 
and City Line Abstract invoices and spreadsheets. 

 
174. The closing settlement compensation for the title companies is suggested in the three 

unsigned letter agreements on blank letterhead between the Sheriff’s Office and RCS, 
Global Abstract, and City Line Abstract found in the Sheriff’s files purportedly belonging 
to Mr. Bynum and dated November 12, 2004. The documents for Global Abstract and 
City Line state they will receive $175 for each property settled. The RCS document states 
that it will receive $175 for each property settled plus “$75.00 per deed or instrument to 
be processed and recorded (but not including recording fees)” for a total of $250. It is 
unclear from the unsigned contract what deed recording related service RCS will perform 
for the $75 per property. The list of services that appears on the previous page of the 
document only states “Recording of deed and other instruments.” 
 

175. The heads of Global Abstract and City Line Abstract each told us that they were paid 
$175 for settlement closing costs for the tax lien and delinquent tax sales. The head of 
City Line also said there were times when City Line was paid less than $175 because 
there was not enough money remaining after municipal claims and liens had been paid. 
Both City Line and Global Abstract told us that the compensation they received for their 
payment of closing liabilities  appeared under the “search” column of the detailed 
spreadsheet accompanying the invoice even though the services did not involve title 
searches.    

 
176. Unlike the heads of Global Abstract and City Line Abstract, the head of RCS, Mr. Davis, 

did not agree to speak with us about the compensation that RCS received for its 
settlement services or to speak with us about any other subject.  

 
177. Like the Global Abstract and City Line Abstract settlement spreadsheets, the RCS 

spreadsheet also contains a “search” column.  For each book/writ there is an entry of 
$250, which is consistent with the amount appearing in the unsigned draft letter 
agreement between RCS and the Sheriff’s Office for RCS settlement services.  According 
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to the draft letter agreement, RCS was to receive $75 more per property than Global or 
City Line for performing unspecified “deed recording” work in addition to settlement 
services.  
 

178. It would appear that the charges identified in the RCS spreadsheets under “search” are for 
settlement and deed recording charges.   
 

179.  RCS charged the Sheriff’s Office $2,663,121 in settlement/deed processing fees from 
2005 to 2010, according to RCS invoices and spreadsheets; over $798,000 of the fees 
appears to be for “deed recording” work.  
 

180. The $798,936 that RCS received for “deed recording” services appears to be connected 
with the filing of the deed. It would appear that RCS did not perform any service with 
respect to these fees, but rather subcontracted the work to the Tyler Firm, according to 
interviews with the owners of the firm, Patricia West and Janet Pina. The co-owners are 
both former long-time employees of the Sheriff’s Office who left the Office and formed 
the Tyler Firm in 2004. 

 
181. Ms. West told us that RCS subcontracted the deed filing work to the Tyler Firm from 

July 2005 through October 2010.  The deed filing service involved reviewing the deed for 
accuracy and then filing it with the Recorder of Deeds. If corrections are needed, the deed 
is returned to the preparer, according to Ms. West.  
 

182. Tyler received $50 per deed for the service.  Ms. West said RCS charged the Sheriff’s 
Office $75 per deed for filing services.  
 

183. RCS received over $266,000 for being a middleman for deed filing services, according to 
interviews and documents we analyzed.   

 
DEED PREPARATION FEES 

 
184. RCS invoices and book/writ case ledgers show that the Sheriff’s Office paid RCS for 

deed preparation services. These invoices were separate from the RCS invoices for 
settlement/deed filing invoices. Initially RCS charged $75 per deed pursuant to the 
September, 2002 contract with the Sheriff’s Office (Exhibit 9). The fee was later 
increased to $150 per deed, according to our analysis of the RCS invoices. We were 
unable to locate any signed contract or draft contract between the Sheriff’s Office and 
RCS relating to the increase in deed preparation fees. 
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PRECERTIFICATION 
 
185. RCS invoices and analysis of the book/writ case ledgers show that the Sheriff’s Office 

also paid RCS for “precertification” services. We were told by Sheriff’s employees that 
precertification service involved inserting the amounts of various liabilities received from 
city agencies and others onto a settlement spreadsheet for purpose of settlement 
distribution.  

 
186. RCS charged $75 per property according to RCS invoices and the Sheriff’s Office case 

ledgers for precertification services. RCS also charged the $75 fee to update the liabilities 
whenever there was a postponement of the settlement, which was scheduled to occur 
thirty days after sale. RCS charged the additional precertification fees regardless of 
whether the liability balances actually changed due to the passage of time.  
 

187. We examined case ledgers where RCS charged multiple precertification fees, sometimes 
totaling $375 for one property.   
 

188. Sheriff’s employees told us that the updating of the liabilities was a simple and quick 
process and did not understand why RCS charged $75 for it.  Since the termination of 
RCS, the Sheriff’s Office has performed the precertification service and has decided not 
to charge the defendant whose home is being foreclosed an extra $75 precertification 
each time settlement is postponed. 25 

 
RECERTIFICATION  
 
189. RCS invoices and book/writ case ledgers show that RCS charged the Sheriff’s Office   

recertification fees of $75 a property.  These invoices were separate from the RCS 
invoices for settlement/deed recording invoices. 

 
190. Auditors for the City Controller asked Crystal Stewart the purpose of a recertification. 

Ms. Stewart answered: “If funds are remaining after the mortgage company has been paid 
recertification identifies outstanding liens and liabilities of the defendant (if any) and 

                                                           
25 19% of the Sheriff’s sale properties were “Postponed” in 2009 according to a pie chart showing the breakdown of 
Sheriff sales properties. Also included in this breakdown were “Stayed” properties and “Sold” properties 
representing 41% and 38% respectively (Exhibit 35). 
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pays out according.” Ms. Stewart did not inform the auditors the purpose of 
recertification in the tax lien and delinquent tax cases. (Exhibit 34) 
 

191. Ms. Stewart was asked when a recertification was ordered. She replied: “A recertification 
is ordered on properties that are sold due to Mortgage Foreclosure after the foreclosing 
mortgage company has been paid and there are monies left on the account. 
Recertification is ordered on Tax properties if the monies that are left on the account are 
identified as “address unknown or unclaimed” and the claimant is identified.” (Exhibit 
34) 
 

192. The head of Global Abstract said that they did not process recertifications very often. 
When they did, they were infrequently paid the $75 recertification fee. The head of City 
Line said that until recently he was not aware that City Line could charge for 
recertifications, and only began to charge in 2010. City Line also said it received payment 
in about half of the times that it charged recertification fees. 

 
F. SETTLEMENT DISTRIBUTIONS 
 
193. RCS provided settlement services for over 55,000 Sheriff’s foreclosure sales and received 

$115,462,038 in “pass-through” monies that RCS was to distribute to third parties for 
municipal liabilities, transfer taxes, and deed related expenses from 2005 to 2010. The 
Sheriff’s Office also used two other title companies, Global Abstract and City Line 
Abstract for tax lien and delinquent tax sales. Each company handled about 3,000 sales 
between 2005 and 2010.  Global and City Line provided limited settlement services for 
the tax lien and tax delinquent sales, which did not include distribution of city and state 
transfer taxes or monies for deed preparation, deed acknowledgment, and deed recording. 
RCS performed these services.   

 
194. RCS performed the settlement services for the Sheriff’s Office from 2005 to 2010 

apparently without a contract that identified what services RCS would perform or the 
compensation that RCS would receive.  

 
195. We did have not access to RCS records nor did we have access to interviews with RCS 

personnel and its owner, James Davis, Jr.  This severely limits our ability to analyze 
whether RCS timely and properly distributed the monies received from the Sheriff  by 
“paying off all costs needed to complete acquisition through the Sheriff’s Sale process 
within a five to ten day period” as Mr. Davis represented in his April 6, 2004 letter 
addressed to Mr. Bynum.  
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196. We attempted to determine RCS payments by analyzing Sheriff’s Civil System payment 

records regarding certain liabilities, which was also proved to be challenging because of 
the nature of the Sheriff’s Office checking writing systems. 
 

197. The liabilities we concentrated on involved payments by the Sheriff’s Office to 
Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW) and the Philadelphia Water Department (PWD)  in the 
amounts of $1,974,327.76 between 2006 and 2010 for utility bills for properties sold at 
Sheriff’s sales: 

 
PWD PGW 

Year  Payment   Count Year  Payment   Count 
2006          163,106.33  99 2006        201,885.78  45 
2007          403,775.75  86 2007        269,871.55  60 
2008          162,665.66  79 2008        152,705.50  61 
2009          119,536.18  91 2009        248,017.73  112 
2010            69,866.64  82 2010        182,896.64  119 
  918,950.56 437 1,055,377.20 397 

 
198. We questioned why the Sheriff’s Office continued to directly pay utilities after 2005 

since title companies, primarily RCS, were hired to perform these payouts. While 
arguably some of the invoices may have been aged and related to books and writs 
predating 2005, the direct payments by the Sheriff’s Office continued and even increased 
for PGW, by number of payment, if not total amount, in 2009 and 2010, by which time 
any aged invoices should have been paid.  

 
199. We also considered the possibility of utility charges being missed during the closing 

process and billed to the Sheriff’s Office following settlement. For that to happen the 
charges would have had to be missed during the closing process which included checking 
for outstanding liabilities through the precertification and recertification process, and the 
distribution policy process, which seems unlikely when all factors are considered, 
including the number of  RCS precertification fees. In any event, we were advised by 
Sheriff Office employees that it is not the Sheriff’s responsibility, but the responsibility 
of other parties and agents to the sale to pay for any missed charges.    
 

200. Another reason for concentrating on PGW charges is that the Sheriff’s Office received 
correspondence from PGW in July 2011 regarding unpaid PGW liabilities for Sheriff’s 
sales occurring in 2010 during the time that RCS was responsible for paying these 
charges.  
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201. We asked Sheriff’s employees why the Sheriff’s Office paid the water and gas bills 

directly to the utility companies rather than forwarding them to the title company 
responsible for paying the corresponding liabilities.  They said that the invoices went to 
the Real Estate Division and either Crystal or Darrel Stewart issued a “Request for 
Disbursement,” gave it to Accounting with the directions to pay the bill, and they were 
paid. The Real Estate Division did not explain to Accounting why the invoices were to be 
paid. When asked if any research was done to determine if a particular liability had 
already been paid, we were told that the Sheriff’s check writing system made it nearly 
impossible to determine. 
 

202. We attempted to analyze a Sheriff’s check paid directly to PGW or PWD and determine 
if the payments for that check related to a Sheriff’s sale property and liabilities for which 
the Sheriff’s Office had previously paid RCS. To do this, we had to navigate the Sheriff’s 
check writer systems.   
 

203. The Sheriff’s Office had two check writer systems, Check Writer One and Check Writer 
Two. It was explained to us by Sheriff’s employees that Check Writer One allowed for 
payment of one liability for multiple properties while Check Writer Two allowed 
payment by one check to be written for multiple liabilities for multiple properties or 
books and writs. The Sheriff’s Office used Check Writer Two to pay the settlement 
closing costs. The Sheriff’s employees also said that Check Writer Two did not facilitate 
finding previous payments nor did it have the controls that Check Writer One had. While 
Check Writer Two enabled one check to be written for all the closing costs on many 
properties, there was no apparent ability or easy way to internally verify payment for a 
particular liability for a particular property.  Consequently the system did not allow for 
the identification of a previous payment for a particular book and writ if the payment had 
been made using Check Writer Two, which have been the case for checks that the 
Sheriff’s Office wrote to RCS for payment of settlement costs.  

 
204. We created a database of liabilities on a per property basis associated with properties sold 

at Sheriff’s sales as identified on select RCS invoices dated in 2006 and 2007. An 
analysis of these liabilities in conjunction with Sheriff’s disbursements (derived from the 
“checks” table within the Civil System) by transaction category, showing which portion 
of each check was payable for advertising, transfer tax, utility payments, etc. was 
performed.  For liabilities related to “PGW,” “Water,” “Meter,” “Petition Rule,” 
“Commission” and “Misc.,” an attempt was made to compare book/writ numbers as 
identified on the RCS invoices to corresponding “FILE” numbers from the Sheriff’s 
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disbursements data in an effort to determine whether payments were made to the same 
payee for the same liability; “FILE” numbers appear to represent specific book/writ 
numbers sold at Sheriff sales. Given the lack of functionality of and level of detail 
captured by the Sheriff’s system, linking a check payment to a particular liability 
associated with a specific book/writ in order to discover previous payments by the Sheriff 
for PGW liabilities proved to be unsuccessful.    

 
205. We then focused on the July correspondence from PGW to the Sheriff’s Office 

identifying 273 Sheriff’s sale properties which PGW contended liability payments 
totaling $616,728.81 had not been made. We selected ten of these properties that went to 
Sheriff’s sale in January through March, 2010 for analysis. PGW records showed the 
unpaid liabilities for the ten properties to total $26,112.70. 

 
206. We examined the PGW list of properties, RCS invoices and related supporting 

spreadsheets, and the Sheriff’s accounting records including Detail Check Analyses, 
Requests for Disbursement, payment stamps, Check Writer data and copies of cancelled 
checks to determine if the Sheriff’s Office paid monies to RCS for PGW liabilities 
appearing as unpaid according to PGW’s records. 

 
207. Analysis of the ten properties involved the following: 
 

a. Manually locating and searching RCS invoices and supporting documents in order to 
determine if properties appearing on PGW lists also appeared on RCS settlement 
invoices and spreadsheets. 

 
b. Identifying the total liability and PGW specific liability for each of the ten properties 

as listed on RCS invoices and determining whether the Sheriff’s Office issued a 
check to RCS for payment of the liabilities. 

 
c. Obtaining copies of canceled checks issued by the Sheriff’s Office for payment of 

liabilities as submitted on RCS invoices to evidence payment.  
 

208. The check tracking process was labor intensive, took us two days to complete, and 
limited the number of liabilities we could research for the following reasons: 

 
a. A significant amount of time was needed to generate disbursement reports (e.g., 

Detail Check Analyses) and fee screenshots on a per property basis from the 
Sheriff’s Civil System. These reports/screenshots are needed to identify specific 
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properties covered by aggregate checks and provide detailed listings of liabilities 
owed on each property covered by such checks. 
 

b. Once generated, a manual review of disbursement reports/fee screenshots is 
necessary to determine whether a property address covered by a check to RCS also 
appears as a property address listed by PGW as having outstanding/unpaid 
liabilities. 
 

c. If after performing this manual review it appears that the same property address 
covered by a check to RCS also appears on PGW’s list of properties with 
outstanding liabilities, a review of the corresponding RCS settlement spreadsheet 
(provided as invoice support) is required to ascertain whether that same liability for 
“PGW” was already paid by the Sheriff to RCS via RCS settlement invoices.  
  

d. To evidence the Sheriff’s Office’s aggregate payment of such liabilities to RCS, a 
manual review of the Sheriff’s bank statements is required to obtain copies of 
cancelled checks made payable to RCS for such liabilities. 

 
SUSPECT CIRCUMSTANCES 
 
209. In nine of the ten sales that we examined, we were able to trace a payment by the 

Sheriff’s Office to RCS for a PGW liability in the exact amount that PGW is saying they 
have not received payment.  
 

210. In the tenth sale we examined, PGW records show an original balance of $3,280.99 and a 
payment of $966.19, leaving a balance of $2,314.80. However, the Sheriff’s Office 
records show a payment to RCS for a PGW liability in the amount of the original balance 
of $3,280.99.  
 

211. From our analysis, the Sheriff’s Office paid RCS to pay the PGW liabilities. The fact that 
PGW has these unpaid liabilities on their books for the properties we examined appears 
to be due to RCS not remitting payment to PGW or PGW’s records being inaccurate.  
Without access to RCS records, we do not know if RCS has evidence by way of check or 
other document that it paid PGW for these and other liabilities.  
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G. SWEEP ACCOUNTS 
 

212. The Sheriff’s Office remitted nearly three million dollars to the State and City in 
unclaimed funds in June 2006,26 as a result of the 2004 Treasury Audit of Unclaimed 
Funds. 
 

213. We found an original letter agreement dated November 3, 2006 between RCS Searchers 
and  the Sheriff’s Office containing the purported signatures of Mrs. Sheila R. Davis on 
behalf of RCS and Tyrone Bynum, Director of Finance, on behalf of the Sheriff’s Office. 
The document was found in files which Sheriff’s employees represented as belonging to 
Mr. Bynum. (Exhibit 21) 
 

214. The letter agreement does not appear to have been reviewed or approved by the City’s 
Law Department.  
 

215. RCS agreed to “process payment of all liabilities, identified through the sweep of past 
real estate accounts, as they relate to book and writ numbers offered and accepted in 
accordance with this agreement.” The letter agreement identified the book and writ 
numbers in “books 163 through 201” as the accounts to be swept. A Sheriff’s employee 
identified books 163 through 201 as corresponding to Sheriff’s sales from 2001 through 
2004. 

 
216. RCS was to receive a “reduced fee of $55.00” for “all properties found, where there are 

outstanding liabilities.” RCS was to be paid, in part, out of monies that would have gone 
to the City since the fees are to be deducted from “Sheriff’s fee, commission, or liabilities 
payment covering the above books.” An earlier draft of the letter agreement, dated May 
2, 2006, also found in the file that included the original agreement, was silent as to the 
source of monies to pay RCS for such sweep services. (Exhibit 21) 
 

217. The Sheriff was to pay RCS within two days of receipt of an invoice, according to the 
agreement. 
 

218. RCS represented in the agreement to maintain a “digital database of all liability records 
and proof of payments.” 
 

                                                           
26 $1,237,006.40 went to the State and $1,703,201.36 went to the City (Exhibit 36) 
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219. The Sheriff and RCS apparently entered into a second sweep agreement on April 3, 2009. 
This letter agreement was purportedly signed by Yvonne Cornell on behalf of RCS and 
Tyrone Bynum, Director of Finance, on behalf of the Sheriff’s Office. The document was 
found in files which Sheriff’s employees represented as belonging to Mr. Bynum (Exhibit 
23). 
 

220. The letter agreement does not appear to have been reviewed or approved by the City’s 
Law Department.  
 

221. In the second purported agreement, RCS was engaged to “process past mortgage 
foreclosure real estate accounts.” Unlike the first agreement which focused on sweeping 
the liabilities remaining for books and writs from 2001 – 2004, this agreement does not 
reference any particular books to be examined. An additional difference is that RCS is 
retained in the second agreement to help the Sheriff achieve a “zero balance” in the past 
mortgage foreclosure accounts. In addition to processing payments for past liabilities, the 
second agreement added a new task: “Identify unclaimed funds and assist with the 
preparation of the Pennsylvania Unclaimed Funds report.” (Exhibit 23) 
 

222. Another new task that appears in the April 3, 2009 letter agreement is that RCS “will 
identify any accounts that have a negative balance and forward them to the Sheriff’s 
Office.” (Exhibit  23) 
 

223. RCS’s compensation was increased over 100% from that provided for in the agreement 
three years earlier. The fee under the second agreement was $125 for properties where 
RCS found undisbursed funds or negative balances. This fee was to come totally from 
City designated monies: “This fee will be deducted from the grand total of the 
undisbursed Sheriff’s fee and commissions.” (Exhibit 23) 

 
224. The language identifying the type of proof of disbursements that RCS will maintain is 

also different and more conditional than the November 2006 agreement: RCS will 
“(m)aintain electronic records of all disbursements in a portable format to be 
determined.” 
 

225. We examined RCS sweep account invoices submitted to the Sheriff. The documentation 
consisted of a cover letter invoice requesting a check in a specific amount “to payout all 
liabilities.” Attached to the invoice was a spreadsheet listing the sold properties by 
book/writ with columns for the various liabilities as well as the “Total Liability.”  There 
also was a column for “Case Balance” showing properties with case balances remaining 
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after deduction of all identified liabilities. Presumably, this represented excess funds 
available to distribute to the former property owner. 
 

226. The Sheriff did not compensate RCS for its sweep services by issuing a separate check to 
RCS nor did RCS designate on its invoice or spreadsheet how much it was to receive for 
its sweep services. Some of the spreadsheets attached to the invoices had printed at the 
bottom “(a) reduced fee of $55.00 will be deducted from the grand total of the Sheriff’s 
fee, commission or liabilities payments on all properties where there are outstanding 
liabilities,” and others did not.  While one could do the arithmetic on a particular 
spreadsheet and calculate the total fee by multiplying the number of properties examined 
by $55 to determine what RCS was supposed to receive for its services, the Sheriff’s 
Office could not determine how much RCS was actually paid. The Sheriff’s Office did 
not know from the existing documents how much RCS retained of the check the Sheriff 
wrote to pay outstanding liabilities/compensation/fees. We discovered no evidence that 
RCS notified the Sheriff how much it retained as compensation or where the money was 
taken from that it kept as payment.  
 

227. We did not have access to RCS records to test RCS disbursements to determine whether 
monies were appropriately and correctly distributed. While RCS was to maintain a digital 
database of all liability records and proof of payments pursuant to the November 2006 
letter agreement, Deloitte did not discover any evidence that the Sheriff’s Office received 
proof of payments or that it performed audits or testing to determine the extent and 
accuracy of the RCS sweep disbursements. 

 
228. RCS swept approximately nine million dollars out of just one of the Sheriff’s accounts 

over three years, according to a Sheriff’s Office email. (Exhibit 37). The April 2009 
email notes that the monies were taken from the mortgage foreclosure account and “we 
have been receiving sweep request (sic) going back as far as 151.”  151 appears to be a 
reference to book 151. We found no evidence of an agreement between the Sheriff’s 
Office and RCS to expand its sweep activities to include books earlier than book 163. 
Sheriff‘s Office employees have advised that sweep requests originated with the heads of 
the Real Estate Division, Crystal and Darrell Stewart. 

 
229. Sweeps were also performed on the Sheriff’s delinquent tax accounts. No one at the 

Sheriff’s Office attempted to perform an analysis of how much was swept related to tax 
delinquency accounts and therefore did not quantify anything with respect to tax 
delinquency sweeps.    
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230. According to the April 9, 2009 email, the mortgage foreclosure account was in danger of 
being over drawn because of the sweep account activity, noting that more than nine 
million dollars had been swept in three years.  The Real Estate Division was advised to 
cease authorizing checks on that account and accounting personnel were advised “NOT 
to mail any Mortgage checks until the issue has been resolved.” (Exhibit 37) 
 

231. We were advised by a Sheriff’s employee that a TD Bank official called the Sheriff’s 
Office at the beginning of April 2009 to advise them that the mortgage foreclosure 
account was about to go into the red. The employee stated that the shortfall with respect 
to that account balance was a result of the RCS sweeps. 
 

232. TD Bank statements for the Sheriff’s mortgage foreclosure account showed a balance of 
$467,406.17 on April 1, 2009.  Calculations from available TD Bank records show the 
average monthly balance in the mortgage foreclosure account was $12,812,625 from 
January 2006 through 2010.  
 

233. Resolution of the shortfall involved asking Tyrone Bynum to transfer a “minimum of 12 
million dollars” from the Sheriff’s “Mortgage Foreclosure Capital Management Trust 
Fund” into the Sheriff’s mortgage foreclosure account, according to documentation and 
interviews with Sheriff Office employees. Both the Sheriff’s Trust Fund account and the 
mortgage foreclosure account are with TD Bank.  
 

234. TD Bank records for the Sheriff’s Office mortgage foreclosure account show a credit 
deposit into the mortgage foreclosure account of $14,438,775 on April 9, 2009.   
 

235. We did not have access to TD Bank records of the Sheriff’s Office Mortgage Foreclosure 
Capital Management Trust Fund past October 31, 2008. The balance in the Trust Fund 
was $14,181,003 as of October 31, 2008.  According to a Sheriff’s Office employee, the 
April 9, 2009 transfer completely liquidated the Mortgage Foreclosure Capital 
Management Trust Fund as of that date. 
 

236. We understand from various sources that the City’s standard accounting procedures 
require bank accounts only maintain approximately three months worth of funds needed 
for distribution and that all interest earned on such funds be turned over to the City (i.e., 
Department of Revenue) at the end of each fiscal year. 
 

237. No one at the Sheriff’s Office we interviewed could explain the source of the millions of 
dollars in the Capital Management Trust Fund, which we were told was active since the 
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late 1990’s. We also asked why such a large deposit was made into the mortgage 
foreclosure account and were told the Sheriff’s Office wanted to liquate the Trust Fund so 
all of the money was transferred to the mortgage foreclosure account. 
 

238. We were advised by Sheriff’s Office employees that the purpose of sweeping the 
accounts was to avoid transferring money to unclaimed fund accounts. 

 
H. SUSPICIOUS CHECKS 

 
239. Six Sheriff’s Office checks totaling $389,742.09 payable to three companies, the 

Processing Link, Yellow Rose Enterprises LLC, and 400 PTM LLC are of questionable 
legitimacy for the reasons set forth below. 

 
240. The six checks were written between June 11, 2009 and February 18, 2010. All cleared 

the bank but are not in the Sheriff’s database or check writer system, and the Sheriff’s 
Office has no records to support the payments. Investigation of the six checks totaling 
$389,742.09 and their payees found little or no connection with the activities of the 
Sheriff’s Office. Other checks with the same amounts, some having the same dates, with 
different check numbers and payees, were found.  Some of these other payees were 
issued two checks with one of the two checks being voided.  

 
Suspicious Checks – June 11, 2009 to February 18, 2010 

AMOUNT PAYEE DATE CHECK# IN 
SYSTEM 

DISPOSITION 

$46,500.73 The Processing Link 6-11-09 34861 No, not in 
check 
writer 

Cleared 

$46,500.73 Jos. Robinson, Jr 6-11-09 13059 Yes, in 
check 
writer 

Voided, did not 
clear  

$46,500.73 Jos. Robinson, Jr 6-11-09 15857 Yes, in 
check 
writer 

Cleared 

$34,118.68 The Processing Link 8-13-09 35070 No, not in 
check 
writer 
 
 

Cleared 
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AMOUNT PAYEE DATE CHECK# IN 
SYSTEM 

DISPOSITION 

$34,118.68 Philadelphia Sheriff’s 
Office Unclaimed 
Funds 

8-13-09 15671 Yes, in 
check 
writer 

Voided, did not 
clear 

$34,118.68 Philadelphia Sheriff’s 
Office Unclaimed 
Funds 

2-18-10 16282 Yes, in 
check 
writer 
 
 

Cleared 

$91,214.97 Yellow Rose 
Enterprises 

10-19-09 35290 No, not in 
check 
writer 

Cleared 

$91,214.97 Philadelphia Sheriff’s 
Office Unclaimed 
Funds 

10-19-09 2012103 Yes, in 
check 
writer 

Voided, did not 
clear 

$70,352.35 Yellow Rose 
Enterprises  
 

12-29-09 10109 No, not in 
check 
writer 

Cleared 

$70,352.35 
 
 

Citizens Bank of PA 11-21-09 35435 Yes, in 
check 
writer 

Cleared 

$70,352.35 Department of 
Revenue – 
Unclaimed Funds 

10-22-09 10378 Yes, in 
check 
writer 

Cleared 

$70,352.35 Philadelphia Sheriff’s 
Office Unclaimed 
Funds 

4-21-08 14928 Yes, in 
check 
writer 

Cleared 

$36,466.02 400 PTM, LLC 11-16-09 35302 No, not in 
check 
writer 

Cleared 

$36,466.02 Dept. of Revenue-
City Treasurer 

11-16-09 34471 Yes, in 
check 
writer 

Not found in 
bank statement 
data 

$111,089.34 400 PTM, LLC 2-18-10 35765 No, not in 
check 
writer 

Cleared 
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241. The Processing Link – Of the six checks, the first two checks were written to the 
Processing Link on June 11, 2009 and August 13, 2009 and totaled $80,619.41. The 
address on the checks is 5202 Viking Drive, Houston, Texas. There was no company by 
this name located at this address, but public records showed a company by this name in 
Stafford, Texas, and the contact for the company as Rory Lane Gazaway. Mr. Gazaway 
was located at his current place of employment, Envoy Mortgage Co, Houston, Texas.  
 
a. Mr. Gazaway was contacted by telephone at Envoy. He was advised of our retention 

by the City Controller’s office and the purpose of the call was to clarify the work 
performed for checks received from the Sheriff’s Office. Mr. Gazaway said that he 
was the owner of The Processing Link, but that the company was no longer doing 
business. He said that the company was a “real estate processing company,” and the 
work that he did was “processing work.” When asked who he worked for his answer 
was unclear so he was asked whether he worked for the Sheriff’s Office or Reach 
Communications – RCS. Mr.  Gazaway responded that he worked for Reach; he was 
paid by the Sheriff’s Office, but did the work for Reach who had some type of 
working relationship with the Sheriff; and he did “due diligence type of work.” He 
did the work out of his Texas location and transacted business via telephone and 
email. When asked how many payments he received from the Sheriff’s Office he 
responded, “you have the records.” When he was told that we were trying to confirm 
the number of payments made, he said that he thought he received three payments. He 
said that he worked with Ryan (could not recall last name), and that Ryan was a 
common friend of Brad Jeffers in Houston who set up the job.  When asked to 
provide more details on the work performed, Mr. Gazaway said that he did not like 
the line of questioning, and terminated the conversation. 
 

b. The Sheriff’s Office was unable to provide any supporting documentation which 
could explain the purpose of the checks.  

 
242. Yellow Rose Enterprises, LLC - Two checks totaling $161,567.32 were issued to 

Yellow Rose Enterprises LLC. The first check is dated October 19, 2009 in the amount of 
$91,214.97. The second check is dated December 29, 2009, in the amount of $70,352.35. 
The second check was written on the Sheriff’s Unclaimed Funds Tax Lien Account. No 
record was found for real estate ownership by Yellow Rose Enterprises in Philadelphia. 
The Sheriff’s Office could not find any documentation to support these payments or 
explain their purpose. 
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a. The address listed for Yellow Rose Enterprises on the two checks is 108 W 13th 
street, Wilmington, Delaware, but that is not the address of Yellow Rose. Rather, it is 
the address of “Business Filings Inc.,” a company that acts as the agent for forming 
LLCs and incorporating small companies. No other corporate information was found 
relating to this company.  
 

b. We contacted a representative of Business Filings Inc. who advised that they were the 
agent for Yellow Rose Enterprises LLC, but they could not divulge any information 
about the company; if we wanted to contact the owner, they would forward any 
correspondence received to the company’s representative. A letter was sent to Yellow 
Rose, via Business Filings Inc., asking them to contact us. No response was received. 

 
c. We found information concerning a Yellow Rose Enterprises, Inc. with an address at 

30 West Baltimore Ave, Media, Pennsylvania. The company listed at that address is 
Media Antiques & Fine Orientals. We contacted the listed individual by telephone. 
When initially asked if he was associated with Yellow Rose Enterprises at that 
address, he responded, “it is my company.” When advised that we were assisting the 
City Controller’s office in an audit of the Sheriff’s Office and we wanted to clarify 
work performed for checks Yellow Rose received from the Sheriff, the listed 
individual said that he misunderstood the question, that he had nothing to do with 
Yellow Rose Enterprises, never heard of the company and never did any work for the 
City or the Sheriff’s Office. 

 
243. 400 PTM, LLC – Two checks were issued to 400 PTM, LLC totaling $147,555.36. The 

first is dated November 16, 2009 and the second is dated February 18, 2010. The checks 
are not in the Sheriff’s Office files or database and no distribution policy or other 
supporting record was found for the checks. Real estate records show that the owner of 
this company, Jackiem Wright purchased a property, 414 Siegel St, from Tyrone Bynum 
in 2007. According to a Sheriff’s Office employee, Mr. Bynum was an associate of Mr. 
Wright. No record of incorporation could be found for 400 PTM.  
 
a. The company’s website provides a description of the company and its purpose:  

 
“Jackiem Wright is a founding principal of the company. The 400 
have a unique approach to handling client’s affairs that includes 
providing a specialized combination of sports and entertainment 
management services designed to cater to the needs of each athlete, 
entertainer, or high-profile individual. In the mid-1800’s, a self-
appointed arbiter for New York society by the name of Samuel 
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Ward McAllister coined the phrase ‘The Four Hundred,’ referring 
to the number of people in New York who really mattered. These 
individuals were the people who felt at ease in the ballrooms of 
high society and thought of themselves and their affiliates as 
‘People That Matter (PTM).’ The 400 is built upon this ideology in 
that we consider ourselves, our affiliates and especially our clients, 
People That Matter.”  

 
b. Jackiem Wright was contacted by telephone. He was advised that we were retained 

the City Controller’s Office to conduct a forensic audit of the Philadelphia Sheriff’s 
Office. Mr. Wright said that he was the owner of 400 PTM, but when asked to 
provide details relating to the two checks from the Sheriff’s Office, he said that he 
would not answer any questions without consulting his attorney. 

 
c. The Sheriff’s Office has referred the 400 PTM matter to the Philadelphia District 

Attorney’s office.      
    
I. FINDERS/UNCLAIMED FUNDS 
 
Background 
 

244. Unclaimed funds accounted for large amounts of monies in the Sheriff’s bank accounts. 
The average monthly balance in the Sheriff’s various unclaimed funds bank accounts 
from 2006 through 2010 totaled $5,172,805. 

 
245. The monies accumulating in these accounts appear to come from multiple sources. A 

primary source was monies resulting from the failure to distribute excess sale proceeds to 
those who lost their homes through the Sheriff’s sales process. This occurred when the 
sales price exceeded the sum of all outstanding liabilities and fees, but the evicted 
homeowner was unaware of the existence of the excess proceeds, and the Sheriff was 
unable to locate the homeowner after eviction.  

 
246. The Sheriff’s Office used third parties as “finders” to locate former home owners entitled 

to excess proceeds. Reach was one of these finders. (Exhibit 38). Claude Carter/Alotta 
Edu, Inc. was another finder who received nearly $4.5 million on behalf of homeowners 
who did not receive excess proceeds due them following foreclosure proceedings.  
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247. The Sheriff’s Office conducted thousands of sales over the course of a year, only a 
portion of which resulted in excess proceeds. It was these cases that a finder had to 
identify through various informational sources. 
 

248. Fees for these finders varied.  Pennsylvania law, P.S. Section 1301.11(g)2, limits the fee 
that a finder may receive for recovering unclaimed funds in the possession of the State 
Treasury to 15% of the value of the unclaimed property.  No Philadelphia ordinance 
apparently covers a finder’s fee for recovery of unclaimed funds in the possession of the 
Sheriff.  With respect to unclaimed funds in the Sheriff’s possession, finders over the 
years could, and did in the case of Mr. Carter, charge twice the amount permitted by state 
law, and up to 35%.   
   

249. We understand that Sheriff’s Office recently instituted procedures that attempt to limit a 
finder’s fee to 15%.  

 
250. The dispensing of excess proceeds to former homeowners was dependent upon the 

ordering of a distribution policy. A delay in the ordering of the policy following 
settlement increased the probability that the former homeowner may not be located since 
the greater the lapse of time, the harder it may be to find the new residence of the former 
homeowner, and the greater need of a finder to locate the homeowner. 

 
251. Crystal Stewart determined when distribution policies should be ordered with respect to 

tax lien and tax delinquency sales.  A policy was only ordered for these sales if the sale 
produced excess funds. The two title companies responsible for dispensing of settlement 
funds in tax lien and tax delinquency sales, Global Abstract Company and City Line 
Abstract, were dependent upon Ms. Stewart to notify them of the existence of excess 
proceeds since they received limited financial information on the results of the Sheriff’s 
sales and could not determine from the information if excess funds existed. 
 

252. Representatives of both Global Abstract and City Line Abstract advised us that it was not 
unusual for Ms. Stewart to order a distribution policy six months, or even up to a year or 
longer after settlement.  

 
REACH 

 
253. Representatives of the Office of the State Treasurer for Audits and Investigations met 

with representatives of the City Controller in July 2008 and shared some of the 
investigative results of their 2004 audit and 2006 post audit examination of the Sheriff’s 
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Unclaimed Property Accounts. In particular, the state auditors wanted to discuss the 
$366,290.62 payment by the Bureau of Unclaimed Funds to Reach in 2007. 
 

254. The Treasury auditors advised the City Controller that Reach was one of three outside 
vendors that the Sheriff’s Office had once used to find and pay former owners. (Exhibit 
38)  The Sheriff’s Office told the state auditors that finders were used because the Sheriff 
did not have a duty to locate former owners.  The Treasury auditors explained the process 
the Sheriff’s Office used for transmitting the excess proceeds to the former homeowner 
when found by Reach. Rather than writing a check directly to the former homeowner and 
a separate check to Reach for its services, the Sheriff’s Office wrote one check to Reach 
who in turn wrote a check to the homeowner and transmitted the money. Treasury 
auditors told the Controller’s Office that they asked about the payment process, but 
Reach and the Sheriff only said that the Sheriff did not have a duty to locate former 
owners of foreclosed properties, so outside vendors were used. (Exhibit 38)  
 

255. Darrell Stewart told us that the Sheriff’s Office employed its title insurance vendors to 
find former homeowners, but he did not know what they did to locate them. 
 

256. The Sheriff’s apparent method of paying Reach with respect to its finder services as 
described by State auditors lacked internal controls to confirm that the former 
homeowner received the funds or determine what amount Reach received for its finder’s 
services. Additionally, it does not appear that the Sheriff’s Office entered into a contract 
with Reach for these services. 

 
257. The Treasury audit found that the Sheriff owed the State $2,940,208 from the unclaimed 

fund accounts. Treasury auditors met with representatives from the City’s Law 
Department, Sheriff’s Office and Reach, which collected and prepared the financial data 
regarding the Sheriff’s sales on the Sheriff’s behalf and identified potential owners of the 
unclaimed monies and amounts they were owed. Reach identified $376,124.78 in monies 
that had not been distributed for advertising for mortgage foreclosure sales and 
$18,406.28 for adverting on tax delinquent sales. The advertising vendor which 
purportedly had not been paid was Reach Communication Specialists Inc.  (Exhibit 39) 

 
258. In June 2006, State Treasury officials apparently agreed to allow the City to claim 

$1,703,201, with the remainder, $1,237,006, going to the State Treasurer. (Exhibit 36) 
 

259. Within a month of the Sheriff’s Office remitting the unclaimed funds to the State 
Treasury, Reach submitted a claim on the former Sheriff’s unclaimed funds now in 
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possession of the State in the amount of $366,290.62 for advertising expenses that the 
Sheriff purportedly failed to pay. These advertising charges were connected to individual 
book/writs which had not been paid by the Sheriff “especially when it involved a stay or 
postponement of the foreclosure,” according to a State auditor’s memorandum. (Exhibit 
40) It appears that Reach’s entitlement to the unclaimed funds may be questionable if the 
basis for repayment is that Reach did not receive payment for stayed properties. It 
appears from our analysis of Reach’s invoices and interviews with Sheriff’s employees 
that the Sheriff does not pay for newspaper advertising when a property sale is stayed. 
We examined numerous Reach invoices for 2005 to 2010 in which newspaper advertising 
expenses were zeroed out for sales that were cancelled.  
 

260. State Treasury Supervisors questioned why Reach had never been paid by the Sheriff for 
the advertising expenses noted above, considering the close working relationship between 
the two. The field auditors reported that they posed that question to Reach and the 
Sheriff, but never received a satisfactory answer. Since Reach had filed a holder report 
and submitted documentation showing that the money had been collected by the Sheriff, 
but not distributed, the payment of $366,290.62 was approved. Payment was made on 
March 13, 2007.27  (Exhibit 40) 
 

261. City Controller’s representatives asked the state auditors why there was not a demand for 
proof from Reach before paying out the $366,290.62.  The state auditors advised that 
their function was more confirming the identity of the claimant rather than shifting the 
burden to the claimant to prove they were owed the money. 
 

262. Peter J. Smith, the then Deputy State Treasurer for Audits and Investigations, and 
presently the United States Attorney for the Middle District of Pennsylvania, wrote a 
letter to the City Controller on April 28, 2008 concerning Reach simultaneously 
submitting a claim for non-payment of advertising services by the Sheriff and acting as 
the Sheriff’s agent in reporting to Treasury staff financial information about unclaimed 
property. The letter states, in part: 

                                                           
27 Reach was not the only Sheriff’s vendor to put in a claim for the State unclaimed funds. Reach also calculated 
from its review of the Sheriff’s books that Jennifer St. Hill was owed $55,037 under her name and $11,000 under the 
name of one of her companies, Philadelphia Deed Services for unpaid deed preparation work. Ms. St Hill was the 
largest political contributor to Sheriff’s Green campaigns for Sheriff and contributed a total of $18,355 from 2001 to 
2009. (Exhibit 40) 
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“In connection with a Pennsylvania Treasury Department review 
of unclaimed property claim payments by Treasury during the                                  
calendar year 2007, a $366,290.62 payment involving property 
turned over to Treasury by the Philadelphia Sheriff’s Office was 
noted. Due to the relationship between the claimant (Reach 
Communications Specialists Inc.) and the Philadelphia Sheriff’s 
Office, I am providing the information to your office for review 
and further action if warranted……. 

 
The property was reported (i.e. turned over) to Treasury by the 
Philadelphia Sheriff’s Office on June 15, 2006 as part of a                                
holder report for the calendar year 2005. As you may know, 
from early 2005 until the present, Reach Communications  
Specialists, Inc. (Reach) has served as the representative of the  
Philadelphia Sheriff’s Office in regard to locating records and  
providing information to Treasury’s staff relating to the reporting 
of unclaimed property. As a result of the potential conflict of  
interest resulting from Reach’s role as an agent of the Philadelphia  
Sheriff’s Office in regard to unclaimed property reporting while  
at the same time being the owner of unclaimed property reported  
by or on behalf of the Sheriff’s Office, I am bringing the Reach  
claim to your attention.” (Exhibit 2) 

 
263. Within five months of the State Treasurer’s finding that the Sheriff possessed $2,940,208 

in unclaimed funds that had to be turned over to the State and the City, the Sheriff and 
RCS Searchers (RCS), on November 3, 2006, entered into a letter contract without 
apparent City Law Department approval to have RCS “sweep past real estate accounts for 
books 163 through and including 201 and to identify and pay all outstanding liabilities in 
these accounts.” (Exhibit  21) According to a memo written by a Sheriff’s Office 
employee, RCS removed or “swept” nine million dollars from these accounts over a three 
year period. Deloitte did not have access to the RCS records to trace how RCS disbursed 
the nine million dollars after it was swept from the Sheriff’s accounts. See section on 
“Sweep Accounts.” 

 
OTHER FINDERS 

 
264. A number of individuals acted as finders. According to Sheriff’s bank statements, checks, 

and other records, Claude Carter was the largest recipient of finder checks. He received, 
through his company, Alotta.Edu Inc., $4,460,961 from the Sheriff’s Office between late 
2004 and August 2010 on behalf of property owners owed money from Sheriff’s sales.  
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265. Mr. Carter told Deloitte in a telephone interview that he worked independent of the 

Sheriff’s Office. He said that he initiated a meeting with Sheriff John Green, Tyrone 
Bynum and RCS Searchers in late 2004, which marked the beginning of his Sheriff’s sale 
work. He said that RCS Searchers was present at the meeting since they had the 
information about the Sheriff’s sales.  Mr. Carter provided Deloitte a December 2, 2004 
letter to Sheriff Green where he said that he was looking forward to working with the 
Sheriff’s staff and “RCS Searchers in an effort to return unclaimed funds to their rightful 
owners.” (Exhibit 41) 

 
266. We asked Mr. Carter how he knew which sales had undistributed proceeds. Mr. Carter 

said it was unclear which Sheriff’s sales generated excess proceeds since the Sheriff 
conducted many sales which did not. He said that he used the computers in the Sheriff’s 
Office to locate the appropriate sales, but the quality of the information in the system was 
“not great.” He said he also used online versions of fee sheets for foreclosure activity of 
Sheriff’s sales, which were less accurate than the sheriff’s computers. 

 
267. We asked Mr. Carter if he had any personal relationships with anyone in the Sheriff’s 

Office. He said that he did not when he first started, but he developed a relationship with 
Darrell and Crystal Stewart to the point that they are good family friends and have an 
ongoing relationship. This was consistent with interviews with Sheriff’s Office 
employees who said that Mr. Carter and the Stewarts appeared close and were often seen 
together in the Stewarts’ offices.  The Acting Sheriff told us that she asked Crystal 
Stewart why Claude Carter spent so much time in her office. Ms. Stewart said they were 
just friends. The Acting Sheriff also said that Mr. Stewart had a book where he kept track 
of the former homeowners who were owed money.  

 
268. We asked Mr. Stewart about his relationship with Mr. Carter. Mr. Stewart said that he 

had no dealings with Mr. Carter, that he was not a personal friend, that there was no 
difference with Mr. Carter as opposed to any of the other finders, and that he met with 
everyone who came into the office. 

 
269. Mr. Carter told us that he charged the former owners anywhere from 33% down to 10% 

for his services, depending on how much money there was and what the owners would 
negotiate. He said that business began to fall off about two and half years ago and he does 
very little now. 
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270. We asked Mr. Carter for a list of his clients relating to Sheriff’s sales, which he refused to 
provide after speaking with counsel. The Sheriff’s financial records contain checks 
written to individual payees c/o Alotta.Edu Inc. After a limited search of public records, 
we located and contacted five individuals who had business interaction with Mr. Carter. 
One person refused his services; the others received the proceeds of the sale of their 
forfeited homes through Mr. Carter and were charged fees of 30% to 35%: one individual 
was a corporate officer who did not know his company had been owed money until 
contacted by Mr. Carter; another was an elderly lady who paid Mr. Carter’s company a 
fee of 33% of the amount due her; a third said he was charged 35% by Mr. Carter; and a 
fourth person said she did not know that she could have received her money directly from 
the Sheriff, but paid 30% out of her proceeds for Mr. Carter’s services. 
 

271. The person who declined Mr. Carter’s services said she went to the Sheriff’s Office to 
claim her funds but was told that a check had already been issued to Mr. Carter.  She 
demanded the payment be made directly to her. The Carter check was voided and she was 
issued a check for the full amount of the sale’s excess proceeds. The reason noted in the 
Sheriff’s check writer system for voiding the check was “wrong address.” 
 

272. The Sheriff’s Office made the Claude Carter checks payable to the former owner or 
his/her heir as payee, c/o Allota.Edu Inc. Sheriff’s employees said that Darrell Stewart 
authorized the “Request for Disbursement” for these checks, instructed that they should 
be made payable to the individual payee c/o Allota.Edu Inc. and that they should be 
expedited.  
 

273. Edward Chew advised us that he disapproved of the c/o method of payment since it 
allowed the checks to be cashed without the endorsement of the primary payee or former 
owner. Mr. Chew said he advised Sheriff Office personnel to end the practice. He said he 
told Darrell Stewart, as well as the title companies, to stop having c/o Alotta.Edu Inc. on 
the checks. Mr. Chew said he also spoke with Commerce Bank as to why it would cash 
checks made out in this fashion. 
 

274. We examined 151 Alotta.Edu Inc. check transactions totaling $4,460,961. The 151 
checks were made payable to the former homeowner entitled to the excess proceeds c/o 
Alotta.Edu Inc. We had access to the fronts and backs of 120 of these checks. All of them 
contained the sole endorsement of what appeared to be Alotta.Edu Inc. or an apparent 
representative thereof, and none had the endorsement of the individual payee.  
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275. The Sheriff’s Office issuance of checks in this manner lacked internal controls to ensure 
that the individual payee received the check proceeds.  
 

276. A Unit was set up in the Sheriff’s Office at the beginning of 2009 to verify the claims of 
former homeowners to excess funds and to help locate former homeowners who were 
entitled to excess funds. Mr. Chew was in charge of the Unit, named the Post-Sheriff Sale 
Adjudication Unit. The purpose was to have the Sheriff’s Office find the former 
homeowners as opposed to finders who would charge a fee. Mr. Chew told us that he was 
not aware of any limitations on fees that finders charge, but thought that people should 
not be charged for receiving funds that were owed to them.  
 

277. We were advised by a Sheriff's deputy that the Sheriff's Civil System's case ledger 
contained critical information about the existence of excess proceeds and case balances, 
but the Adjudication Unit had difficulty securing the information because Crystal Stewart 
denied them access. Eventually members of the Adjudication Unit had to go to the 
Sheriff to get approval to access the information. The employee also said that while the 
excess proceeds cases were supposed to go through the Adjudication Unit, some cases 
with large proceeds were circumvented by Mr. Stewart. 
                   

278. We were told that there were also occasions when individuals contacted the Sheriff's 
Office in search of their excess proceeds but encountered lengthy delays in securing their 
money. One Sheriff’s employee told us the Mr. Stewart would hold-off people seeking 
excess proceeds by saying that their paperwork had “fallen through the cracks”  until the 
person would turn to a finder to help them get their money. Another Sheriff's employee 
advised us that there were more than five individuals he spoke to who complained that 
they could not get their paperwork  processed, some for upwards to two years. These 
individuals had been directed to RCS employees whose offices where one floor above the 
Sheriff’s Office and told that their paperwork was lost or not submitted properly.28  
These individuals also said that they were contacted by someone from Alotta, who said 
that they could get them their money in a short time for a fee, so they decided to go with 
him and pay the fee in order to get their money. We were told by Sheriff’s employees that 
the only person who was successful in securing unclaimed funds quickly was Mr. Carter. 
 

                                                           
28 We reviewed a Sheriff’s Office internal letter where a would-be buyer attempted to obtain a refund of over 
$25,000 put down on a sale that was stayed. The Real Estate Division directed the buyer to RCS in March 2006. 
Three months later the refund had not been processed causing the buyer to become “extremely upset” and threatened 
legal action.  
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279. The Sheriff’s Office files contained a letter that was forwarded by a person entitled to 
excess proceeds. The letter was addressed to this individual and appeared to be printed on 
the letterhead of “alotta.edu,inc.” and “Unclaimed Cash Recovery Services.” The letter 
states in part: 
 

“In the last several months I sent you letters 
regarding your unclaimed cash.  As you know, you 
have over $10,000 in unclaimed cash. 
 
Perhaps you could meet with me or the President of 
our company for coffee at the local Starbucks or 
Dunkin Donuts.  It would be a shame to let your 
money remain uncollected. 

… 
If you have questions about us, we can answer those 
too.  As well, you can visit the web site of the 
Better Business Bureau of Metropolitan 
Washington DC and Eastern Pennsylvania 
(www.mybbb.org) and see that our company has 
never had a customer complaint in 11 years. 
 
Please give us a call if you would like to collect 
this money.  There are 41 business days left in 
2006.  There is a strong possibility we could have 
your money by the holidays if we had this time 
period to work on your case.” (Exhibit 42) 
 

The letter is dated October 31, 2006 and is purportedly signed by a representative of 
alotta.edu, inc. 

 
280. The individual also forwarded to the Sheriff’s Office a copy of an envelope which 

purportedly contained letters from alotta, edu inc.  Appearing on the face of the envelope 
is a copy of a dollar bill.  The individual who forwarded it advised a Sheriff’s Office 
employee that the envelope was received with the copy of the dollar bill already on it. 
(Exhibit 43) 

 
281. We reviewed Sheriff’s Office documentation including a letter and internal memo 

relating to a mortgage foreclosure sale where there was a three year delay in distributing 

www.mybbb.org
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excess proceeds. According to the letter, RCS had marked the file “do not distribute” 
because of instructions from the Sheriff’s Accounting Division, but now wanted to 
distribute the proceeds. The letter failed to state what the Accounting Division personnel 
told RCS that caused the “do not distribute” note.  In the internal memo, Sheriff’s Office 
Accounting personnel denied being responsible for the delay, asserted they had no 
knowledge or control over the allocation of the funds and any restrictions placed on them, 
and complained that RCS should have contacted the head of the Real Estate Division, 
Director of Finance, or the Legal Director who were the “only people with authority to 
place a hold on funds.” (Exhibit 44)   
 

282. Excess proceeds of $59,366.47 were eventually distributed in the case. It appears the 
Sheriff’s Office issued a check to the individual payee c/o Alotta.Edu Inc. 

  
283. There were occurrences when the Real Estate Division requested the Accounting 

Division to issue a check to Alotta.Edu Inc. after having issued a check directly to the 
former homeowner. In one instance, a check was issued to a former homeowner in 
payment for excess proceeds and a year later, a second check in the same amount for the 
same property was issued to Alotta.Edu Inc. The Sheriff’s Accounting Division caught 
the error and the Sheriff’s Office informed the former owner that she had to return her 
portion of the proceeds of the second check, $21,651.70 and informed Mr. Carter that he 
had to return $10,825.84, the 33% fee he received from the duplicate check, which we 
understand he did.   (Exhibits 45 and 46)  We were advised by a Sheriff’s employee that 
there were several other requests by the Real Estate Division to issue checks to Alotta. 
Edu Inc. where the Sheriff’s Office had previously issued checks directly to the former 
owners for excess proceeds. These duplicate Requests for Disbursements were not 
processed. We reviewed documentation of two of these cases where funds had been 
previously disbursed, but the Real Estate Division requested that checks be issued to 
Allota.Edu Inc c/o Claude Carter.  

 
MONEY SERVICES INC, C/O CLAUDE B. CARTER, ALOTTA.EDU INC 

 
284. The Sheriff’s Commerce Bank records contain 14 checks totaling $64,141.18 made 

payable to Money Services Inc, c/o Claude B. Carter, alotta. edu Inc, 575 Pinetown Road, 
Box 51, Fort Washington, Pa. 19034 between October 31, 2005 and February 22, 2006. 
Thirteen of the checks are written on the Sheriff’s Office Delinquent Taxes Account and 
the fourteenth check is written on the Sheriff’s Mortgage Foreclosure Account. The 
checks are all endorsed with what appears to be the same signature written below a 
printed “alotta.edu,inc/POA. The Sheriff’s Office was unable to provide supporting 
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documentation to explain why these checks were made payable to Money Services c/o 
Mr. Carter and alotta.edu or what business transactions the checks related to. For 11 of 
the 14 checks, the Sheriff’s Office did provide copies of the Request for Disbursement 
which originated in the Sheriff’s Real Estate Division and the check analyses relating to 
the payments.  In all 11 cases, the requests to disburse monies to Money Services Inc, c/o 
Claude B. Carter, alotta.edu Inc., appear to have been issued by Darrell Stewart.  

 
285. The Sheriff’s Office could locate only one distribution policy relating to the fourteen 

checks. The policy was issued by Old Republic National Title Insurance Company, 
represented by RCS Searchers, Inc. for distribution of proceeds for the Sheriff’s sale of 
1410 Orange Street, Philadelphia, Pa. The corresponding Money Services Inc. check is 
number 7781, dated September 15, 2005 for $5,320.14 and apparently represents an 
excess proceeds payment. 

 
286. The distribution policy lists the various liabilities and their priority of distribution. Excess 

funds apparently remained, but were not distributed to the former homeowner, but rather 
to Money Services Inc: “BALANCE REMAINING AFTER TAX SALE: $5,390.14.  
Balance To: Money Services Inc, c/o Claude B. Carter, alotta edu inc., 575 Pinetown 
Road, Box 51, Fort Washington, PA 19034”.  The Sheriff’s Office was unable to provide 
documentation showing the relationship between the former homeowner and Money 
Services Inc or Claude Carter. 

 
287. In addition to apparently submitting the Request for Disbursement for the check, it 

appears that Mr. Stewart also reduced the amount of excess funds to be disbursed to 
Money Services, Inc. There is a handwritten notation of “9-14-05 5,320.14” followed by 
Mr. Stewart’s apparent signature suggesting that the check should be in the amount of 
$5,320.14, which appears on the issued check, as opposed to the $5,390.14 stated on the 
distribution policy. 
 

288. The business purpose for the fourteen transactions between the Sheriff’s Office and 
Money Services Inc, Claude B. Carter, and alotta.edu Inc. is unclear based on the 
documentation provided by the Sheriff’s Office. 

 
289. We asked Mr. Carter via email to explain the Money Services Inc. transaction. Mr. Carter 

responded : 
           
             “Money Services, Inc. was a real estate investment company  

                      that brought houses and gave mortgages to buyers. These mortgages 
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                      were recorded. Several of the houses went to tax foreclosure. The 
                      Sheriff’s Department identified excess proceeds due Money Services, Inc. 
                      as a result of outstanding mortgage balances at the time of the tax sale.  
                      alotta edu, inc helped Money Services, Inc. collect excess proceeds from  
                      these sales. Hope this was helpful.” (Exhibit 47) 
                
290. Our public research (unverified) on two of the properties for which Money Services, c/o 

alotta edu received funds did not disclose a mortgage filed by Money Services. 
 
291. We asked follow-up questions of Mr. Carter: 

      
              Thank you. Can you share with us why Money Services retained you 
              and in what way you helped them get the monies due them? It doesn’t 
              sound like this was a case of the Sheriff not knowing the whereabouts 
              of Money Services so the Sheriff could have cut a check directly to them. 
              Was the money not available for payment directly to Money Services  
              from the Sheriff? Can you help us with the address for Money Services 
              and your commission? Thanks. (Exhibit 48) 
                   

292. Mr. Carter replied: 
               
              Sheriff had Money Services, Inc listed as “Address Unknown. A term  
              used by the Sheriff’s Department when they could not locate someone. (Exhibit 48) 
 

293. In another follow-up email, we repeated questions Mr. Carter had not answered: 
  

                      Appreciate the information. Will you share with us the address for  
                      Money Services and your commission? Thanks. (Exhibit 49) 

          
294. Mr. Carter replied: “Not at this time on advice of counsel.”  (Exhibit 49)                            
                 
295. We conducted a public records check of short duration which showed an address for 

Money Services, Inc. in Philadelphia, PA. 
 

296. No one at the Sheriff’s Office we spoke with was able to explain why a mortgage lender 
with a Philadelphia address that was readily available through a public records search 
would be listed as “address unknown” in the Sheriff’s records. 
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297. Pennsylvania law, P.S. Section 1301.11(g)2, limits the fee that a finder may receive for 
recovering unclaimed funds in the possession of the State Treasury to 15% of the value of 
the unclaimed property.  There does not appear to be any reason why the limitation of a 
15% commission on state unclaimed funds should not also be applied to unclaimed funds 
in the possession of the Sheriff.  We recommend that Philadelphia adopt a similar 
limitation to avoid the evicted homeowner having to pay a finder a fee of over twice the 
state limitation with the only apparent distinction being whether possession of the 
unclaimed funds is in the hands of state or local authority. 

 
J. VOIDED CHECKS 

 
298. The Sheriff’s Office check writer database showed 785 individual voided check 

transactions totaling $22,885,395 to 319 payees from 2006 through 2009. 
 
299. The reasons noted in the check writer system under “memo field” for voiding the check 

transactions were many.  The most frequently cited were: wrong payee, wrong 
description on the check, wrong check amount, wrong check type used, wrong address, 
check made out to wrong company, misprinted check and stale dated check. 

300. In certain instances after a check was voided, a new check was issued using the same 
check number as the void check. This is contrary to fundamental accounting controls.  
 

301. Internal controls on voiding checks and approving voids in the system were lacking.  Any 
check writer at the Sheriff’s Office had the ability to void a check. 
 

302. Crystal Stewart had the ability as the system administrator to change or remove a void 
once it was entered. Ms. Stewart was the only Sheriff’s employee with the authority to 
perform such a function, according to Sheriff’s accounting employees.  

 
303. We performed a voided check analysis to determine if any voided check cleared the bank 

and was cashed or deposited. The challenge to the analysis was the Sheriff’s Office 
issuing checks with check numbers identical to the check numbers of voided checks. For 
example, the initial comparison of voided checks to checks for Reach/RCS appearing as 
cashed in the Sheriff’s Office bank statements  resulted in the following information: 
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Check 
Number  Amount  

Voided Check 
Amount 

Equal Cashed 
Amount  

Check 
Date 

Check 
Clear Date  

(M/DD) 

Bank 
Statement 
(MM/YY) 

14835  22,976.19  Yes 3/19/2008 3/20 03/08 
15156  15,261.90  Yes 6/11/2008 6/11 06/08 
27824  25,517.17  Yes 1/20/2006 1/25 01/06 
32665  12,225.00  Yes 2/11/2008 2/19 02/08 
32676  29,041.74  Yes 2/6/2008 2/8 02/08 
33435  27,244.00  Yes 7/7/2008 7/9 07/08 
34041  15,655.39  Yes 11/13/2008 11/17 11/08 
34472  19,984.64  Yes 3/4/2009 3/10 03/09 
Total $167,906.03     

 
304. Upon further analysis of the check writer data, it appears that subsequent checks were 

written to Reach/RCS using the same voided check numbers for six of the eight voided 
checks highlighted in yellow. 

  
305. One remaining voided check, check number 32665 in the amount of $12,225.00 was 

deposited into a RCS Searchers Inc. bank account. 
 
306. The other remaining voided check, check number 14835 in the amount of $22,976.19 was 

issued to Reach Communications Specialists, Inc., dated March 19, 2008 and voided in 
the check writer with the memo notation “need reissue” (sic). It was written on the 
Sheriff’s Tax Lien Account. The next day it was deposited into a different account, the 
Sheriff’s Unclaimed Funds Tax Lien Account. There is a hand written notation by a 
Sheriff’s employee on a copy of the front and back of the check saying “Once again! This 
check is void in our civil system. However it was cashed by RCS. Real Estate and RCS 
have been notified and we won’t get anything back.” 

 
307. One week from the day that the Sheriff’s Office issued check number 14835, the Sheriff 

issued a duplicate check to Reach Communications Specialists, Inc., check number 
14867, in the same amount of $22,976.19. 
 

308. There is another voided check issued to Reach Communication Specialists, Inc. that 
cleared the bank and was cashed by Reach, check number 34217, dated December 23, 
2008 in the amount of $25,484.99. This check was not identified as voided in the 
Sheriff’s check writer system but a disbursements screenshot provided by the Sheriff’s 
Office clearly identified it as marked void in bold large font upper case letters. A notation 
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on a document accompanying this screenshot reads “Crystal has the authority to remove 
“voids” from the system.” 
 

309. We were advised by Sheriff’s Office personnel that Reach/RCS has failed to repay any 
monies that cleared the bank on the voided checks.  

 
310. We identified other voided checks that cleared the bank: 

Check 
Number  

Amount  
 

Voided Check 
Amount 
Equal Cashed 
Amount  Check Date  

Check Clear 
Date  
(M/DD) 
 

Bank Statement 
(MM/YY) 
  

8751      5,338.80  Yes 12/16/2008 2/17 02/09 
8831      1,050.00  Yes 2/2/2009 2/12 02/09 

10062    12,645.95  Yes 1/24/2008 1/28 01/08 
12954      3,750.00  Yes 3/13/2006 3/15 03/06 
13120      3,000.00  Yes 5/24/2006 5/26 05/06 
13153      3,569.12  Yes 5/19/2006 5/25 05/06 
13245        119.97  Yes 6/15/2006 7/13 07/06 
13248          90.00  Yes 6/15/2006 7/13 07/06 
13311  238,830.24  Yes 7/13/2006 7/18 07/06 
13315        107.41  Yes 7/21/2006 8/2 08/06 
13450      3,999.88  Yes 9/20/2006 9/26 09/06 
13860  726,594.36  Yes 3/6/2007 3/12 03/07 
14014      5,576.95  Yes 5/22/2007 5/23 05/07 
14632        132.22  Yes 12/31/2007 1/17 01/08 
14804          28.00  Yes 3/17/2008 3/20 03/08 
15857    46,500.73  Yes 6/11/2009 6/16 06/09 
28068        100.00  Yes 2/16/2006 2/27 02/06 
28458      1,537.50  Yes 3/27/2006 3/30 03/06 
28810      1,700.00  Yes 5/17/2006 6/5 06/06 
30016        546.21  Yes 10/23/2006 11/10 11/06 
31508        388.13  Yes 6/20/2007 9/29 09/08 
31596      5,482.36  Yes 7/3/2007 7/10 07/07 
31636    22,753.58  Yes 7/10/2007 7/18 07/07 
31837  207,965.35  Yes 8/1/2007 8/10 08/07 
31879      1,477.79  Yes 8/15/2007 9/5 09/07 
33172    54,251.91  Yes 4/21/2008 7/2 07/08 
33602    13,870.00  Yes 7/31/2008 8/4 08/08 
33804      7,507.80  Yes 9/15/2008 10/1 10/08 

Total $1,368,914.26     
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311. Seventeen of the twenty-eight voided checks highlighted in yellow were reissued to the 
same payees with the same check number as the voided check.  

 
312. Check number 13860 in the amount of $726,594.36 was written to City Line Abstract. 

We were advised by the Sheriff’s Office that City Line notified the Sheriff’s Office that 
they mistakenly received the check and refunded the entire amount to the Sheriff.  We 
were provided with City Line check number 1545 in the amount of $726,594.36 as a 
repayment as well as the bank records of the Sheriff showing the deposit. 
 

313. We identified another check to City Line Abstract, check number 13311 in the amount of 
$238,830.24 dated July 13, 2006 that was voided but cleared the bank.  We were advised 
by the President of City Line Abstract that a full refund of the $238,830.24 was given to 
the Sheriff’s Office once it was recognized that City Line received these monies in error.   
As evidence of repayment, a disbursement statement from City Line’s TitleExpress 
Escrow System along with a copy of the front and back of refund check number 1250 
dated July 18, 2006 totaling $238,830.24 was provided.  It was not apparent from the 
back of the check where the refund check was deposited.   However, a review of the 
Sheriff’s Office July 2006 Tax Lien Account (0364114454) bank statement shows a 
deposit in the amount of $238,830.24 on July 21, 2006.  
 

314. The remaining nine checks are still under investigation.       

K. CASH ADJUSTMENTS 
 

315. The 2010 Audit Report by the City Controller noted the large number of cash adjustments 
appearing in the Sheriff’s accounting records. Sheriff’s Office employees advised that 
these cash adjustments were needed to capture transactions and amounts for which the 
Civil System, the Sheriff’s accounting system, was not designed to capture such as main 
desk fees and lump sum deposits. As a result, cash adjustments are entered daily.  
Adjustments are also used to move amounts from one case balance account or book/writ 
to another to correct mistakes that were made when financial information was 
erroneously entered into the Civil System. 

 
316. We analyzed the Sheriff’s Office records by filtering the available check writer database 

for cash adjustments to focus on the period 2006 through 2009 and found 41,932 cash 
adjustments totaling $6,036,241. All adjustments have the City of Philadelphia as the 
payee.  All adjustments were sorted by amount and accompanying memo of explanation 
to identify if there were any common amounts or memos associated with these 
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adjustments. A pivot table was also generated to sort by date to see if there were any 
dates which had an unusually large number of cash adjustments. 
 

317. A sort by amount reveals several adjustment amounts appearing frequently such as 
$84.00, $116.00, $184.00, $216.00, $128.00, $50.00, $110.00, $210.00, $136.00, $100.00 
and $232.00. In total, there are 24 specific amounts, each appearing more than 100 times, 
and all less than $400 (some of which are offsetting negative amounts). These account for 
39,465 adjustments or 94.1% of the total 41,932 adjustments totaling $5,587,038. It 
appears that these commonly occurring adjustment amounts relate to main desk fees such 
as those for serving complaints, summons, subpoenas, and various writs. Additionally, 
positive and negative like amounts represent both sides of the adjustment showing the 
amount moving from one case balance (book/writ) to another. 
 

318. A sort by date reveals that more than 100 entries were made on 170 different dates from 
2006 through 2009. 
 

319. The most common memo appearing in the check writer database does not provide a clear 
explanation for the cash adjustments. The memo only notes “Not in acct system” and 
appears in numerous variations with different spellings and abbreviations. This memo is 
used for 40,903 entries or 97.5% of the cash adjustments. Nearly 90% of these 
adjustments (89.1%) are for the similar amounts mentioned above, and are equal to or 
less than $400. There are 12 instances of adjustments over $10,000 with the largest being 
$75,548.00. Most of these cash adjustments are cancelled out by corresponding negative 
adjustments for the same amount with the same date as the original adjustment entry 
signifying movement of money from one case balance to another to correct for previously 
erroneous entries. 

 
320. The cash adjustments are made against the seven bank accounts, three of which are no 

longer active accounts. Sheriff’s employees advised that bank account data in the Civil 
System was not consistently updated to reflect current accounts in use. Nearly all of the 
adjustments (97.5%) with the memo “Not in acct system” or variations thereof are made 
against the Execution Account and the Appearance Account: 
 

                    100018340 – Not an existing bank account (155 adjustments) 
                          07000303522 – Not an existing bank account (1 adjustment)                        

                    0360528152 – Execution Account (31,114 adjustments) 
                          0360528137 – Mortgage Foreclosure Account (239 adjustments) 

                    0360528111 – Appearance Account (10,380 adjustments) 
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   0360528103 – Delinquent Taxes Account (27 adjustments) 
                          0361113061 – Not an existing bank account (16 adjustments)  

                     
321. The largest cash adjustment we found was discovered by sorting by memo.  This resulted 

in finding a memo stating that check number 13680 was voided in error; with it appears 
51 cash adjustments totaling $643,045.28. All 51 of the cash adjustments are negative 
and appear to be the offsetting side of positive cash adjustments resulting from the 
movement of amounts from one set of case balances to another to correct for previously 
erroneous entries.  These 51 negative adjustments appear to correspond to the individual 
cash adjustments made to correct for a $726,594.36 voided check cashed by an 
unintended recipient.  According to a Sheriff’s Office employee in the Accounting 
Division, these negative adjustments do not total the $726,594.36 amount because the 
Sheriff’s employee making these correcting adjustments may not have been aware of 
each case balance affected or may have used more than one memo when making such 
corrections.  The account number listed in the check writer data associated with these 
adjustments is 100018340, which is not a currently used bank account.  

 
322. Check number 13860 was located twice in the check writer data. As we discussed in the 

“Voided Check” section of the report, it was not unusual to see the same check number 
appearing more than once in the Sheriff’s check writer database since the Sheriff’s Office 
would reuse the same check number of a check that had been voided.  

 
323. The first check number 13860 we found is dated 20-Aug-02 and payable to Reach 

Communications for $26,452.38.  We continued our search and found check number 
13860 dated 06-Mar-07 in the amount of $726,594.36 and payable to “City Line Abstract 
Company – Closing Costs.”  This check was issued, cashed and subsequently voided in 
the system on 18-Apr-07. We were advised that this check was originally intended to be 
issued to Global Abstract, not City Line Abstract. Since the void was placed on the 
check after the check was cashed, cash adjustments to each known book/writ for which 
that check was intended to cover had to be made to correct for this. 

 
324. Sheriff’s employees advised that City Line notified the Sheriff’s Office that they had 

deposited a $726,594.36 check written to them, but one in which they were not entitled. 
As a result, City Line refunded the entire amount via City Line check number 1545 dated 
April 6, 2007. We were provided a copy of this check as proof of the refund. 
 

325. Sheriff’s bank account statement (0364114454) as of April 30, 2007, shows a deposit 
made on April 11, 2007 in the amount of $726,594.36. 
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326. The detail check analysis for check number 13860 printed from the Sheriff’s Civil 

System was vouched back to 2 of the 51 individual case ledgers to evidence that those 
adjustments were actually recorded and subsequently corrected for.   
 

327. On April 11, 2007, 54 positive cash adjustments totaling $726,594.36 with the memo 
“payment error” were entered in the Sheriff’s Civil System. The bank account number 
referenced in all of these adjustments, 100018340, is not an existing bank account. To a 
great extent, these 54 adjustments reconcile with those transactions that check number 
13860 covered, which also relate to the 51 adjustments noted above.  According to a 
Sheriff’s office employee, these 54 positive adjustments do not reconcile exactly to the 
$643,045.28 corresponding to the 51 negative adjustments noted above because the 
Sheriff’s employee making these correcting adjustments may not have been aware of 
each case balance affected or may have used more than one memo when making such 
corrections. 
 

328. Our analysis of cash adjustments reveals that adjustments are frequently used for the 
purposes of accounting for transactions that the Civil System was not initially set up to 
capture. 

 
L. CASH RECEIPTS 
 
329. We were provided with 15 boxes of original hardcopy cash receipts packages by Sheriff’s 

employees. These cash receipt packages consisted of hardcopy receipts for check and/or 
cash transactions that resulted from the sale of real property at Sheriff sales from 2006 
through 2009. Within these boxes were individual cash receipt records, adding machine 
tapes, bank deposit slips and printed deposit reports for cash receipt transactions that 
occurred from 2006 through 2009.  Since the level of support accompanying the cash 
receipts packages in 2009 was greater than those for 2008 and prior, a separate cash 
receipts analysis was performed for 2009. 
 

330. The following procedures were performed with respect to 232 judgmentally selected cash 
receipt transactions occurring in 2006 through 2008: 
 
a. The 232 tested cash receipts were from November and December, 2006 (25), June 

and July, 2007 (69) and April, May and June, 2008 (138), and represented the 
winning bidder’s deposit at sale for the property being purchased as a result of their 
successful bid.   
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b. The total deposit amount collected (checks + cash) associated with the 232 tested 
receipts equaled $545,535, of which $385,960 strictly represented cash deposit 
amounts.   

 
c. A schedule was created to capture the following fields from the hardcopy cash receipt 

records, if available: 
 

o Date 
o Book No. 
o Writ No. 
o Receipt No. 
o Amount Bid 
o Total Deposit Paid 
o Cash Payment Amount 
o Property Address 
o Purchaser’s Name 

 
d. Tested cash receipt transactions as identified on the hardcopy records were traced to 

the bank deposit cash-only amount and the bank deposit total amount (cash + check 
amount) as listed on the bank deposit slips, if available. 

 
e. Deposit amounts as listed on the bank deposit slips were traced to printed deposit 

reports maintained as part of the cash receipts packages. 
 
f. Available bank statements were then analyzed to vouch bank deposits to aggregated 

deposit amounts as listed on deposit slips and other sources as noted above, to 
confirm actual deposit of individual cash receipts collected. 

 
g. All tested 2006 through 2008 cash deposits were traced from the individual cash 

receipt records through to the cash receipt totals as indicated on deposit slips/printed 
deposit reports and ultimately through to the available bank statements.  

 
331. Based on our testing approach noted above, tested cash deposits collected at Sheriff’s 

sales representing winning bidders’ deposits at sale from 2006 through 2008 were 
appropriately accounted for, as evidence exists to show these cash receipts were 
deposited into a Sheriff’s Office bank account. 

 
332. The following procedures were performed with respect to 67 judgmentally selected cash 

receipt transactions occurring in 2009: 
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a. The 67 tested cash receipts were from May and June, 2009 and represented the 
winning bidder’s deposit at sale for the property being purchased as a result of their 
successful bid.   

 
b. The total deposit amount (checks + cash) associated with the 67 tested cash receipts 

equaled $262,030, of which $103,890 strictly represented cash payments.   
 
c. Of the 67 tested cash receipts, six cash receipt transactions were clearly classified as 

“VOID,” one transaction appeared to be a void transaction since it was missing 
certain data elements (e.g., Total Deposit Paid) and one transaction contained 
insufficient detail to analyze further.  The transaction without sufficient detail 
appeared to be a void transaction since many fields were left blank, but the word 
“VOID” was not clearly noted on the hardcopy receipt. 

 
d. A schedule was created to capture the following fields from the hardcopy cash 

receipt records, if available: 
 

o Date 
o Book No. 
o Writ No. 
o Receipt No. 
o Amount Bid 
o Total Deposit Paid 
o Cash Payment Amount 
o Property Address 
o Purchaser’s Name 

 
e. Tested cash receipts were traced to the receipt package totals as indicated on the 

adding machine tapes. 
 

f. Tested cash receipt transactions as identified on the hardcopy records and adding 
machine tapes were traced to the bank deposit cash-only amount and the bank 
deposit total amount (cash + check amount) as listed on the bank deposit slips. 

 
g. Deposit amounts as listed on the bank deposit slips were traced to printed deposit 

reports maintained as part of the cash receipts packages. 
 

h. Available bank statements were then analyzed to vouch bank deposits to aggregated 
deposit amounts as listed on deposit slips and other sources as noted above, to 
confirm actual deposit of individual cash receipts collected. 
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i. The 67 tested hardcopy 2009 cash receipts were then traced through the Sheriff’s 
deposits data for the purposes of determining whether cash transactions were 
recorded in the Sheriff’s Civil System and whether such entries appeared to have 
been recorded appropriately based on available support. 

 
j. The “Receipt No.” from the hardcopy records and the “CHECKNUME” from the 

deposits data were identified as the common fields to use when performing the 
tracing exercise.  

 
333. All such payments excluding voids/blanks were traced from the individual cash receipt 

records through to the cash receipt totals as indicated on the adding machine tapes 
through to the bank deposit slips/printed deposit reports and ultimately through to the 
available bank statements.    

 
334. The following inconsistencies/errors in the recording of the cash receipts in the Sheriff’s 

accounting  system were noted during our analysis: 
 
a. Of the 67 tested receipts in 2009, six cash receipt transactions were classified as 

“VOID,” one transaction appeared to be a void transaction since it was missing 
certain data elements (e.g., Total Deposit Paid) and one cash receipts transaction 
contained insufficient detail to analyze further since many fields were left blank.   
 

b. Attempts to confirm these “VOID” cash receipts transactions were made through a 
review of the corresponding hardcopy property files (organized by book and writ) as 
well as through screenshots extracted from the Civil System’s Real Estate Switch 
Board.  Only one hardcopy property file of the eight total property files requested for 
further analysis was found in the Sheriff’s files.  According to a Sheriff’s Real Estate 
employee, the remaining selected hardcopy property files have been archived in a 
South Philadelphia warehouse due to lack of file space at the Sheriff’s Office and 
were not easily retrievable.   
 

c. Based upon analysis of the screenshots extracted from the Civil System’s Real Estate 
Switch Board for the void transactions, all but one of the void transactions appeared 
to be justified given the screenshots available for review.   

 
i. Cash receipt number 43763 (Book 258, Writ 18) holds the status of “SOLD” 

in the Civil System yet that transaction appears to have been voided in June of 
2009.  According to system screenshots, no deposits were made on this 
"SOLD" property (5137 Hadfield Ave.), which reflects a purchase price of 
$800.   
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ii. Additionally, after performing a public property search (Office of Property 
Assessment), this property is still owned by the City of Philadelphia.   

 
iii. As a result, status for this property may be incorrectly reflected as "SOLD" in 

the Civil System, due to human error.   
 

d. Of the 67 tested cash receipts, one cash receipt number (i.e., 47908) appeared in the 
deposits data twice, as noted in the table below. 

 
i. The first occurrence, which was part of the 67 tested receipts was for $1,900 

and related to “FILE” 2582074. 
 

ii. The second occurrence was for $5,000 and related to “FILE” 2582065. 

CHECK 
NUMBER 

TRANS 
AMOUNT 

TRANS 
CATEGORY VENDOR 

FILE 
(Book + Writ) 

47908 
                

1,900.00  
Deposit At Sale (Succ. 
Bid) 

LINEBARGER GOGGAN 
BLAIR PENA 

2582074 

47908 
                

5,000.00  
Deposit At Sale (Succ. 
Bid) 

LINEBARGER GOGGAN 
BLAIR PENA 

2582065 

 
e. Of the 67 tested cash receipts, the five cash receipt numbers 43529, 43792, 43798, 

43800 and 47906, respectively were found in the deposits data, but by incorrect 
receipt number/check number, as listed in the table below. 

 
i. A further search of the deposits data by book and writ using the “FILE” field 

led to the discovery of these discrepancies. 

CHECK 
NUMBER 

 TRANS 
AMOUNT  

TRANS 
CATEGORY VENDOR 

FILE 
(Book + Writ) 

43429 
              

12,600.00  
Deposit At Sale (Succ. 
Bid) 

MICHAEL T. 
MCKEEVER 2570569 

Cas43800h 
                

1,020.00  
Deposit At Sale (Succ. 
Bid) 

LINEBARGER GOGGAN 
BLAIR PENA 2582049 

487906 
                

2,160.00  
Deposit At Sale (Succ. 
Bid) 

LINEBARGER GOGGAN 
BLAIR PENA 2582062 

Cash43798 
                

1,100.00  
Deposit At Sale (Succ. 
Bid) 

LINEBARGER GOGGAN  
BLAIR PENA 2582044 

Ca4392sh 
                

3,000.00  
Deposit At Sale (Succ. 
Bid) 

LINEBARGER GOGGAN 
BLAIR PENA 2582023 
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f. Of the 67 tested cash receipts, the remaining 53 cash receipts were identified in the 

deposits data using the Receipt Number/Check Number link described above. 
 

335. The discrepancies noted above demonstrate the inconsistencies and/or errors in recording 
cash receipts in the Sheriff’s Office accounting system. 

 
336. However, based on our testing approach noted above, tested cash deposits collected at 

Sheriff’s sales representing winning bidders’ deposits at sale during 2009 were 
appropriately accounted for, as evidence exists to show these cash receipts were 
deposited into a Sheriff’s Office bank account. 

 
V. PROCEDURES PERFORMED 
 
We used the findings in the City Controller’s audit report as the starting point for our forensic 
investigation. That led us to initially focus on the Sheriff’s Office custodial accounts and, in 
particular, the accounts dealing with Sheriff’s sales and unclaimed funds, where the largest 
concentration of monies was deposited. The focus included analyzing Sheriff’s Office 
accounting and bank records related to these funds, which were not made available to the City 
Controller. The analysis of the accounting and other financial records of the Sheriff’s Office led 
us to examine Reach/RCS documents in the possession of the Sheriff to trace the large flow of 
monies going through the Sheriff’s Office to Reach and RCS. At the same time, we were 
following investigative leads generated from other documents in the Sheriff’s Office files, such 
as the discovery of contracts not provided to the City Controller, as well as third party records, 
and results of our interviews that led us to areas beyond those addressed in the Controller’s audit. 
These included Reach advertising costs and the importance of their minimization, RCS’ possible 
non-payment of pass-through monies, the results of previous City and state audits, the Sheriff’s 
use of finders and the high commission fees they received, the interrelationship of the Sheriff’s 
Office and Reach/RCS, and the execution of Reach and RCS contracts or the lack of them. 
Concurrently, we analyzed the Sheriff’s Office accounting and related records, as well as third 
party records, to gain a greater understanding of the Sheriff’s Office use of void checks, the high 
number of cash adjustments, and the Sheriff’s handing of cash receipts. 

 
We performed the following procedures:   

 
1. Engaged in interviews/discussions with the following individuals: 

 
• Richard Allen, Budget Bureau Assistant Director, City Finance Department 
• Fabio Bertoni, Vice President, Deputy General Counsel, ALM Media, LLC  
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• Jeffrey Brummel, CBS-WYSP 
• Nicholas Brown 
• John Breslin, Accounting Supervisor, Accounting Unit, Sheriff’s Office  
• Rick Bell, Accounting Unit, Sheriff’s Office 
• Daniel Cantu-Hertzler,  Law Department  
• Gary Cardamone, Chief Deputy Sheriff 
• Claude Carter, Alotta Edu, Inc. 
• Edward Chew, Esq., Former Director of Legal Affairs, Sheriff’s Office 
• Claudia Christian, Weekly Press & University City Review 
• Colby Christian, YNLME 
• Anthony Clifford, Philadelphia Inquirer/Daily News 
• Hal Cohen, Publisher, The Legal Intelligencer   
• Robert Cohen 
• James Cousounis, Esq., Law Department 
• J. Shane Creamer, Jr., Executive Director, Philadelphia Board of Ethics 
• Barbara Deeley, Acting Sheriff, Administrative Office 
• Richard Driver, Jr., Scoop USA 
• Lorraine Gazzara Doyle, Attorney, Udren Law Offices, P.C. 
• Guerino Eugillo, Sergeant, Sheriff’s Office 
• Robert Fleming, Auditor, Office of the Controller 
• Rory Lane Gazaway, The Processing Link, Stafford, Texas 
• George Gould, Managing Attorney, Housing and Energy Units, Community Legal 

Services 
• John D. Green, retired Sheriff 
• Monte Guess, Post-Sheriff  Sale Adjudication Unit 
• Edward Hayes, Esq., Attorney, Fox Rothschild LLP 
• Karen Hicks, WPHI 103.9 The Beat 
• John Holmes, Finance Executive, Philadelphia Tribune     
• Tyree Johnson, Westside Weekly 
• Karen Lastata, KYW 
• Constance Little, retired Undersheriff 
• Sara Lomax-Reese, AM-WURD 
• Maureen McGovern, Comcast 
• Andrew Miller, President, City Line Abstract  
• Ronald Mull, formerly with Pennsylvania Treasury Department, Bureau of Audits 
• Brian Munley, Director of Audits, Pennsylvania Department of Treasury 
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• Prince Muogbo 
• Karen Nicoletti 
• Christopher Niwinski, Nihill & Riedley 
• Ric Zayas, Nihill & Riedley 
• Charles Ondrejka, Supervisor, Main Desk, Sheriff’s Office 
• Janet Pina, co-owner, Tyler Company; former Chief Deputy Sheriff  
• Representative of Business Filings, Inc, Wilmington, DE 
• Representative of Yellow Rose Enterprises, Inc 
• Jacqueline Roberts, owner, Global Abstract Company  
• Ronda Roberts, Clear Cannel 
• Laurie Santiago, City Line Abstract, former Sheriff’s Office employee, Real Estate 

Division 
• Albert Scapertto, retired, City Controller’s Office  
• Mark Segal, Philadelphia Gay News  
• Five clients of Alotta edu, Inc 
• Darrell Stewart, Former Real Estate Division Supervisor and Undersheriff   
• Mark Stipa, Inspector, Internal Affairs, Sheriff’s Office  
• Frederick Stollsteimer, Director, Bureau of Unclaimed Funds, Pennsylvania 

Department of Treasury  
• Sin Su, Auditor, Office of the Controller  
• Richard Tyer, Real Estate Unit, Sheriff’s Office 
• James Tayoun, Philadelphia Public Record 
• Catherine M. Recker, Attorney, Welsh & Recker 
• Irwin Trauss, Supervisory Attorney, Consumer Housing Unit, Philadelphia Legal 

Assistance  
• Amanda Vanderploeg,  Roxborough Review/ West Oak Lane Leader 
• Joseph Vignola, Esq., Chief Deputy Sheriff for Finance and Accountability 
• Patricia West, co-owner, Tyler Company, former Chief of Civil Operations and Real 

Estate Division 
• Jackiem Wright, 400 PTM 

 
2. Read and analyzed Sheriff’s Office disbursements, adjustments, receipts, bank 

statements, system-generated reports such as detailed check analyses and sheriff sales 
financial transactions from 2005 through 2010.              
 

3. Read, organized, and analyzed vendor invoices submitted for settlement, title and 
advertising services by various entities during 2005 through 2010.  
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• Prepared numerous schedules detailing the individual charge categories appearing on 

each vendor invoice for further review and analysis.  Schedules prepared included 
requested amounts charged by and disbursed to the following vendors: 
 

- RCS Searchers 
- Reach Communications 
- City Line Abstract 
- Global Abstract 
- Convergent Enterprises 
- Nathan Industries 
- Friedman Schuman 
- Tyler Co. 

 
4. Searched through various files of the Sheriff’s Office and analyzed selected documents 

found in these files. 
  

5. Manually developed a MS Excel database containing cleared check data derived from 
available Sheriff’s Office TD Bank, Commerce Bank and Advanced Bank statements for 
years 2005 through 2010. 
 

6. Performed data analysis using cleared check data derived from available Sheriff’s Office 
TD Bank, Commerce Bank and Advanced Bank statements for years 2005 through 2010 
to determine if checks issued went unrecorded in the Check Writer database.  

 
• Identified and retrieved copies of unrecorded checks. 
• Performed additional data analysis specific to selected checks and payees of interest. 

 
7. Performed data analysis on Sheriff Office payments/disbursements identified in Check 

Writer data stored on the Sheriff’s Civil System. 
 
• Performed additional data analysis specific to checks addressed to P.O. Boxes, 

payments made to related-party payees and other payees of interest. 
• Identified and retrieved copies of checks of interest. 
 

8. Read prior audit reports compiled by the City Controller’s Office and PA Treasury 
Department to help determine investigative focus. 
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9. Read and analyzed financial and non-financial information retrieved from various 
computers used by current and former Sheriff’s Office employees. 
 

10. Read and analyzed new property sales worksheets.  
 

11. Read and analyzed grantee/grantor lists from Sheriff's sales.  
 

12. Identified and read selected distribution policies ordered on properties sold at Sheriff Sale 
auctions. 
 

13. Read, sorted and organized various records provided by third parties for scheduling and 
data analysis. 
 

14. Performed data analysis specific to cash adjustments identified in the Sheriff’s 
accounting system from 2006 through 2009; summarized adjustments by amount, date 
and memo to identify patterns associated with these adjustments.  
 
• Discussions specific to cash adjustments were held with members of the Sheriff’s 

Office and Nihill & Riedley. 
 

15. Read Sheriff's Office process documentation provided by Sheriff’s representatives. 
 

16. Conducted limited background investigations of present and past Sheriff’s Office 
employees of interest, vendors of interest or of questionable legitimacy, certain 
purchasers of Sheriff sale properties, payees from the Sheriff’s Office system of records 
who had no supporting documentation regarding payments and were unknown to 
Sheriff’s Office personnel, individuals and entities involved in potential conflict of 
interest transactions, and third party expediters.. Also conducted numerous real property 
searches relating to properties and/or individuals of interest. 
 

17. Created various schedules by date and payee containing information specific to select 
expediters/facilitators involved in the Sheriff’s sales process. 
 

18. Read, scheduled and analyzed various system-generated reports (i.e., fee schedules, case 
ledgers, detail check analyses etc.), letters, memoranda and other correspondence and 
documents (e.g., cancelled check copies) belonging to or provided by current and former 
Sheriff Office employees and other involved parties related to this matter. 
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19. Contacted numerous advertising vendors used by the Sheriff’s Office/Reach 
Communications for Sheriff Sale Advertisements from 2005 through 2010 to request 
copies of invoices for services rendered.   
 
• Read, organized and scheduled advertising invoices containing advertising costs 

incurred during the Sheriff’s sales process by company and date for additional data 
analysis.  Advertising vendors included the following: 
 

- Philadelphia Media Network (Inquirer/Daily News) 
- Legal Intelligencer 
- Tribune 
- Scoop USA 
- The Public Record 
- Jaramogi Communication 
- WRNB 107.9 
- Praise 103.9 
- KYW AM 
- Philadelphia Gay News 
- South Philadelphia Review 
- University City Review 
- AL DIA Newspaper Inc. 
- Sun Communication Group 
- Grupo Bogota Inc. 
- BRAVO Communication 
- Comcast 

 
20. Conducted internet and database research to identify current and archived news articles 

related to the Philadelphia Sheriff’s Office. 
 

21. Examined select copies of Sheriff Sale advertisements ran in six local newspapers from 
2004 through 2011 for mention of either www.phillysheriff.com or www.sheriffsale.com, 
including The Legal Intelligencer, The Tribune, The Philly Daily News, The Philadelphia 
Inquirer, The Star, and The Northeast Star. 
 

22. Read and analyzed various Pennsylvania State Treasurer documents.  
 

23. Identified and organized fifteen boxes of cash receipts packages by year for further 
review and analysis. The packages contained individual cash receipt records, adding 

www.phillysheriff.com
www.sheriffsale.com
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machine tapes, bank deposit slips, and printed deposit reports for a portion of cash receipt 
transactions that occurred from 2006 through 2009.   
 
Judgmentally selected and scheduled 67 tested cash receipt transactions from 2009 and 
232 tested cash receipt transactions from 2006 through 2008 and performed the following 
procedures: 

 
• Traced individual hardcopy cash receipts to the receipt package totals as indicated 

on the adding machine tapes. 
• Traced each cash receipt transaction as listed on the hardcopy records and adding 

machine tapes to the bank deposit cash-only amount and the bank deposit total 
amount (cash + check amount) as listed on the bank deposit slips. 

• Traced deposit amounts as listed on the bank deposit slips to printed deposit 
reports maintained as part of the cash receipts packages. 

• Bank statements were then analyzed to vouch bank deposits to aggregated deposit 
amounts as listed on deposit slips and other sources as noted above, to confirm 
actual deposit of individual cash receipts collected. 

• For tested transactions identified as voids, the following additional procedures 
were performed: 
 

- Obtained and analyzed screenshots extracted from the Civil System’s Real 
Estate Switch Board provided by Sheriff’s employees.   

- The 67 tested hardcopy cash receipts from 2009 were also traced through the 
Sheriff’s Office Deposits Data for the purposes of determining whether cash 
transactions were recorded in the Civil System and whether such entries were 
recorded appropriately based on available support. 
 

o The Receipt No. from the hardcopy records and the 
“CHECKNUME” from the data were identified as the common 
fields to use when performing the tracing exercise.  

 
• Participated in discussions with Nihill & Riedley and various Sheriff Office 

employees regarding Sheriff’s cash receipts process. 
 

24. Performed data analysis specific to duplicate/additional payments to utility companies, 
particularly PGW and PWD identified in Check Writer from 2006 through 2009. 
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• Analyzed selected individual checks issued to pay a utility liability owed on one 
property as well as aggregate checks issued to cover multiple liabilities due on 
multiple properties.   

25. Traced voided checks identified in Check Writer through to available bank statement data 
from 2006 through 2009 to determine if checks appearing as void in the Sheriff’s 
accounting system ever cleared the bank. 

• Identified and retrieved copies of checks in support of this analysis 
• Participated in discussions with Sheriff’s Office Accounting personnel to 

understand the nature and extent of this issue and to determine if any refunds were 
provided by unintended payees that deposited/cashed the voided checks. 

26. Reviewed and analyzed two lists of properties that sold in 2010 and 2011 according to 
the sales results that are provided to PGW.  The lists covered 2,387 properties sold from 
January 2010 through June 2011.    

• Compared select liabilities associated with properties on the PGW lists with those 
from corresponding RCS invoices and related supporting schedules, and the 
Sheriff’s accounting records (i.e., Detail Check Analyses, disbursement requests, 
payment stamps) indicating check number, amount and date to determine if the 
outstanding liabilities associated with properties on PGW’s lists were paid by the 
Sheriff to RCS but never ultimately remitted to PGW.  

27. Read, organized and performed data analysis on records specific to unclaimed funds 
maintained by the Sheriff’s Office from 2005 through 2010. 
 

28. Performed a comparative analysis of available invoices from select vendors and 
corresponding payment amounts as listed in check writer data from 2006 through 2009 to 
identify excess payments. 
 

29. Identified and read various City contracts executed by the Sheriff’s office and various 
outside vendors.  
 

30. Researched and read local rules of civil procedure, City Home Rule Charter, City and PA 
Ethics rules and statutes, and other statutes and regulations relevant to the subject matter 
being investigated. 
 

31. Read the Manual of Title Insurance Rating, Bureau of Pennsylvania, amended through 
April 1, 2003 
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• Recalculated distribution fees charged for a sample of prior sheriff sales based on 
Purchase Price and the rate structure(s) identified in Sections 5.14, 5.50 and 5.51 
of the Manual of Title Insurance Rating. 

32. Secured a computer printout of all grantee and grantor records for properties sold at 
Sheriff Sale and conducted various sorts on this data. 
 

33. Recalculated commissions charged for a sample of prior sheriff sales based on Purchase 
Price and the applicable percentages thereof. 
 

34. Performed an unrecorded deeds analysis related to deeds recorded by the Sheriff’s Office 
subsequent to the termination of RCS Searchers (effective January 2011) but for which 
RCS was paid previously to record such deeds. 
 

***** 
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We were not engaged to, and did not perform an audit, the objective of which would be the 
expression of an opinion on the specified elements, accounts, or items. Accordingly, we do not 
express such an opinion.  Had we performed additional procedures, other matters might have 
come to our attention that would have been reported to you. 
 
Our analyses and observations are based upon information provided to Deloitte FAS as of the 
date of this report.  It is possible that if additional information is forthcoming, our analyses and 
observations could be materially different.   
 
Very truly yours, 

 
 
Deloitte Financial Advisory Services LLP  
 
By:  
        Louis R. Pichini 
        Director 
        Forensic & Dispute Services 
        Deloitte Financial Advisory Services LLP      
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Exhibit List 
 

1. Letter dated February 14, 2006 from Sheriff John Green to Peter Smith in response to a 
state audit of the Sheriff’s Unclaimed Funds Accounts. Sheriff Green stated in the letter 
that the Sheriff’s Office was developing a new computer system which “will reengineer 
the way business is conducted and incorporate significant functionality and reporting 
features, which will aid in carrying out daily functions extremely efficiently.”  
 

2. Letter dated April 28, 2008 by Peter Smith, Pennsylvania Deputy State Treasurer for 
Audits and Investigations, to the former Philadelphia City Controller, informing the City 
Controller of the potential conflict of interest by Reach in acting as the Sheriff’s agent in 
researching and reporting financial information concerning owners of unclaimed funds to 
state auditors while at the same representing itself to be the owner of $366,290.62 in 
unclaimed funds. 

 
3. Philadelphia Daily News article dated November 18, 2005 where Sheriff Green described 

James R. Davis, Jr. as part of the Sheriff’s “inner circle.” Sheriff reportedly said in the 
article that he put in writing a February 2003 contract with Reach where Reach receives a 
“15 percent commission from the media with which it places the ads.” 
 

4. Cover letter dated January 10, 2011 from Catherine Recker of Welsh & Recker to Joseph 
Vignola, Chief Deputy Sheriff noting two purported letter agreements; one is a License 
and Services Agreement between RCS Searchers and the Sheriff’s Office and the other is 
a letter agreement between Reach Communication Specialists, Inc. and the Sheriff’s 
Office. 
 

5. February 27, 2003 purported letter agreement between the Sheriff’s Office and Reach for 
advertising services containing compensation based on 2.9 lines per writ and language 
that “Sheriff agrees to pay RCS…” and purportedly signed by Janet Pina and James R. 
Davis, Jr. 

 
6. Letter agreement dated September 7, 2010 between the Sheriff’s Office and RCS for 

computer support services; purportedly executed by Tyrone Bynum and Yvonne Cornell. 
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7. A memo dated January 23, 2003 from Sheriff John Green to Janet Pina, Compliance 
Officer, titled “Policy for Consultant and Professional Service Providers” stating that the 
Philadelphia Sheriff’s Office will obtain written agreements or contracts with all current 
and future vendors providing consulting and professional services which “will be kept in 
the Sheriff’s Office for public inspection.” 

 
8. Original February 27 2003 letter agreement  between the Sheriff’s Office and Reach for 

advertising services with Reach receiving a “15% commission paid by advertising 
mediums;” purportedly executed by Janet Pina and James Davis, Jr. 
 

9. Letter agreement dated September 1, 2002 between the Sheriff’s Office and RCS to 
provide deed service for $75 per deed for Tax Lien Delinquent sales. The contract was 
purportedly signed by the then managing partners of RCS, James Cassell and James 
Davis and Janet Pina of the Sheriff’s Office.  

 
10. Letter agreement dated September 1, 2002 between the Sheriff’s Office and Philadelphia 

Deed Service to perform the deed service for $75 per deed for Mortgage Foreclosure 
sales. Jennifer St. Hill purportedly signed the contract on behalf of Philadelphia Deed 
Service and Janet Pina purportedly signed on behalf of the Sheriff’s Office. 
 

11. Letter agreement dated September 1, 2002 between the Sheriff’s Office and Elkins Park 
Abstract Company to perform deed preparation service for $75 per deed for Tax 
Delinquent sales. Daniel McCafferty purportedly signed on behalf of Elkins Park 
Abstract and Janet Pina purportedly signed on behalf of the Sheriff’s Office. 
 

12. An unsigned letter agreement dated November 11, 2003 from RCS Searchers on RCS 
letterhead to Tyrone Bynum, Director of Finance, Sheriff’s Office, to provide deed 
recording services for Sheriff’s sales at the cost of $250 per deed or instrument. The letter 
states the “Sheriff acknowledges that RCS is currently and has been providing Settlement 
Services and wishes to continue to engage RCS to provide Settlement Services…..”  
 

13. A copy of an unsigned cover letter from RCS Searchers to Mr. Bynum dated January 29, 
2004, referencing the November 11, 2003 agreement, and thanking him for the 
opportunity to act as the Sheriff’s “primary provider of Third Party Closings.”  

 
14. Unsigned letter on Sheriff’s Office letterhead dated November 17, 2003 to RCS 

Searchers inviting a proposal to undertake “some of the functions” of the Sheriff sales 
closings as a result of the “Mandamus Action.”   
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15. Unsigned letter on Sheriff’s Office letterhead dated November 17, 2003 to Global 

Abstract inviting a proposal to undertake “some of the functions” of the Sheriff sales 
closings as a result of the “Mandamus Action.”   

 
16. Unsigned letter on Sheriff’s Office letterhead dated November 17, 2003 to Security 

Search & Abstract inviting a proposal to undertake “some of the functions” of the Sheriff 
sales closings as a result of the “Mandamus Action.”   
 

17. An apparent original signed letter from James R. Davis. Jr., managing partner at RCS 
Searchers to Mr. Bynum dated April 6, 2004.  The letter sets forth the “Traditional 
Closing Process” and explains the settlement services that RCS proposed to supply to the 
Sheriff’s Office. 
 

18. Unsigned letter agreement, on blank letterhead, addressed to RCS Searchers dated 
November 12, 2004, for settlement services for the Sheriff’s Office.  
 

19. Unsigned letter agreement, on blank letterhead, addressed to Global Abstract Agency Inc. 
dated November 12, 2004, for settlement services for the Sheriff’s Office.  

 
20. Unsigned letter agreement, on blank letterhead, addressed to City Line Abstract 

Company dated November 12, 2004, for settlement services for the Sheriff’s Office.  
 

21. An original letter agreement on RCS Searchers letterhead dated November 3, 2006 
purportedly signed by Mrs. Sheila R. Davis on behalf of RCS Searchers and Tyrone 
Bynum of the Sheriff’s Office whereby RCS is to provide sweep services of old accounts 
for the Sheriff’s Office at a “reduced fee of $55.00” for “all properties found.” The 
$55.00 charge was to “be deducted from the grand total of the Sheriff’s fee, commission 
or liabilities payment covering the above books.” 
 

22. An unsigned copy of the same letter agreement contract (on RCS Searchers letterhead) as 
the November 3, 2006 agreement between the Sheriff’s Office and RCS, but dated six 
months earlier, May 2, 2006.  This letter agreement was found in the files of the Sheriff’s 
Office, but does not contain the provision that RCS fees are to be paid from the Sheriff’s 
fee and commission, or from the liabilities. 
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23. An original letter agreement on RCS Searchers letterhead dated April 3, 2009 purportedly 
signed by Yvonne Cornell, on behalf of RCS Searchers and Tyrone Bynum of the 
Sheriff’s Office. 

 
24. Letter to a consulting company dated November 6, 2002, from Janet A. Pina, Contract 

Compliance Officer, in response to a request to provide consulting services to the 
Sheriff’s Finance Division. The letter states, in part, “(a)ll contracts are reviewed and 
executed by the City’s Law Department.” Sheriff Green is copied on the letter.  
 

25. Screenshots extracted from www.sheriffsale.com, one of two websites owned and 
operated by Reach. 

 
26. Court Order of the Hon. C. Darnell Jones, II signed March 16, 2006 amending Rule 

3129.2(b)(1). 
 

27. Example of a Reach invoice dated December 22, 2010 totaling $519,350.91. 
 
28. Unsigned engagement agreement dated March 1, 2011 between the Sheriff’s Office and 

Cardenas-Grant Communications for advertising services. 
 

29. Letter to Sheriff Green from members of the Mortgage Foreclosure Steering Committee 
RE: Committee Resolution Addressing Sheriff’s Sale Advertising Costs. 

 
30. Email from Irwin Trauss to Edward Chew dated April 19, 2007 recognizing the new rules 

allowing for shorter descriptions reduce the length of the average ad by about one-third. 
 

31. Letter agreement between the Sheriff’s Office and RCS Searchers dated February 27, 
2003 regarding distribution policy issuance; purportedly signed by Janet Pina of the 
Sheriff’s Office and Michelle Graham on behalf of RCS Searchers. 
 

32. Letter agreement between the Sheriff’s Office and Global Abstract Agency dated 
February 27, 2003 regarding distribution policy issuance; purportedly signed by Janet 
Pina of the Sheriff’s Office and Jacqueline Roberts on behalf of Global Abstract Agency. 
 

33. Letter agreement between the Sheriff’s Office and Security Search & Abstract Company 
dated February 27, 2003 regarding distribution policy issuance; purportedly signed by 
Janet Pina of the Sheriff’s Office and an undecipherable representative of Security Search 
& Abstract Company. 

www.sheriffsale.com
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34. Email exchanges between Sin Su, City Controller’s auditor and Ms. Crystal Stewart of 
the Sheriff’s Office from August 3, 2009 through August 17, 2009 in regards to the City 
Controller audit. 

 
35. Pie chart graphic noting the Sheriff Sale Property breakdown for calendar year 2009. 

 
36. Letter from Peter Smith, Deputy State Treasurer for Audits and Investigations to Sheriff 

Green dated June 22, 2006 Re: Satisfaction of Liability for Reportable Unclaimed 
Property as of December 31, 1998. 

 
37. Email dated April 1, 2009 from Richard Bell to Tyrone Bynum, both employees of the 

Sheriff’s Office at the time regarding the liquidation of funds from the Mortgage 
Foreclosure Investment account. 
 

38. Memo dated July 11, 2008 from Brendan S. Joyce, Bureau of Audits to Peter Smith, 
Deputy State Treasurer for Audits and Investigations.  

 
39. Memo from Gerri Long, Bureau Assistant Director to Brian Munley, Bureau Director, the 

subject of which was “Philadelphia Sheriff’s Office Audit – Summary of Post Audit 
Work.” 
 

40. Memo dated July 26, 2006 from Gerri Long, Bureau Assistant Director to Brian Munley, 
Bureau Director, the subject of which was “Philadelphia Sheriff’s Office.”   
 

41. Letter dated December 2, 2004 (on alotta.edu,inc. letterhead) from Claude Carter of 
alotta.edu,inc. to Sheriff Green stating that he looks forward to “working with you, 
Tyrone Bynum, other members of your department and RCS Searchers in an effort to 
return unclaimed funds to their rightful owners.” 
 

42. Letter dated October 31, 2006 from Mary Lawson of alotta.edu, inc. to a potential client 
in regards to the potential client’s “over $10,000 in unclaimed cash.” 

 
43. A copy of the envelope addressed to the potential client purportedly containing the 

October 31, 2006 letter from alotta.edu, inc. 
 

44. Letter dated September 11, 2008 from Richard Bell to Tyrone Bynum RE: Memo from 
Wanda English Davis, RCS Searchers, - in reference to Book 210 Writ 729. 
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45. Unsigned letter dated January 29, 2008 from Tyrone Bynum to Juanita Smallwood Re: 
Unclaimed Funds Checks for the property located at 649 Carpenter Lane, Philadelphia, 
PA 19119. 
 

46. Unsigned letter dated January 29, 2008 from Tyrone Bynum to Claude Carter of 
alotta.edu, inc. Re: Unclaimed Funds Checks for the property located at 649 Carpenter 
Lane, Philadelphia, PA 19119. 

 
47. Email dated October 4, 2011 at 10:08AM from Claude Carter to Louis R. Pichini, 

Deloitte Financial Advisory Services LLP RE: Money Services Inc. 
 

48. Email exchanges dated October 4, 2011 between Claude Carter and Louis R. Pichini, 
Deloitte Financial Advisory Services LLP RE: Money Services Inc. 

 
49. Email dated October 5, 2011 at 11:33AM from Claude Carter to Louis R. Pichini, 

Deloitte Financial Advisory Services LLP RE: Money Services Inc. 
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